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Abstract: 

Stative possessive constructions have gone through immense grammatical changes 

over the past four centuries, from have to have got, and finally to a stative possessive 

main verb got. One of the main purposes of this present study is to explain the evolution 

of the stative possessives have got and got. Further aims of this thesis include 

examining and mapping the prescriptive grammars surrounding these verbs, as well as 

introducing, analysing, and comparing the uses of the two possessives. 

 

Data for the study consist of three different parts. Firstly, previous research on the 

development of the possessives is reviewed, discussed, and used as a starting point for 

introducing a new development hypothesis. Secondly, prescriptive grammars and 

previous research on the grammar of have got and got are used to formulate and 

compile a prescriptive grammar. Finally, data extracted from The Corpus of 

Contemporary American English are used to introduce descriptive grammars for the 

two possessives, as well as to compare their individual uses. 

 

The results support the view that we can regard the development of both possessive 

have got and got to be due to the process of grammaticalisation, with starting-point in 

the conventionalisation of a conversational implicature. The results also show that 

coherent prescriptive grammars for the two possessives are extremely difficult to form 

at this time because the prescriptive views are so many and often appear to disagree 

with one another. Moreover, the corpus findings reveal that the descriptive uses of have 

got and got are partly in accordance with prescriptive views, but that divergences exist 

among certain grammatical properties. Finally, the results show that the uses of have 

got and got are in many ways similar, while essential differences also exist. 

 

This thesis looks at the present state of possessives have got and got in light of their 

diachronic developmental paths and documents language change in progress in North 

American English. In conclusion, it is hypothesized that the possessive constructions 

continue to change and develop and thus there is a need for further, continuing research 

on the matter, including sociolinguistic research, in order to gain a wider view on the 

topic. 
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1. Introduction 

 

There are several different ways of expressing possession in English. One might own, 

possess or have something, but as living languages are always changing and developing, 

so have the stative possessive constructions changed in English. In fact, over the past four 

centuries stative possessive constructions have gone through tremendous grammatical 

change (Tagliamonte 2003: 531). Around the 16th century a new stative possessive 

surfaced, and instead of having something one could now have got something. One might 

think that the got in have got is but a pleonastic item in English, but there is more to its 

use than only being a meaningless morpheme. In a more recent development, we could 

witness the rise of a stative possessive got carrying the meaning of not acquiring, but 

possession, on its own. 

 For many speakers of English, a question such as what do you got there? might 

seem ungrammatical, especially for those speakers who do not speak a North American 

variety of English. Here, it may not only be the fact that got is used as a stative main verb 

that makes the construction appear odd, but there is also the element of do-support, i.e. a 

main verb supported by an added auxiliary do, which may not be a preferred auxiliary for 

non-American speakers of English. As many would see it, got is primarily the past tense 

form of the main verb get. British English speakers would even regard it as the participle 

form of the same verb, whereas American English users would regard the correct past 

participle form to be gotten. However, sometimes got appears with an object that cannot 

be acquired or given away, i.e. got can occur with so-called inalienable objects. If we say 

that Michael’s got brown eyes, the supposition is that Michael has brown eyes and not 

that he has acquired them somehow. But why is it that a verb construction that looks like 

a past participle of a verb that denotes acquiring suddenly appears in an identical form, 

only this time denoting stative possession? 

 

1.1. Justification and research questions 

 

There are many different hypotheses for the development of have got, but as a lot of this 

research is dated and mainly consists of rather free speculation, there is reason to believe 

that a better, more accurate, and well-motivated hypothesis can be introduced. Therefore, 
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the first aim of this study is to introduce and discuss existing hypotheses for the 

development of have got, after which a new hypothesis can be formulated and motivated. 

 The use of have got in British English is widely studied, and it is used in a variety 

of different ways, not only in possessive utterances, while little research exists on the use 

of have got in American English. The common rule is perhaps that British English uses 

have got for possessives, whereas American English uses have as a main verb to carry 

the meaning of possession alone. Even if the presupposition is that the stative possessive 

have got is not very popular in North American English, it is still worth studying. 

Tagliamonte (2003: 531) explains this well, writing that while contemporary varieties of 

English show great variation in forms, we can document the change in progress and 

examine possible grammatical layering in them. This is also one of the objectives this 

study intends to fulfil. 

 Have got in general also appears to be a standard construction that can be found 

in many grammar books, but as these grammars often do not specify which variety of 

English they present, there is reason to believe that the descriptions of grammar will, to 

at least some extent, be inaccurate. There is then reason to study both prescriptive views 

on grammar as well as the current language use in North American English, to both 

investigate how the possessives have got and got are being used in that particular variety, 

and to even give an indication of whether the prescriptive grammars, concerning, 

American English, should be updated. 

 To provide answers to the problems explained above, three research questions are 

formulated: 

 

1. What is/are the origin(s) of the possessives have got and got? 

2. What are the descriptive grammars of have got and got in North American 

English and how do they differ from prescriptive grammar(s)? 

3. To what extent do the possessives have got and got differ in use and frequency 

in North American English? 

 

1.2. Disposition and clarifications 

 

Before research questions two and three can be answered, it is first necessary to discuss 

the evolution of the two possessive verbs, as the previous, existing hypotheses for the 

developmental pattern(s) will not only have affected the prescriptivist grammar views 

previous research has introduced, but they will also affect how this thesis comes to 
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analyse the syntax, grammar, and other linguistic features associated with the two 

possessives. Because of this, it is essential to answer the first research question early on, 

as its result affects the analysis of what is to follow. In this light, this is a synchronic study 

that looks at the present state in light of the diachronic developmental paths. 

 This thesis will present a number of examples, some of which are occurrences 

found in different corpora, others are examples that have been introduced in previous 

research, while still other examples have been constructed specifically for this thesis to 

illustrate different grammatical aspects. When these examples occur, one should note that 

in case the example is not directly followed by a reference, the example in question has 

been constructed for the present study. If the example illustrates a point made in previous 

research or an occurrence in a corpus, it will be directly followed by a reference. This is 

important to keep in mind especially when there is a list of various examples. 

At times, it might also be difficult to distinguish if have got is used to refer to the 

stative possessive or the present perfect of the main verb get. To avoid confusion between 

the two, the current study will use the spelling have got(ten) to indicate present perfect 

use and the have got spelling for the stative possessive use if not indicated otherwise. 

 

2. Developmental background 

 

As with any linguistic phenomenon it is difficult to determine exactly when and where a 

specific feature arises. This determination is even more difficult with have got since it has 

become a very versatile part of the language not only because of its own different 

individual uses but also because the verb get alone has a considerable number of possible 

constructions it can be used in. Corpus studies are a great help in determining time frames 

for the development of different linguistic features. They can also tell us in what stages 

changes occurred and even where or among which linguistic group(s) the first changes 

took place. What is a bit more challenging is trying to answer why all of it happened, if 

there even is a clear answer for that very question. 

 

2.1. The development of the main verb get 

 

It is easy to see a connection between the possessive have got and the present perfect 

construction of get because the two forms look very similar to one another. However, this 
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does not necessarily indicate that the possessive form would have developed from the 

present perfect construction. The main verb get has itself gone through several stages of 

development from its first appearance to the many uses it has today, including those of 

possession, movement, change of state, causation, ingressive aspect, obligation and 

permission (Gronemeyer 1999). According to the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) the 

main verb get is a borrowing from early Scandinavian: Old Icelandic geta, Old Swedish 

gäta & gita, Old Danish getæ & gitæ.  

Interestingly, where all of these Old Scandinavian cognates used to have the 

meaning of ‘to acquire’, as well as all of the other uses including verbs corresponding to  

to guess, to be able to, to make, to mean, and to beget, the modern-day uses have little to 

do with acquiring. In fact, few of these words are in use in modern Scandinavian 

languages. The Old Icelandic verb geta, which still appears with the same spelling, has 

come to mean ‘to be able to’ or ‘to beget’ (Zoëga 1910). The Old Swedish verbs gäta and 

gita no longer appear in possessive/acquiring sense in Swedish (Svenska Akademiens 

ordbok, s.v. gäta & gitta). The Old Danish verbs on the other hand have likely turned into 

gide in the sense of ‘to bring oneself to do something’ (Den Danske Ordbog, s.v. gide). 

It then seems like the language(s) English borrowed the main verb get from no longer use 

it as a verb for acquiring but rather the Scandinavian languages now all prefer få 

(Swedish, Norwegian, Danish) or the Icelandic fá as their equivalents of the English to 

get. 

As discussed by Mengden (2017), the language contact between English and 

Scandinavian was particularly strong during the late Old English and early Middle 

English period with Scandinavian contributing numerous common, every-day words to 

the English vocabulary. However, there is only evidence of around 150 words that entered 

English from Old Scandinavian during the Old English period. The words that did find 

their way into the vocabulary appear in high frequency and appear in the basic 

vocabulary. In the case of get, Mengden (2017) observes that if the Old English gietan 

was borrowed from Old Scandinavian it would have been pronounced with an initial glide 

(as in /’jetan/), which is also the pronunciation the OED suggests, resulting in a Modern 

English spelling of *yet rather than get. On the other hand, the OED reports that gietan 

rarely appeared on its own, but rather the verb was more often used prefixed and gietan 

was used as a variant of the prefixed verbs with omission of the prefix. A prefixed gietan, 

such as forgietan, might, or might not, have affected the pronunciation development. On 
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the other hand, the different verbs with prefixes might have found their way into the 

language through other Germanic roots bringing varying phonology with them. 

Whatever the origin(s) may be, the main verb gietan did, originally, in Middle 

English follow the verb class V conjugation, not only in English, but also in early 

Scandinavian, resulting in vowel changes in the conjugation due to the diphthong /ie/ 

preceding a palatalised consonant [g]. However, due to influence from the class IV 

conjugation paradigm, the verb ended up with a vowel [o] in the past participle, a pattern 

similar to verbs like bear or steal (OED, s.v. get). The OED recognises three different 

Modern English conjugations for the main verb get; the British get, got, got, the American 

get, got, gotten, and an additional past participle form gat, which is deemed archaic. What 

is interesting is that the American English conjugation used to be also the most common, 

recognised conjugation in British English; however, this tendency changed by the early 

17th century (OED, s.v. get), around the time America was first colonised by the British. 

Even though the American English preference for the main verb get is now the 

conjugation get, got, gotten, the (former) past participle form got is still found in North 

American English, but in the form of a present tense possessive have got. It is likely that 

Northern American English(es) use the two different past participle forms to differentiate 

between two semantically different entities; that of possessive have got and that of have 

gotten, which still refers to having acquired something. 

 

2.2. The development of the stative possessive have got – an introduction 

 

Let it be noted that the developmental patterns discussed here are in relation to the dialects 

of North American English. British English, as well as other varieties of English, may 

have undergone/be undergoing a different set of developmental phases independent from 

those taking place in North America (for developmental hypothesis for have got in 

relation to British English, see e.g. Fodor & Smith 1978). As discussed earlier, it is very 

hard, if not impossible, to determine how a specific linguistic feature arises. When it 

comes to determining a time frame for the phenomenon the earliest reported use of 

possessive have got seems to date back to the late 16th century in literature and plays. 

The earliest (speculated) instances are presented in Rice (1932: 288) quoting from 

Sir Thomas More’s (translated) play from 1516: “when every man calleth what he hath 

gotten, his own private and proper goods”. This sentence, however, is not unambiguously 
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possessive but at the very most a borderline case between possessive and perfective use. 

The possessive reading is not supported by the fact that the original text from 1516 was 

published in Latin where the equivalent phrase “quod quisque nactus fuerit suum uocat 

priuatum” (More 1518: 65) features nactus, a deponent form of the verb nanciscor that 

appears with the modal verb fuerit in perfective tense and conjunctive mood. Nactus in 

itself translates to ‘has obtained’ or ‘has got(ten)’. If the original text would have 

indicated stative possession, the choice of verb should have been different. On the other 

hand, the Latin perfective tense describes a completed action and its result, which would 

be exactly how English uses have got as a conversational implicature (for conversational 

implicatures see 2.2.2). However, this is likely but a coincidence and thus, this record 

from 1516 should not be regarded as stative possessive use, but rather as an instance of 

the perfective form get which is also implied in the spelling have gotten. 

Jespersen on the other hand (1961) lists Christopher Marlowe’s (1633) play The 

Jew of Malta (written some time before 1593) with the quotation “warily garding [sic] 

that which I ha got” as the earliest occurrence of have got, as well as a quotation from 

Dekker’s play The Shoemaker’s holiday, first performed in 1599 (Royal Shakespeare 

Company): “What a delitious [sic] shop you haue got!” (Dekker 1887: 56). Both of 

Jespersen’s examples also seem equivocal, but in these instances the possessive reading 

is very much possible. Finally, the OED dates the earliest use of possessive have got to 

1600, citing Shakespeare’s play Merchant of Venice “what a beard hast thou got […]”. 

Here, the possessive sense seems to be clear since the possession of body parts, in this 

case a beard, seems rather inalienable. 

While the time frame can be narrowed down, a hypothesis for the appearance of 

the possessive have got is harder to construct. Various researchers have presented a range 

of possible emergence patterns, from forms derived from the present perfect of get to 

conversational implicatures and the insertion of a meaningless morpheme. 

 

2.2.1. Got-insertion 

 

Bartlett (1848) points out that several corrupt or vulgar forms of speaking have come to 

exist due to speakers’ desire to distinguish between different uses of a word. In Bartlett’s 

view the possessive have got has arisen in attempts to distinguish between the main verb 

use of have and its auxiliary use, as he writes that “in order to distinguish the former [to 

have] use from the latter [auxiliary use], many persons, both in England and America, are 
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accustomed to use the expression ‘I’ve got’,’he’s got’ &c., instead of simply I have, he 

has, &c” (Bartlett 1848: 161). While Bartlett does not speak of developmental patterns 

per se, there might be reason to believe that he is hypothesising that got is inserted to 

strengthen have, because of its frequent auxiliary use, rather than have the new possessive 

form derived from the perfective of get. This, supposedly, could also be why got was 

added to have in order to strengthen the obligation form have got to instead of have to. 

This hypothesis, where a (seemingly meaningless) morpheme got is inserted to the stative 

possessive construction is henceforth referred to as got-insertion. 

Visser describes the appearance of possessive have got as an “extremely slow and 

formally entirely undiscernible process of got losing its original meaning, of its coming 

to be felt as a meaningless, empty addition” (Visser 1973: 2202). Jespersen introduces a 

view similar to Bartlett’s, stating that “the reason for this development [from perfective 

have got to possession] is obviously that on account of its frequent use as an auxiliary, 

have was not felt to be strong enough to carry the meaning of ‘possess’ and therefore had 

to be reinforced” (Jespersen 1961: 48). Thus, he seems to be leaning towards the 

hypothesis of got-insertion. However, the plausibility of this hypothesis is very 

questionable. By saying that have was not felt to be strong enough, Jespersen might be 

referring to have being frequently contracted when it acts as an auxiliary. What makes 

this, then, questionable is that by no means does have or has have to be contracted to ‘ve 

or ‘s in speech or writing. If and when have is the only verbal element in a clause, why 

would it be reduced so frequently that an empty addition should be inserted where the 

speaker could just pronounce the full verb have and the issue would be avoided? If there 

was a conflict, how come one or the other stative possessive construction did not become 

dominant but rather they are both still frequently used in the exact same sense? 

Jespersen writes on the use of have got that got appears to be more required in 

interrogative than in declarative sentences. As an example, Jespersen uses a passage from 

The Beaux’ Stratagem. Some examples are presented in (1)-(3). 

 

(1) What have you got? 

(The Beaux’ Stratagem I: 1) 

(2) Sir, we have a delicate piece of beef in the pot […]. 

(ibid: 1) 

(3) Have you any veal? 

(ibid: 1) 
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Jespersen (1961) explains that the tendency to add got depends on the fact that the 

addition of got results in the same word order as in what Jespersen calls “an ordinary type 

of question”. These “ordinary questions” in Jespersen’s sense have a weak auxiliary in 

the beginning of the sentences as shown in (4) and (5). 

 

(4) Will he want a pen? 

(Jespersen 1961: 49) 

(5) Can I have a pen? 

(ibid: 49) 

 

The interrogative sentences (4) and (5) both feature an auxiliary verb, but in a sentence 

like (6) the auxiliary is missing while has functions as the main verb. Jespersen means 

that by inserting got the auxiliary position is once again available for have and thus the 

“ordinary question” pattern is preserved as in (7). 

 

(6) Has he a pen? 

(7) Has he got a pen? 

(Jespersen 1961: 49) 

 

Crowell (1959) on the other hand notes that such hypotheses (such as those of 

Bartlett and Jespersen’s) of the auxiliary have needing reinforcement are simply ignoring 

history due of the fact that have had been used as an auxiliary for centuries, thus stating 

that the auxiliary use of have did not bring forth the possessive have got. Instead Crowell 

suggests that “have got was substituted for have to strengthen the subject + verb 

construction in the place where, through reduction of stress on have, that construction 

was not clearly signaled [sic]” (Crowell 1959: 280). In other words, have got in Crowell’s 

view is a resolution of a conflict between stress and syntax, due to have being reduced in 

stress in its contracted forms such as ‘ve or ‘s. 

Wyld writes that the English stress patterns started to shift in Early Modern 

English (EModE): “at least as early as the middle of the fifteenth century vowels in 

unstressed syllables were shortened, reduced, or confused, very much as in Colloquial 

English at the present time” (Wyld 1920 as cited in Crowell 1959: 280). It should, 

however, be noted that the stress patterns started to change already in Old English, 

because of influence from the Germanic Stress Rule (see, e.g. Díaz-Vera 2013), and this 

in turn influenced the endings in Early Modern English. According to Crowell, by the 

16th century not only was there reduction of vowels and complete elimination of schwa 

taking place, but certain contractions within auxiliaries were also being recorded, such as 
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‘m (am), ‘s (is and has) and ‘ll (will). Because of the appearance of these contracted forms 

by the 16th century, the stress on these verbs weakened to the degree that vowels were 

lost completely. In the case of the auxiliary have the verb often was and still is reduced 

to just schwa as in “somebody musta [sic] told me” (Crowell 1959: 282). In certain 

dialects have can even be reduced to zero as in “I wad been” for “I would have been” 

(Crowell 1959: 282). 

Crowell goes on to discuss the English language’s need for a clear subject + verb 

pattern. He points out that the two times when have is the only verb in a subject + verb 

pattern, are when have is used in the simple-present tense as the main verb as in (8) and 

when have is used as an auxiliary in a “disjunctive clause” such as (9). 

 

(8) I have two hands. 

(Crowell 1959: 283) 

(9) John hasn’t been there, but I have. 

 (ibid: 283) 

 

In disjunctive clauses, according to Crowell, have receives stress when it is the last word 

in a clause. If a negation is inserted, as in (10), the negation not “would serve to signal 

the completion of the subject + verb construction if the ‘ve should be reduced to zero” 

(Crowell 1959: 283). Perhaps it should also be noted that have will likewise be stressed 

when combined with a contracted negation, as seen in (11). 

 

(10) John has been there, but I’ve not. 

(ibid: 283) 

(11) John has been there, but I haven’t. 

 

Whenever have is reduced to zero or schwa, the have got construction in a sense helps to 

preserve both the stress and the needed subject + verb construction, thus the phenomenon 

becomes a purely structural matter. In a sense, the reduction of have, or the stress on have, 

leaves a structural gap that speakers then fill with a verb that can be heard. 

 

2.2.2. Have got as a conversational implicature 

 

Schulz (2015) argues that the possessive have got has developed from the present perfect 

of get via so-called “conventionalisation or semanticization of the conversational 

implicature ‘stative possession’” (Schulz 2015: 77). The main idea behind 
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conventionalization of conversational implicatures (first presented by Grice 1975) is that 

conversational implicatures, i.e. something that is not literally expressed but rather 

implied in conversation, might over time become conventional, that is to say that 

something that is first used as an implication for something, eventually becomes 

something of a fixed expression and develops into a new meaning or a semantic entity. 

Grice’s principle of the conventionalisation of conversational implicatures has later been 

regarded as one of the key pragmatic forces behind the process of grammaticalisation (see 

e.g. Traugott & König 1991). In the case of have got the conventionalisation of the 

conversational implicature would mean that by saying that someone has acquired 

something the speaker is implying that there is an onset of possession and thus a shift 

from acquiring to possession takes place. 

Levinson (2000: 15) lists a number of distinctive properties that belong to 

conversational implicatures: cancellability, nondetachability, calculability, 

nonconventionality, reinforcability and universality. Schulz (2015) argues that in the case 

of have got the inference from onset of possession to stative possession meets four of 

these properties. The first property where have got meets the criteria according to Schulz 

(2015) is cancellability defined as “the property of being an inference defeatable by the 

addition of premises” (Levinson 2000: 15). The motivation for cancellability is shown in 

(12) where Schulz uses the has got(ten) spelling to indicate present perfect use. 

 

(12) John has got(ten) a lot of cars in his lifetime, but right now he does not 

 have a single one. 

(Schulz 2015: 81) 

 

The second criterion is nondetachability, “any expression with the same coded content 

will tend to carry the same implicatures” (Levison 2000: 15) as illustrated in (13). This 

is also true in the case of (12). 

 

(13) John has received /John has been given a lot of cars in his lifetime. 

(Schulz 2015: 81) 

 

The third criterion is reinforcability: “it is often possible to add explicitly what is anyway 

implicated with less sense of redundancy than would be the case if one repeated the coded 

content (Levinson 2000: 15), as shown in (14). 

 

(14) John has got(ten) two cars from his parents and he still has both of them 

 today. 

(Schulz 2015: 81) 
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The fourth and final criterion is calculability, “the more or less transparent derivation of 

the inference from premises that include the assumption of rational conversational 

activity” (Levinson 2000: 15). A simple example as (15) shows that when the verb is 

signalling acquisition there is reason to believe that there also is an assumption to an onset 

of possession or stative possession included. 

 

(15) John has got(ten) a dog. 

 

Calculability here is shown in the sense that if the sentence in example (15) has a present 

relevance at the moment it is said, there is no reason to believe that John no longer would 

have the dog, unless expressed otherwise, i.e. John was given a dog and therefore John 

has a dog. 

 As for the principles for which the criteria are not met, there is nonconventionality, 

“the noncoded nature of the inferences and their parasitic dependence on what is coded” 

(Levinson 2000:15), and universality, “because the inferences are derived ultimately from 

fundamental considerations of rationality, we expect a strong tendency to universality 

[…]; conversational implicatures are motivated, not arbitrary” (Levinson 2000: 15). In 

the case of nonconventionality, there is no “parasitic dependence” between what is coded, 

i.e. what is said with linguistic material, and noncoded, i.e. what is not said but is implied, 

information. This is especially true in utterances where the object of stative possession is 

something that cannot be acquired and thus no dependence between have got(ten) and 

have got exists. This is illustrated in the constructed example (16). Differently put, one 

needs not acquire something in order to have it. 

 

(16) John has got long fingers. 

 

As for the universality principle it is true that in (likely) any language the notion 

of someone acquiring something also includes the implication of an onset of possession. 

There do not seem to be numerous cases where a verb denoting acquisition would be 

known to have started to denote stative possession. However, such a process seems to 

have taken place in some other languages, with reported shifts found at least in Chinese 

and Haitian. The Old Chinese de, carrying the meaning of ‘to obtain’, became to mean 

‘have’ in a stative possessive sense by the Middle Chinese period as a result of 

grammaticalisation (Sun 1996: 112). Similarly in Haitian, a French-based creole, the verb 

gagner from French ‘to gain’ has come to mean ‘to obtain’ and has then been 
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grammaticalised to mark predicative possession gê or gnê in a sense of ‘to have’ (Hall 

1953 as cited in Heine & Kuteva 2004: 148). However, these are very limited examples 

and by no means can this type of development be called common in the case of stative 

possessives. The universal possibility exists, but so far, to the extent of current 

knowledge, the phenomenon only exists in few languages. 

Jespersen (1961) makes a note on retrospective and inclusive present and states 

that the perfective is in a sense a kind of a present tense itself. On the one hand Jespersen 

views perfect as a retrospective present, “which looks upon the present state as a result of 

what has happened in the past” (Jespersen 1961: 47). On the other hand, the perfect is an 

inclusive present, “which speaks of a state that is continued from the past into the present 

time” (Jespersen 1961: 47). Thus, both the retrospective and the inclusive present 

readings seem to, if not support, at least enable the hypothesis of have got as a 

conversational implicature. 

 

2.2.3. The grammaticalisation process – a way to stative possessive got? 

 

Because get features a great amount of polysemy and meaning constructions, one logical 

explanation for the appearance of the possessive have got construction would be the 

principle of grammaticalisation, defined as “the increase of the range of a morpheme from 

a lexical to a grammatical or from a less grammatical to a more grammatical status, e.g. 

from a derivate formant to an inflectional one” (Kuryłowicz 1965 as cited in Norde 1998: 

211). In the following, the possibility of have got going through grammaticalisation, by 

Kuryłowicz’s (1965) definition, will be discussed in light of the criteria presented and 

discussed in Heine et.al. (1991) and Heine & Kuteva (2004). 

Grammaticalisation is said to involve four main interrelated mechanisms: 

 

(a) desemanticization (or “semantic bleaching”) – loss in meaning content, 

(b) extension (or context generalization) – use in new contexts, 

(c) decategorialization – loss in morphosyntactic properties characteristic of lexical 

or other less grammaticalized [sic] forms, and 

(d) erosion (or “phonetic reduction”) – loss in phonetic substance. 

(Heine & Kuteva 2004: 2) 

 

 To determine whether the stative possessive have got did undergo, or is still 

undergoing, grammaticalisation the four mechanisms presented above will be related to 

the stative possessive meaning construction of have got and got. If we first consider 
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desemanticization, which is well-explained in Matisoff (1991: 384) as “the partial 

effacement of a morpheme's semantic features, the stripping away of some of its precise 

content so it can be used in an abstracter, grammatical-hardware-like way”, it becomes 

clear that this “bleaching” did in fact happen with have got. If we go back to consider 

Jespersen’s (1961) idea of got being inserted to reinforce the possessive construction due 

to have being frequently used as an auxiliary, the idea can be related to Matisoff’s (1991: 

384) “stripping away of some of its [in this case have’s] precise content so it [have got] 

can be used in an abstracter, grammatical-hardware-like way”. Similarly, Crowell’s 

(1959) hypothesis of have got being used instead of have because have was reduced in 

stress indicates that we are in fact dealing with “loss” or “bleaching” even if it is just in 

relation to stress. 

 Desemanticization is particularly clear in sentences utilising have got with an 

inalienable object. When the object is one that cannot be acquired, the semantic meaning 

of have got(ten) is lost, as the implication of acquisition no longer exist. This is 

demonstrated in example (17). In this example, the semantic content of acquisition has 

been lost while the grammatical content of stative possession is retained. 

 

(17) I have got brown eyes. 

 

 In light of the second mechanism, extension, according to which “the meaning of 

an expression is applied to a more abstract context” (Heine et.al. 1991: 21), there is little 

doubt that have got and stative possessive got evidently have come to be used in new 

contexts. How the source of grammaticalisation becomes the target form is explained in 

the following:  

 

This process [from intension to extension] has the effect that the intensional content 

of the concept concerned is reduced while its extension is increased; that is, 

compared to the source structure, the target structure has a smaller intension but a 

larger extension. 

(Heine et.al. 1991: 39) 

 

This mechanism appears to go hand in hand with the idea of conventionalisation of the 

conversational implicature of have got; the concept of have got(ten) as ‘acquiring’ is 

reduced while the extension have got as stative possession is increased.  

 Heine and Kuteva (2004) note that not every new meaning construction leads to 

grammaticalisation, but rather this only happens when e.g. concrete lexical meanings are 

used to express a more abstract grammatical meaning that grammaticalisation takes place. 
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As their example they use the action of ‘to go’, from the meaning of ‘to walk’ to any kind 

of moving in general, which later has also come to refer to a grammatical notion of future 

time. This same idea of concrete meaning becoming abstract (which is found in the 

mechanism of extension) is also relevant in the sense of have got: from a concrete 

meaning of receiving or acquiring (18) to a grammatical notion of (abstract) possession 

(19). This abstract direction of got shifting from an ergative locative as a subject (18) to 

a clause where the locative is not ergative (19). For more on ergative locatives see, for 

instance, Anderson (1971: 139). 

 

(18) Mary has got(ten) some money from her father. 

(19) I have got some money. 

 

The third mechanism, decategorialization, means that “morphemes undergoing 

grammaticalization [sic] move away from cardinal categoriality; in particular, they lose 

the ability to combine with the inflectional and derivational trappings characteristic of 

their morphosyntactic category” (Heine et. al. 1991: 213). This is also true in the case of 

have got, and as it is undergoing grammaticalisation in the present, it is particularly true 

with the stative possessive got. 

 If we consider the traditional characteristics verbs usually have in English 

(number, person, voice, mood, and tense), we notice that these stative possessive 

constructions are starting to struggle with more than one of these features. Number refers 

to the verb showing if one or more people are associated with the action the verb is 

signalling. With the full have got construction have in a sense functions as an auxiliary 

and helps to determine number as shown in the constructed examples (20)-(22). However, 

when have is reduced to zero possible suffixes, such as that of -s in third person singular 

should be added to the finite form of got as in the constructed example (24). However, 

inserting the suffix makes the sentences ungrammatical while third person singular 

without the suffix, as in the constructed example (25), appears more natural. 

 

(20) I have got time. 

(21) He has got time. 

(22) They have got time. 

(23) I got time. 

(24) *He gots time. 

(25) ?He got time. 

(26) They got time. 
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 In relation to another verbal characteristic, person, as long as the third person 

singular conjugation of got is not regarded to be an issue, possessive have got and got 

occur with any person category. On the other hand, in terms of voice the stative possessive 

constructions have got and got both lack passive voice. It needs to be noted, however, 

that this is not due to decategorialization but rather the sense of possession in itself does 

not allow a passive reading. In other words, not only do stative possessive constructions 

require an object, making them transitive, but they also require a subject because they are 

state verbs/state constructions. Then again, exceptions may appear in some borderline 

possessive idioms, such as in “a good time was had by all”. 

 When it comes to mood, English can signal either indicative, imperative or 

subjunctive moods. Both have got and got can appear in indicative mood, but neither can 

form an imperative sentence as demonstrated in the constructed examples (27) and (28). 

Then again, the subjunctive mood does not seem entirely impossible, although the 

grammaticality is questionable, as shown in the constructed examples (29) and (30). 

 

(27) *Don’t have got time! 

(28) *Got time! 

(29) ?If I had got time, I would travel. 

(30) ?I wish I got brown eyes. 

 

 Finally, in relation to time references, while pluperfect, perfect, present and future 

time references may be possible with have got and got, there is no way of constructing a 

sentence in a simple past tense as shown in constructed examples (31) and (32). This 

issue, as well as that concerning number, might arise due to the fact that neither have got 

or got have standard finite forms. Another issue might be the fact that if the stative 

possessive have got and got are in fact derived from the perfective of get, not only is the 

construction already in a sense featuring a verb in a past participle form, but we are also 

dealing with an irregular verb and thus forming a new tense marker likely proves to be 

difficult. More on the possessive constructions and tense in 4.1. 

 

(31) *Mary has goted a dog. 

(32) *Mary goted a dog. 

 

All this being said, it is safe to conclude that the stative possessive have got and got 

constructions both appear to have gone through decategorialization and thus seem to have 
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lost some of “the ability to combine with the inflectional and derivational trappings 

characteristic of their morphosyntactic category” (Heine et. al. 1991: 213). 

 As for the fourth and final mechanism of grammaticalisation, erosion, this also 

seems to be taking place/have taken place with the two possessive constructions. Erosion 

means that the element concerned “tends to become shorter and/or phonetically less 

complex, to lose the ability to receive distinct stress or tone, and so on” (Heine & Kuteva 

2004: 9). Nowadays we can witness a stative possessive got replacing (the full) have got 

construction, as in the constructed example (33). This development is noted for instance 

in Gronemeyer (1999: 5): “In PDE [present day English], the form got signals stative 

possession in its own right, without the support of anterior have”. It then seems that we 

are in fact witnessing loss of phonological content, with have now being reduced to zero.  

 

(33) We all got green eyes. 

 

 The loss of stress on have was already stated to happen by Crowell (1959) as 

discussed above. The contraction of have to ‘ve for example was, in Crowell’s view, the 

reason got was inserted. Whether this is the case or not, have has now reportedly been 

reduced to zero and the stative possessive got has been left to carry the meaning of 

possession on its own. This allows us to conclude that phonological reduction, and thus 

erosion, has taken place at least with the stative possessive got. 

 The four mechanisms of grammaticalisation listed by Heine and Kuteva (2004: 2) 

all seem to apply to the stative possessive constructions of have got and got. Not only can 

we see how these mechanisms have shaped the constructions, but there is also a 

connection between theories by various researchers (e.g. Jespersen, Crowell, Bartlett) that 

postulate the rise of the possessive have got that are actually all individually connected to 

the process of grammaticalisation. These theories all present some factors that relate to 

the mechanisms of grammaticalisation, and even have got as a conversational implicature 

eventually falls under it as the constructions become (more and more) grammatical, 

especially when we shift from have got to the stative possessive got. 

 Heine (2002) describes the different stages that a linguistic expression goes 

through before it acquires its new, grammatical meaning. These stages take place in 

different contexts and result in different meanings, as shown in Table 1. What is 

interesting with have got is that we are not witnessing a phonological change, as argued 

by some researchers, but the change seems to be a purely pragmatic one, and the 
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pragmatic meaning of have got depends on the context. On the other hand, when it comes 

to got the shift may be a result of phonological reduction or it may arise from syntactical 

reasons where an “empty auxiliary” is being left out. Also, got is still considered non-

standard and therefore the grammaticalisation process cannot be considered as complete. 

The stages for have got, applying Heine’s model, are presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 1: Grammaticalisation model (adapted from Heine 2002: 86) 

Stage Context Resulting meaning 

I Initial stage Unconstrained Source meaning 

II Bridging context 

There is a specific context 

given rise to an inference 

in favour of the new 

meaning 

Target meaning 

foregrounded 

III Switch context 

There is a new context 

which is incompatible with 

the source meaning 

Source meaning 

backgrounded 

IV Conventionalisation 

The target meaning no 

longer needs to be 

supported by the context 

that gave rise to it; it may 

be used in new contexts 

Target meaning 

 

Table 2: Grammaticalisation model for have got (applying Heine’s model 2002: 86) 

Stage Context: have got Resulting meaning: have got 

I Initial stage Unconstrained Simple present perfect 

II Bridging context 

Have got used as a 

conversational 

implicature; one has 

acquired something and 

therefore possesses it in 

the current 

A result of present perfect 

III Switch context 

Inalienable possession; 

possession with no 

reference to acquisition 

Possession without a sense of 

(past) acquisition 

IV Conventionalisation 

No context support 

needed – stative 

possessive use even 

with reference to 

inalienable objects 

No indication to acquisition – 

unconstrained stative 

possessive use 
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 I would argue that possessive got is a derivation from have got, possibly due to 

phonological or lexical reduction and thus it is assumed that a possible stage V in this 

case, in reference to Heine’s model, might be loss of phonetic or semantically empty 

lexical material. I would then conclude, based on previous research and different 

hypotheses for the development of have got, that we can regard the development of both 

possessive have got and got to be due to the process of grammaticalisation, a phenomenon 

which first arose because of the conventionalisation of a conversational implicature. 

 

3. Addressing the phenomenon 

 

Before any grammatical properties can be presented, it might prove helpful to try to 

classify what the stative possessive constructions have got and got are, as they seem to be 

rather peculiar exceptions to the rules and especially tricky when it comes to syntax and 

parsing. Since the development of the possessive constructions was previously found to 

be a product of grammaticalisation, the next step is to determine how we treat and address 

these forms that ultimately were derived from a perfective construction of the main verb 

get even though they may (or may not) be treated as such in contemporary theories of 

syntax. 

 

3.1. Have got – a multi-word unit 

 

The possessive have got now functions in a variety of tenses regardless of the fact that it 

looks similar to the perfective use of get. At this time, we cannot determine whether the 

stative possessive got emerged from the preterite of get or if it was derived from the 

stative possessive have got construction where have has been reduced to zero. In any case, 

got requires an object and denotes stative possession, that is, we can be certain that it is a 

transitive state verb. However, got has its own peculiarities and fails to carry out the 

different uses and features most main verbs have, which will be discussed further in 4.2. 

The fact that have got appears to be a two-word unit makes matters difficult to begin 

with. Could it be that we are in fact dealing with one verb instead of two? If there are two 

words, then which one is the full verb and what does that make of the other? What is 

unclear is whether we should regard have as an auxiliary in this construction, which 

essentially would mean that the main/full verb position should then be attributed to got, 
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or if have should be regarded as the main verb with a semantically empty addition of got, 

although the latter approach would argue against the developmental pattern. 

As one option we could refer to have got as a phrasal verb, meaning that the verb 

have would be followed by got, which in turn would be regarded either as a prepositional 

element or as a particle. Van Gelderen (2010) presents an easy criterion for determining 

whether a construction is a phrasal verb or not: prepositional verbs do not allow the 

pronominalized object to be put between the verb and the particle. This is shown in (34). 

If this criterion is applied, have got would not be classified as a phrasal verb. However, 

since phrasal verbs can be succeeded by prepositions, and verb + prepositions 

constructions can be fossilised, i.e. that they do not allow variation in their relative 

positions (Huddleston & Pullum 2014), we might be able to consider have got as an 

exception to the rule. 

 

(34) *John has it got. 

 

Prepositions often denote space, direction, time, causation or relation (such as 

possession). They are said to be invariable in form and they must occur before a noun 

(van Gelderen 2010). It should be noted that when a verb + preposition pattern becomes 

fossilised the rule of prepositions preceding nouns no longer applies when the 

construction is stranded. In the have got construction, if we wish to categorise got as a 

preposition, the combination should be classified as fossilised because they appear 

together in fixed positions signalling a specific meaning. On the one hand got in this 

construction appears to bear little meaning of its own, like many prepositions, and if it 

does denote a meaning it would be that of relation, in this case possession. On the other 

hand, got was never a preposition to begin with, nor can it be used as one on its own. 

Thus, got should not be classified as a preposition in its own right. The other possibility 

for have got being a phrasal verb is that got would function as an (adverb) particle. 

However, as already discussed the problem of have got not allowing the two words to be 

separated by the object poses an immediate problem for this definition. 

Have got does not meet the criteria for any specific word class other than verbs, and 

even then, the possibility of classifying it as a verbal phrase is slim. We could perhaps 

regard the whole construction as one word with a single meaning, but it would be more 

precise to address have got as an idiom, fixed expression or as a multi-word unit. 
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The term idiom seems to have become a kind of an umbrella term for different 

multi-word units (see, e.g. Almohizea 2016), but traditionally idioms are viewed as 

"informal expressions used in everyday speech. Often referred to as catch phrases, 

colloquialisms or clichés, they are groups of words that, together, have a special meaning 

that is different than each of the words alone” (Sera 2003: 5). By this definition the term 

idiom should not be used of the possessive have got construction, although it is used in 

some studies, for example in Veselovská (2010). Have got is not a catchphrase, a 

colloquialism, cliché nor much of an informal expression. Have got is a group of two 

words but their meanings are not necessarily different from each other, especially after 

the stative possessive got has found its way into the language. The term fixed expression, 

likewise, is a broad umbrella term that includes a variety of different individual 

expressions, such as idioms and proverbs. What have got seems to be, in all simplicity, is 

a multi-word unit. These units can be of different types, such as formulaic sequences, but 

this matter will not be further discussed in the current thesis. Instead, when referring to 

the stative possessive have got construction, this thesis talks of a multi-word unit that 

functions as at least one verb that has its own limited grammatical uses and rules as will 

be discussed in 4.1. 

 

3.2. Syntactic analyses 

 

Calling have got a multi-word unit does not yet explain its use, syntactic features, nor 

does it help when it comes to parsing clauses with have got. Fodor and Smith (1978) 

propose three different analyses for classifying have got: 

 

Analysis A 

Have got is a perfective of get; a special semantic interpretation rule assigns it its 

nonperfective [sic] meaning. 

Analysis B 

Have got is main verb have, followed by a meaningless morpheme got, which is 

transformationally inserted into main verb position when this is left vacant by the 

promotion of have into the Aux. 

Analysis C 

Have got consists of a main verb to got, which appears only in this construction and 

which has the same range of meanings as stative main verb have; the have of have 

got is meaningless and is transformationally inserted into Aux. 

(Fodor & Smith 1978: 46-47) 
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Following earlier studies, the most likely source of have got is that it first appeared as a 

conventionalisation of a conversational implicature and thereafter went through 

grammaticalisation and thus, Analysis A appears to be the most likely hypothesis. That 

is to say, syntactically very little if anything has changed, but the semantics of have got 

and have got(ten) have become different. In this light we would treat the have of have got 

as an auxiliary and give got the main verb function, just as if it were the perfective of get. 

However, we must not forget that some morphological adjusting has also taken place, 

since American English differentiates between the forms have got and have gotten. This 

is also why it does seem illogical to call have got the perfective of get when it clearly is 

not in its current development. In the light of the current thesis it would be more accurate 

to regard have got as a derivation from the perfective of get and a special interpretation 

rule, as well as a morphological adjustment, assigns it its stative possessive meaning. 

 Analysis B on the other hand argues that got is a meaningless addition to the 

possessive construction. This hypothesis seems to support the ideas presented by Bartlett 

and Crowell, i.e. that got was either added to maintain the subject + verb pattern or 

because have was and is frequently used as an auxiliary and thus needs to be reinforced. 

This analysis would support a so-called purist or prescriptivist view on grammar as here 

got is felt to be an unnecessary, semantically empty addition with no meaning of its own, 

whereas the have in have got is still the stative possessive element. Swan (2016) also 

regards have got to be the present tense of have, calling have got a “double form”. 

Analysis B specifically mentions that have was promoted into an auxiliary, but since the 

construction allows do-support in some dialects (see, e.g. Fodor and Smith 1978), as 

shown in (35) and (36), the coexistence of two auxiliaries in this sense would be 

syntactically rather peculiar. 

 

(35) What do you have got? 

(36) John’s got time but Mary doesn’t. 

 

 Finally, Analysis C proposes that to got is the full verb in the have got 

construction, whereas the have in have got is a semantically empty addition that acts as 

an auxiliary. This analysis does not seem to directly agree with the developmental pattern 

of have got, as it seems to suggest that a main verb got became to be accompanied by a 

semantically empty, auxiliary-like have. Analysis C also mentions that the main verb got 

only appears in the have got construction, failing to recognise that got can also act as an 

independent stative verb without have. The hypothesis of a main verb appearing with an 
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empty addition prior to its independent use seems implausible and goes against the 

grammaticalisation principle, which we discovered is the likeliest development pattern. 

 What this current thesis proposes is that there is a fourth option that we may call 

Analysis D, which offers a kind of a compromise between Analyses A and C. Regarding 

the historical development of the possessive have got this thesis argues that we should 

treat have as a primary auxiliary in exactly the same way as it appears in the perfective 

of get. However, since have got has not only semantically, but also morphologically 

become divergent from have got(ten) we should not regard got as a form of get but rather 

as an independent, full verb that can either be used alone, or together with the auxiliary 

have, in which case a special semantic interpretation rule assigns it its stative possessive 

meaning, as shown in (37). 

 

(37)  

 

 

The question that still remains, from a syntactic point of view, is whether we regard the 

main verb got in (37) to be a past participle or an infinitive verb following an auxiliary. 

 It is hard to determine exactly when got gained its independence from have, but 

if we run a preliminary search using the Corpus of Historical American English (COHA), 

got appears with some inalienable objects, as early as 1921, as seen in (38). One example 

from 1940 is presented in (39). 

 

(38) I hardly got time to go up there […]. 

(COHA: fiction) 

(39) Tony, you got nice eyes. That's your best feature, I bet. 

(COHA: fiction) 

 

The fact that both of these occurrences appear in fiction, and the fact that no spoken data 

is present in COHA, indicates that such forms likely appeared some good years before the 
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first recorded use, as they would have had to become “common enough” for them to be 

used in literary texts. 

 

4. Grammatical properties 

 

To begin with, it should be noted that any remarks about grammar made here apply to 

English dialects used in North America only, mainly USA, and grammatical properties 

found in other dialects may very well be different from the properties discussed here. 

Some examples presented in the following may be highly dialectal or they may only apply 

to informal, spoken language. It should also be noted that while some examples or 

grammars mentioned in this section may be prescriptive, this thesis only offers descriptive 

notions on grammar, i.e. the purpose here is not to determine if the constructions are 

grammatical or not, but rather to outline current grammars and demonstrate what is being 

used, how it is being used, and with what possible limitations. 

 

4.1. Grammatical properties of have got 

 

Let us start with Visser’s (1973) thoughts on the grammatical properties of possessive 

have got, as he brings up several different factors in detail. These findings will then be 

compared to other researchers’ grammar remarks and, when relevant, more factors will 

be introduced. 

 Visser (1973) notes that as a rule have got is not used instead of have when 

referring to iterative or habitual events (40) (repetition), when have is preceded by will, 

would, shall or should (41) (modals), when the clause is in imperative (42) (imperatives), 

when have is used in perfect or pluperfect (43) (other tenses),  when have appears in a 

kind of tag formula (44) (tags and short answers), nor when have forms a sense unit as in 

the constructed examples (45) and (46). 

 

(40) Every year he has a week’s holiday. 

(Visser 1973: 2203) 

(41) I shall have it by six o’clock. 

(ibid: 2203) 

(42) Don’t have anything to do with those people. 

(ibid: 2203)  
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(43) I’ve had/I’d had no opportunity so far. 

(ibid: 2203) 

(44) I’ve got more money than you have. 

(ibid: 2203) 

(45) John will have a bath. 

(46) Mary will have a smoke. 

 

 Something that Visser does not mention, but that maybe should be brought up, is 

the notion of a progressive aspect and the -ing forms. Such constructions are not possible 

when used with examples (40)-(44), such as “every year he is having a week’s holiday”, 

but seem more acceptable with (45) and (46), as in “John will be having a bath”. 

 

4.1.1. Iterativity 

 

Visser does not discuss or explain these circumstances in any detail but all of them appear 

to have an underlying motive. Visser points out that have got is not used when expressing 

habitual events, a phenomenon that is not at all uncommon when it comes to stative verbs. 

Stative verbs express something notional and often lack a progressive aspect. Exceptions 

exist of course, but in (40) has hardly denotes stative possession, which is the only 

semantic interpretation of (possessive) have got.  Even when we are talking about a 

continuous event in (40), it is still a temporary situation which stative verbs struggle to 

express. On a more contemporary note, Swan (2016) first writes that have got is not used 

in repeated stages, but then contradicts his argument by explaining that have got is less 

often used than have when it comes to repeated stages, demonstrated in (47). 

 

(47) a. We don’t usually have beer in the house. 

(Swan 2016: section 2, entry 24) 

b. ?We haven’t usually got beer in the house. 

 

Similarly, Hirakawa (2006) observes that have can follow iterative adverbs, such as often, 

while have got cannot. This, and any other remark on grammar made by Hirakawa 

depends on her hypothesis of have got expressing actuality and reality. That is to say that 

have got, according to Hirakawa, has a temporal anchoring function, which means that 

the experience of possession has to be anchored in a specific time point. Thus, have got 

cannot be used in an iterative context, according to Hirakawa, since reoccurring actions 

hardly have a single, temporal anchor in a given time. 
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4.1.2. Modals 

 

Continuing with Visser’s list, what is particularly interesting is that the use of have got 

with modal auxiliaries seems to be modal specific: according to Visser, have got accepts 

other modal auxiliaries, such as might or must, but not will, would, shall or should. 

Jespersen (1961) makes a similar observation, explaining that have got does not occur 

after will or shall, but he does regard have got appearing with must and may to be possible. 

On another note, Fodor and Smith (1978) state that have got cannot follow modals, as it 

only appears in present tense. Similarly, Veselovská (2010) states that have got is not 

compatible with any modal verb, unless it is used as the perfective of main verb get. 

Battistella (1987) regards all modal verbs as unacceptable preceding have got, because in 

his view the verb have in have got has been promoted to an auxiliary and thus no other 

auxiliary can precede it. In addition, LeSourd (1976) explains that the non-finite have 

cannot be replaced by have got, and thus, have got would not be able to appear with 

modals at all. 

 

4.1.3. Other tenses 

 

As mentioned earlier, Fodor and Smith (1978) note that have got only appears as a finite 

verb in present tense and therefore constructions like (48) are unacceptable in American 

English. 

 

(48) *In 1960 I’d got only one child and one car. 

(Fodor & Smith 1978: 48) 

 

Swan (2016) finds that the stative possessive constructions with got are less common in 

past tense but they do occur. LeSourd (1976) writes that got only appears (in possessive 

constructions) with the present tense of have (have/has). Jespersen (1961) explains that 

the preterite form had got does exist but not with the same frequency as present tense. In 

perfect and pluperfect constructions got cannot be inserted. It is also noted that not only 

has have got to a great extent lost its meaning as what Jespersen calls “an ordinary 

perfect”, but the pluperfect had got has become a notional preterit. This would mean that 

a sentence such as (49), which can either be interpreted as a past tense stative possessive 

or as the past tense of get, could be interpreted either as a case where the possessor still 

has the object or as a case were the possession was lost. 
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(49) I heard Mary had got(ten) a car. 

 

 Chalcraft (2009: 70) writes that have got is “quite commonly found in the simple 

past tense in affirmative declaratives” (50) but similar contexts featuring negations (51) 

are “somewhat less common”, though nevertheless remain a possibility.  

 

(50) I had got a tiny little mark on it. 

(Chalcraft 2009: 70) 

(51) We hadn’t got a radio. 

(ibid: 71) 

 

Hirakawa (2006) offers a more specific rule, explaining that the use of have got in past 

tense requires some specific time reference (52). 

 

(52) a. *She had got a copy of that book. 

(Hirakawa 2006: 18 [original asterisks]) 

b. She had got a copy of that book yesterday. 

(ibid: 18) 

Interestingly, Hirakawa also notes that subjective temporal anchoring affects the 

acceptability of have got in past tense, i.e. when combined with a subordinate clause of a 

verb such as remember, demonstrated in (54), as contrasted with (53). However, when 

the past tense construction of have got is used while expressing inalienable possession, 

such as eye colour (55), the sentence is considered to be a life story, and thus 

grammatically acceptable, according to Hirakawa. 

(53) ??Dr. Yoshida’s class had got 120 students last year. 

(Hirakawa 2006: 19) 

(54) ?I remember Dr. Yoshida’s class had got 120 students last year.  

(ibid: 19) 

(55) Mr. Yoshida had got brown eyes. 

(ibid: 19) 

 

The explanation to this is that the past tense is “so remote from the time the speaker/hearer 

stands that it is hard to recognize the situation as being on the narrowly specified occasion 

and this is why the use of the construction requires the special motivation such as the 

vivid writing in a life story” (Hirakawa 2006: 19-20). The use of a time reference, such 

as “last year” in (53) also limits the acceptability of have got. Hirakawa (2006: 22) writes 

that a long time reference makes sentences with have got ungrammatical because such 

sentences denote a general state of possession that lasted for a long time and thus there is 
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no reference to a “specific possessive experience at a particular point”. In (55) the speaker 

is, according to Hirakawa, referring to a specific point in time when they had a specific 

experience at a specific time which in this case is the notion of eye-colour. 

 

4.1.4. Imperatives 

 

According to Visser (1973), have got is not to be used with imperatives at all. Jespersen 

(1961) also finds that the imperative stative possessive is always expressed without got. 

Katz and Postal (1964) approach the topic of imperatives by reforming imperative 

sentences with request, as in (56)-(59). What they discover is that some main verbs cannot 

be used in imperative utterances, explaining that one cannot request someone to do 

something when they cannot wilfully choose to carry out that given action. Differently 

put, imperatives would seem to require a verb that is eventive or one that has an active 

agent in second person singular or plural that carries out the action. Since have got signals 

stative possession this would explain why an imperative reading does not seem to be 

possible. However, this does not explain why a sentence like (60) is grammatical, whereas 

(61) comes across as clumsy construction. Perhaps this can be explained by (60) being a 

somewhat figurative expression in itself. 

 

(56) Run home! 

(57) I request that you run home. 

(58) *Have (got) time! 

(59) *I request that you have (got) time. 

(60) Have a heart! 

(61) ?Have got a heart! 

 

4.1.5. Tags and short answers 

 

Visser (1973) observes that got cannot appear in tag formulas, whether it be tag-questions 

or comparatives. Battistella (1987) notes that when it comes to tag-questions, or verb 

phrase deletion, have got may accept either have or do-support in tags (62). According to 

Swan (2016), got-forms are not used in tags or in short answers such as in “no, I haven’t”. 

 

(62) a. Mary’s got a dog, doesn’t she? 

(Battistella 1987: 214) 

b. Mary has got a dog, hasn’t she? 

(ibid: 214) 
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Tottie and Hoffmann (2006) point out that American English has different verb 

preferences in tag-questions from British English. According to their study, carried out 

with the help of Longman Spoken American corpus (LSAC), in all tag constructions found 

in the corpus, have was only used in the tag 3% of the time, while do was more popular, 

occurring in 41% of all instances. In the case of a have got anchor, the auxiliary have/has 

was used in 7% of the tags. 

 

4.1.6. Infinitives, participles, and ing-forms 

 

In addition to Visser’s list, Swan (2016) remarks that possessive constructions with got 

are generally not used with participles or ing-forms (gerunds) of have (63), or with 

infinitives (64). Rare infinitive forms can occur when the possessive construction follows 

certain modal verbs (65) (cf. 4.1.2). 

 

(63) ?Having got a lot to do can be stressful. 

(64) ?It’s terrible to have got a headache. 

(65) John must have got a car. 

 

This is confirmed by Jespersen (1961) where have got is demonstrated to appear in the 

infinitive after seem to, must, may and supposed to. Fodor and Smith (1978) introduce a 

conflicting view, explaining that have got only appears in present tense and therefore they 

regard examples (66) and (67) as ungrammatical in American English. 

 

(66) *John seems to have got a lot of pots. 

(Adapted from Fodor & Smith 1978: 48) 

(67) *He may have got a key to the safe 

(Adapted from Fodor & Smith 1978: 48) 

 

Veselovská (2010) agrees that the infinitive, progressive form and participles of have got 

are all ungrammatical. Similarly, LeSourd (1976) shares this view, explaining that the 

infinitive have cannot be replaced by have got. 

According to Hirakawa (2006),  have got appears in the infinitive when it follows 

epistemic verbs and modals, but it is not acceptable with other verbs. This is because 

epistemic verbs have some relation to a specific time, while other modals and verbs 
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usually do not. Similarly, gerunds denote a general state, not a specific time point, which 

is why they cannot be used with have got. 

 

4.1.7. Other remarks 

 

Swan (2016) makes an interesting observation about reducing the auxiliary have to zero 

in spoken American English. According to Swan, ‘ve may be reduced to zero when it 

precedes got while the third person‘s cannot behave in this way. To demonstrate, this 

would mean that, in spoken English, constructions like those in (68) would be possible, 

while in (69) only option b would be accepted. 

 

(68) a. I got three dollars. 

b. I’ve got three dollars 

(69) a. He got three dollars. 

b. He’s got three dollars. 

 

Swan also notes that possessive constructions with got do not allow do-support in 

questions or negative constructions. It is not entirely clear if Swan is referring to both 

have got and got at this point, but his examples (70) b and (71) b would indicate the prior. 

 

(70) a. Have you got a headache? 

(Swan 2016: 2, entry 24) 

b. *Do you have got a headache? 

(Adapted from Swan 2016: 2, entry 24) 

(71) a. The house hasn’t got a cellar. 

(Swan 2016: 2, entry 24) 

b. *The house doesn’t have got a cellar. 

(Adapted from Swan 2016: 2, entry 24) 

 

4.2. Grammatical properties of stative possessive got 

 

As already mentioned, got has started to appear on its own without any support from have, 

acting as a stative possessive verb in its own right. However, with got being a rather new 

appearance among stative possessives, it is not accepted as a grammatical construction, 

at least not in prescriptivist grammars. Since got has not made its way into grammar 

books, there is very little that can be presented here. All in all, while have got has attracted 

more and more interest in the linguistic field, got seems to have been left outside of the 

research scope, i.e. very little research on its use and spread exists thus far. 
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 Jankowski (2005) studied the spread of possessive constructions in British and 

American (US) plays during the 20th century. She found that the possessive have got was 

used more frequently in British plays, while the possessive got was more common in 

American than British plays. The study also shows a decline in possessive have got and 

got constructions over time in American plays, whereas possessive have has a strong 

dominance (>70% between 1977-2001). In her study, it was found that the possessive got 

has slowly been nearing the possessive have got (~17%) in frequency, with got 

constructions making up to roughly 12% of the possessive occurrences. 

 Tagliamonte (2006) conducted a study on the use of possessives, among other 

things, in Canadian English. What she found was that the eldest participants (70+) used 

possessive have got and got the most, with have got being used in approximately 25% of 

all possessives, and got being used in roughly 10% of all occurrences. These percentages 

steadily decline as the age groups get younger, leaving 10 to 16-year-olds using have got 

in about 6%, and got in roughly 5% of all possessive constructions. 

It then seems that have got and got are disappearing from Canadian English, at 

least if the steady decline is to continue. Let us note that since Jankowski’s study focused 

on a corpus based on theatre plays, which can be seen as representing spoken rather than 

written language, we should not directly regard her percentages to present actual language 

use. However, if Tagliamonte’s (2006) study shows have got’s use to be at 20% on 

average, and if Jankowski’s (2005) study places have got at around 17%, it still appears 

to be in rather common use. Got on the other hand is less common, with an average of 

12% in Jankowski’s study (2005) and roughly 7% in Tagliamonte’s (2006) study. If we 

assume the average to be around 10% then every tenth possessive construction would 

utilise got, may it be in spoken language or not. This gives good reason to study its use 

and potential grammar to the same extent that have got has been studied. 

 As already discussed, the possessive got appears to have its roots as the past 

participle of get. After the conventionalisation of the possessive have got as a 

conversational implicature, as well as its grammaticalisation, have was to take an 

auxiliary position while got claimed its place as a main verb, syntactically. In some 

research (see, e.g. Fodor & Smith 1978), the possessive got is even treated as a possible 

end-result of child-language, where children have “falsely” interpreted to got to be a main 

verb that accepts do-support exactly like any other main verb. However, this is not 

supported by sociolinguistic research, where, for instance, Tagliamonte (2006) found that 

in Canadian English, the group that uses the have got and got constructions the least are 
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the youngest participants, whereas the eldest participants use these constructions a lot 

more often. In any case, got has now gained its independence from have, carrying the 

meaning of stative possession alone. This is where Crowell’s (1959) hypothesis of 

phonological reduction of have can be brought up again. While this study does not support 

the view of got added to main verb have because the loss of stress on have was felt to be 

too strong, we might suspect that that is what causes have to disappear in the possessive 

have got construction, leaving got on its own. After all, got does feature two consonant 

stops, making it phonologically prominent. This pattern would not be uncommon at all, 

at least in dialectal use, where we can find utterances such as he done it or she better go. 

In these examples, as well as in instances of stative possessive got, the auxiliary element 

has been reduced to zero, possibly due to the main verb(s) being more prominent 

phonologically than the auxiliary have. In the case of got this is discussed in Chalcraft 

(2009) where it is noted that for many speakers the loss of have prior to got is a 

phonological phenomenon with no systematic repercussion. In other words, the auxiliary 

have in have got is left out with no evident semantic changes taking place. 

 

4.2.1. Do-support 

 

As noted in Fodor and Smith (1978) the main verb have is freely used as a main verb and 

can accept do-support in American English (AmE), as opposed to British English. The 

same applies to the have got construction in AmE, but as Tottie and Hoffmann (2006) 

explain, the have got construction only appears with do or does in tag questions, whereas 

tags with have or has are not used at all. Since the possessive got now appears as a main 

verb on its own, with no support from have, there is reason to believe that the possessive 

got would prefer do or does forms in tags and verb phrase deletion as well. 

 Jespersen (1961) finds that the possessive got seems “more required” in 

interrogative sentences than in declarative sentences, because an “ordinary type of 

question” begins with what he calls a weak auxiliary (see 2.2.1). Similarly, Fodor and 

Smith (1978) note that got can appear with an auxiliary do when there is a negation (72), 

or when the sentence is interrogative (73). 

 

(72) You don’t got one. 

(Fodor & Smith 1978: 54) 

(73) Do you got one? 

(Ibid: 54) 
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4.2.2. Tenses, gerund, infinitives, and modals 

 

Past tense uses of got are hard to determine, since a regular past tense with an -ed suffix 

would be unlikely. The other option would be to construct a sentence in past tense using 

auxiliary have, which in turn would take us back to have got. It is then a mystery whether 

a past tense form, had got, should be interpreted as a past tense of have got or as a past 

tense of possessive got that requires auxiliary help in forming other tenses. In any case a 

past tense construction with got is theoretically possible if we insert auxiliary have. 

 Fodor and Smith (1978) write that the simple present tense of got may either be 

got, as shown in the constructed example (74) b, or gots, the latter indicating third person 

singular as they show in (74) a. They do not discuss interrogatives in relation to person, 

but since got seems to accept a third person singular suffix and do-support, we might also 

expect this in present tense interrogatives as in the constructed examples in (75). 

 

(74) a. Lucy gots one. 

(Fodor & Smith 1978: 54) 

b. You got one. 

(75) a. Does she got one? 

b. Do you got one? 

 

 Since got accepts do-support in negations and interrogatives, we should expect 

such constructions to also appear in the past tense. In this case there would no longer be 

any confusion between have got and got. As an example, compare sentences (76) and 

(77). We might also expect a positive interrogative in past tense with do-support (78), as 

well as a negative declarative (79), although their acceptability is questionable. 

 

(76) Hadn’t you got one? 

(77) Didn’t you got one? 

(78) ?Did you got one? 

(79) ?I didn’t got one. 

 

 In terms of suffixes, got seems to accept the third person singular -s, but it is 

unlikely to appear with the past tense marker -ed, and the same supposedly goes for the 

gerund -ing, as we might, at this time, think that goting/gotting sounds unnatural. When 

it comes to infinitives, LeSourd (1976) notes that using got on its own is ungrammatical 

when it attempts to replace the infinitive have, meaning that got should not be used 

together with modals for instance. However, LeSourd does mention that some dialects 
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prefer got over have or have got and this possibly means that an infinitive got could 

appear, especially in regional, spoken language. Then again, if we were to say that have 

got can follow modals and appear in the infinitive, have is at risk of being phonologically 

reduced when it is left between two phonologically prominent verbs. In theory, this may 

gradually result in a pattern presented in (80). 

 

(80) a. I might have got time. 

b. I might’ve got time. 

c. I might got time. 

 

5. Material and methods 

 

So far, we have discovered that the grammatical descriptions of the stative possessive 

have got are highly controversial, perhaps a little out-dated, with different researchers 

sharing their own, mainly prescriptivist, views on the topic over different time periods. 

However, these studies provide no evidence for claims of grammaticality or frequency 

and as observed in Biber et al. (1998), conclusions based on intuition can be unreliable. 

It should also be noted that we all share different language/dialect backgrounds, which 

means that something that is ungrammatical for one person may be fully acceptable for 

someone else. In addition, very few researchers mentioned whether their ideas on 

grammar apply to American or British English, or some other dialect for that matter. This 

is why the use of these stative possessives should be studied further, so that we can gain 

a better understanding of how they are being used and what their possible limitations are, 

focussing on American English. 

When it comes to stative possessive got, a grammar simply does not seem to exist 

since the construction has not reached the status of a fully grammatical construction, i.e. 

it is still considered to be non-standard language use. However, if roughly every tenth 

possessive construction utilises got alone (Tagliamonte 2006), it is well worth 

investigating further. Studying possessive got might also offer some new information on 

grammaticalisation and grammatical layering. 

In this study, the topic of the stative possessives have got and got is approached 

through an empirical, corpus-based analysis, i.e. the study is concerned with actual 

language use in natural texts. In Kennedy’s (1998: 1) definition, a corpus is “a body of 

written or transcribed speech which can serve as a basis for linguistic analysis and 

description”. Based on the findings from the corpus, notions on descriptivist grammar 
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will be introduced. The analysis itself will be both quantitative and qualitative, but the 

main focus lies on the latter. The main motive for a quantitative study in this case is partly 

to outline how common possessive got is, i.e. how frequently it is used in American 

English in relation to have got, and partly to study whether the use of these possessives 

is more frequent in certain registers or in written or spoken data. The qualitative focus in 

this study is to investigate how these possessives behave in their given contexts and to 

draw conclusions on their descriptive grammars in relation to the remarks on grammar 

listed above. The sentence subjects, objects (alienable/inalienable), and the genres they 

appear in will also be discussed. Finally, these findings and their possible significance are 

analysed and discussed in depth. 

 

5.1. Corpus linguistics 

 

Investigating linguistic features, in this case, the stative possessives have got and got, 

with the help of a corpus allows us to study different linguistic associations, such as 

lexical associations or grammatical associations, as well as non-linguistic associations, 

i.e. a certain feature’s distribution across registers and time periods (Biber et al. 1998). 

As discovered earlier, the possessive constructions have undergone or are undergoing 

grammaticalisation, especially the stative possessive got, which at this stage is not 

regarded as grammatical but is nevertheless frequently used. This would mean that got is 

still a lexical feature rather than a grammatical one. In a sense, we are examining language 

change and grammatical layering as they are taking place and for that purpose a corpus 

will prove helpful. As noted in Nevalainen (2004: 2), “corpus linguistics is a means of 

observing grammaticalisation in that it provides an empirical methodology for 

investigating process [sic] of language change in progress”. 

Since we have discovered that the most plausible hypothesis for the development 

of have got and got is grammaticalisation, a corpus study seems only fitting, given that 

grammaticalisation theory and corpus linguistics share many common views, as presented 

in Mair (2004). Firstly, the two approaches prioritise the study of utterances in their own 

discourse contexts, as opposed to studying the systems of underlying rules. Secondly, 

they both stress the importance of frequencies and statistics. Finally, both approaches 

regard transitions between grammatical categories to be gradient, not abrupt. They both 

also agree that grammatical form and meaning correlate, instead of constituting separate 
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and autonomous domains (Mair, 2004: 121). The very core of corpus linguistics is 

summarised well in Biber et al. (1998): 

 

Traditionally, linguistic analyses have emphasized structure [...]. A different 

perspective [...] is to emphasize language use. From this perspective, we can 

investigate how speakers and writers exploit the resources of their language. 

Rather than looking at what is theoretically possible in a language, we study the 

actual language used in naturally occurring texts. 

(Biber et al. 1998: 1) 

 

5.2. Material 

 

The data used in this study is extracted from The Corpus of Contemporary American 

English (henceforth, COCA, Davies 2008-). This online corpus currently consists of more 

than 560 million words of text, dating from 1990 to 2017, making up to roughly 20 million 

words from each year. COCA consists of five text sections, spoken, fiction, popular 

magazines, newspapers, and academic texts, among which it is equally divided. This 

variety of genres is vital in the present study, as one can expect to find different kinds of 

language use depending on register. For instance, let us suppose that possessive got is 

still non-standard and therefore it is not expected to be found in academic texts, whereas 

it is likely to be more frequent in spoken data. It should be noted that text appearing in 

fiction can be treated in different ways. We might expect narrative to be somewhat more 

standard language, depending on who the potential storyteller is, but the dialogue that 

appears in fiction should perhaps be regarded as more informal language depending on 

context. In a sense, the fiction genre can be viewed almost as a speech-based register and 

as Biber (1993: 3) puts it, the dialogue in fiction can be seen as a reflection of casual face-

to-face conversations. Thus, we should not automatically regard fiction as a written 

register. 

Even though COCA is a massive corpus offering a range of opportunities for 

research, there are some challenges to its use. While the webpage architecture and 

interface are fast and allow the user to have control over what lexemes appear or do not 

appear with the search word or cluster, the webpage’s functions are not extensive enough 

to make every exclusion needed in one search. It also cannot present all occurrences on 

one page and jumping between several pages proves to be challenging. The user is also 

unable to extensively categorise the results online. Since COCA is web-based, it appears 

to be prone to losing progress by timing out, presenting error codes or even losing 
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connection to the server.  An online-based corpus has thus proved to be rather unreliable, 

with a good number of errors and forced log-outs resulting in loss of data. 

 One further issue with COCA is the fact that lots of cases are not coded correctly. 

For instance, the possessive ‘s got is quite often spelled incorrectly as is got. Some 

apostrophes seem to be missing as well, which in turn results in loss of relevant instances 

such as ‘ve got or ‘s got. However, it may be that the errors exist in the original data as 

well. All this means that the errors need to be screened out manually, and where these 

errors occur the instances need to be excluded from the results. 

 

5.3. Methodology 

 

As noted in Biber et al. (1998:3), “there are two central research goals in [...] analyses [of 

typical patterns] of use: (1) assessing the extent to which a pattern is found, and (2) 

analyzing [sic] the contextual factors that influence variability.” COCA has its own corpus 

architecture and a search engine that allows one to search for a number of factors. The 

searches used in this thesis consist mainly of list searches, which allow for specific word 

strings to be extracted from the corpus. Using the list search makes excluding unwanted 

stings, such as have got to, easier. Other searches include key words in context (KWIC) 

searches, which allow the user to see the patterns in which a word occurs, and collocates 

searches, which allow the user to see what lexical items appear near the wanted search 

word(s). For this study, a combination of these searches will provide an extensive insight 

into the use of stative possessives have got and got as well as help in meeting the research 

goals listed by Biber at al. above. 

For this study, the data extracted from COCA are gathered into an Excel file 

because of the problematic nature of an online corpus as mentioned above. Excel proves 

helpful in assigning category rules, for instance based on the sentences’ subject or object, 

in marking any occurrences that are not eligible for the study, i.e. non-possessive uses of 

have got and got, as well as in creating new queries to search for reoccurring patterns. 

These data can also be saved at any given time and we can avoid data loss that occurs 

when working with an online corpus. 

As explained earlier, COCA is an online corpus and has its own built-in search 

engine. This search engine uses specific symbols and the search sequences have to be 

carefully constructed. The search sequences in this study are introduced as part of the 

results as they are many and will best serve their purpose in their own contexts. The main 
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two symbols used in the search sequences are asterisks (*), which indicate the placement 

of a random lexical item, e.g. a query such as have * got could offer occurrences 

resembling have you got or have not got etc., and dashes (–), which indicate a wanted 

lexical item combined with have got or got, i.e. when investigating do-support, where 

lexemes do or did occur prior have got, this would be indicated as – have got where dash 

is either do or did. The lexical items that occur in place of a dash will always be specified 

separately. 

 

5.3.1. Concordance selections 

 

Given the corpus’s immense size and the fact that have got and got are rather common 

occurrences, sorting through every instance would prove to not only be extremely time 

consuming, but also potentially useless. An obvious solution would be to use a smaller 

corpus, but as suggested in Hunston (2002), one may also select a random portion of 

instances or in turn identify a selection of the most significant collocates or features. This 

way, data extracted from a large-scale corpus can be reduced to a manageable scale while 

retaining the corpus's coverage advantages (Hunston 2002: 25-26). 

For this study, the extracted data occasionally need to be reduced, since the 

occurrences of have got and got alone sum up to tens of thousands, most of which are not 

even possessives. Since we are, in this study, interested in meaning rather than form, 

corpus queries alone are not of much use, but they require close reading and analysis 

before we can extract useful information from the collected data. This is the main reason 

the number of instances needs to be narrowed down, as reading and interpreting context 

is very time consuming. Therefore, in order to allow us to do close reading of occurrences 

and to analyse them sufficiently in the scope of this study, the occurrences will be 

narrowed down to selections of one thousand occurrences when required. This number is 

both small enough to allow us to analyse them thoroughly in a reasonable amount of time, 

and big enough to provide us with varying data from different sources. Let it be noted 

that selections of one thousand instances only need to be taken on rare occasions while 

most of the searches require no reduction. 

 The selection of one thousand instances is a machine-generated, completely 

random sample, to avoid what Baker (2014: 183) calls “cherry-picking”, i.e. researchers 

consciously choosing suitable occurrences that support their hypothesis or to get the 

results they want. The random selection is collected with the help of Excel, by allowing 
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the program to assign each instance a random number between zero and one. The 

occurrences can then be sorted by their random number from smallest to largest, where 

the first one thousand are selected. After this, close reading can be done to make any 

exclusions needed. 

 

5.3.2. Search sequences 

 

This study focuses on different factors of the possessive constructions and therefore a 

number of queries will be carried out to make sure every search area, such as 

interrogatives, negatives, and do-supported constructions, has a sufficient data set to base 

conclusions on. 

 For this study, the mainly prescriptive grammars for have got and got presented 

above will in a sense be cross-checked with data extracted from COCA. All the 

grammatical claims will be investigated individually when possible. Most of the queries 

for have got and got are concerned with similar grammar topics, such as the possible 

iterative contexts they may or may not appear in, their possible use with modal verbs, and 

any possible infinitival use and suffixes (gerunds, person markers) that may appear with 

the two possessives. 

 In addition, a number of individual queries will be carried out to learn more about 

the use of got. We know how interrogatives for instance are formed with have got, but as 

there seems to be no prescriptive grammar available, it will be of interest to see how these 

constructions correspond to the use of the stative possessive got. 

 After all relevant data are extracted from COCA, the results will be analysed based 

on how the uses of the two possessives correspond to the prescriptive grammars. The two 

possessives’ uses will also be studied in terms of subject distribution and sentence objects 

(alienable and inalienable). Genre division will also be discussed. 

 

5.3.3. Exclusions 

 

Certain cases need to be excluded once the data are extracted. This requires screening and 

close reading all instances. Firstly, many sentences may seem ambiguous between stative 

possession and the past tense of get, but since American English uses the spelling gotten 

for the past participle of get, we can assume that ambiguous cases refer to possession. 
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However, if the context indicates that an instance of got denotes the past tense use of get 

rather than possessive got, such instances are excluded. Sometimes the distinction 

between eligible vs. not eligible occurrences is hard to draw, as we find instances such as 

I would have gotten one in four, and I would have got the one he got (COCA: spoken). 

Here, since the speaker uses both gotten and got, we may assume that they distinguish 

between the participle of get and the present tense of possessive have got, indicated by 

the two different spellings. The bigger issue here is that it is impossible to tell whether 

the last got in the sentence is the simple past of get, or the stative possessive got. In this 

study, the approach in these kinds of cases will be rather inclusive than exclusive. 

Afterall, the borderline cases are likely to result in constructive analysis. 

As noted in 2.1, get and got can be used not only in possessive constructions, but 

also in utterances that express obligation, causation, ingressive aspect, movement, change 

of state, and permission (Gronemeyer 1999). Such instances naturally need to be excluded 

from the results because at this time we are only interested in possessive constructions. 

 Obligation forms have been excluded for the most part already in the search 

sequence, where the to particle was not allowed to appear directly after got in order to 

avoid instances such as I have got to go. This also excludes the prepositional use of to, 

excluding instances of the ingressive aspect such as in we got to talking. Similarly, this 

prevented got from appearing in the movement sense for the most part, as in “I got to 

school”. This did not, however, exclude causation, such as in “I got the car to move” 

because these constructions feature one or two words between got and to. Such instances 

need to be manually screened from the data to separate them from similar-looking 

possessive constructions, such as I have got medicine to keep me healthy. 

 In addition to Gronemeyer’s list of other uses of get and got, the data also needs 

to be screened for other phrasal verbs and passive constructions. When it comes to phrasal 

verbs, some get excluded in the search if there is a to following got. However, there are 

also other expressions that include the sequence of got/have got + preposition. We want 

to exclude phrasal verb uses such as got into, have got up, and got around. These 

exclusions could not be made in the search sequence, because we cannot directly exclude 

all prepositions from following got and risk losing potential possessives such as the trees 

we have got out on the yard or the book I got up there. 

 A big portion of the instances that need to be excluded feature passive 

constructions that utilise got. Some of these can be screened out by not allowing 

participles with an -ed ending to appear directly after got. This way we avoid passive 
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constructions with regular verbs such as in he got killed or she got fired. This does not 

exclude past participle forms of irregular verbs from appearing after got and thus, again, 

close reading is needed to exclude any such instances. 

 

6. Results 

 

The results section is divided into several different categories. First and foremost, the 

findings about stative possessive have got and the stative possessive got are presented in 

their own sections, starting with have got. These two main sections then have 

subcategories that are concerned with the different result selections presented in 5.3.1. 

Each grammatical category will be illustrated by giving five examples of eligible 

instances from COCA. 

 Search queries are presented either in the following results section along with the 

results when relevant, or alternatively they can be found in the Appendices section. 

Whenever tables in the results or in appendices feature symbols, their explanations can 

be found in the legend below the table in question. In the tables, the objects are only listed 

by their main word while their complements, e.g. in a case of a noun phrase object, are 

not included. In the case of arbitrary noun phrases that include compounds, such as shoe 

print or answering machine, the whole word is included. 

 

6.1. Have got in The Corpus of Contemporary American English 

 

The following sections present the findings of the searches for have got in The Corpus of 

Contemporary American English. Imperative uses of the possessive have got were not 

found in COCA. Search sequences of “have (*) got * !” and “’ve (*) got *!” were used 

but such search sequences did not find any occurrences. The search results of all the other 

queries presented in the results section were also screened for imperative use but such 

occurrences do not exist in the results. On another note, Swan’s (2016) claim of has not 

being reduceable to zero in spoken language (e.g. “he got one”) will be discussed later in 

section 7.1.6, as it potentially relates to the results of the possessive got. 

 

6.1.1. Iterative have got 

 

The occurrence of possessive have got in repetitive contexts was studied with the help of 

iterative adverbs always, often, and usually. The adverbs were allowed to appear either 
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prior to the possessive construction or in the middle of it, separating have and got. In total, 

have got was found with an iterative adverb 120 times. Always is the dominant adverb of 

this selection, usually appears three times, and often does not appear at all.  The instances 

where an adverb appears in-between have and got are the most common occurrences in 

the corpus, as can be seen in Table 3. A complete list of all search sequences, subjects 

and objects can be found in Appendix 1. 

 

Table 3: Number of instances of possessive have got in an iterative context 

– have got – * ‘ve got – has got – * ‘s got 

always often usually always often usually always often usually always often usually 

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

have – got * ‘ve – got has – got * ‘s – got 

always often usually always often usually always often usually always often usually 

4 0 0 72 0 0 8 0 0 32 0 2 

 

Legend: A dash (–) indicates a wanted lexical item combined with have got or got. 

 An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

 The iterative have got appears with ten different subjects, as shown in Table 4. 

The most common subjects are you and he. Whether you appears in second person 

singular or plural is for the most part impossible to determine from the given context, 

which is why no such determinations were made. The most frequent objects are back (3), 

idea (3), it (3), that (4), problem(s) (5), thing(s) (6), and something (7). 

 

Table 4: Distribution of iterative have got in relation to sentence subjects 

Subject: I you he she we they who noun name one 

Number: 22 29 21 8 7 18 5 6 3 1 

 

Repetitive possessive have got appears in all five genres in COCA, as is shown in 

Table 5. Have got combined with an iterative adverb mostly occurs in spoken data, but it 

seems that newspapers, magazines, and fiction also feature notable numbers. 

 

Table 5: Distribution of iterative have got across genres 

Spoken Newspaper Magazine Fiction Academic 

52 24 17 25 2 

 

Examples (81)-(85) are a selection of instances illustrating iterative uses of have got in 

different genres. 

 

(81) Who is this guy that's always got girls? 

(COCA: magazine) 
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(82) He’s always got an idea. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(83) But he’s usually got a good reason for it. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(84) Every client’s always got an excuse about why he or she was doing 

 something […] 

 (COCA: academic) 

(85) It’s easy and I’ve always got chocolate chips and powdered cocoa on 

hand. 

(COCA: newspaper) 

 

6.1.2. Modals with have got 

 

The appearance of have got combined with modal auxiliaries was studied with the help 

of a variety of different search sequences using different modal verbs. Queries were made 

both by having have got and ‘ve got immediately follow modal auxiliaries, and by letting 

random lexical items to appear either between the modal verb and the possessive 

construction and between have and got, as well as in both these places. For those 

auxiliaries that have contracted forms, additional searches were made using contractions 

‘d, ‘ll, and won’t. All of the queries are presented in Table 6. 

 

Table 6: Queries for have got appearing with modal auxiliaries 

1 – have got 7 – * ‘ve * got 

2 – * have got 8 * ‘d have got 

3 – * have * got 9 * ‘d * have got 

4 – ‘ve got 10 * ‘ll have got 

5 – ‘ve * got 11 * ‘ll * have got 

6 – * ‘ve got 12 * won’t got 

 

Legend: A dash (–) indicates a wanted lexical item combined with have got or got. 

 An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

 The possessive have got seems to rarely appear with modal auxiliaries, as such 

instances only occur 15 times in COCA, keeping in mind that the corpus features more 

than 560 million words. Have got appears to accept modal auxiliaries must, may, would, 

could, and the negated form won’t, as shown in Table 7. These constructions mostly 

feature a modal + have got pattern where no other lexical item separates the verbs. 

Roughly a quarter of the constructions feature a modal + negation + have got pattern. 

Only one instance appears with a contracted have and in this case the adverb still separates 

have and got, as seen in Table 7. 
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Table 7: Modals that appear with possessive have got 

No. Query Modal Subject Object Source Year 

1 – * have got may they training SPOK 2017 

2 – * have got may name what SPOK 2006 

3 – have got must you man FIC 2015 

4 – have got must she money SPOK 2005 

5 – have got must noun advance SPOK 2003 

6 – have got must you ring SPOK 2002 

7 – have got must you place FIC 1990 

8 – have got must he mistress FIC 1990 

9 – have got could noun permit FIC 2004 

10 – have got could he seats FIC 1997 

11 – have got would I one SPOK 1994 

12 – * have got would I overtime SPOK 1999 

13 – 've * got would we unemployment SPOK 2011 

14 * won’t got won’t (will not) you glue bond MAG 2001 

15 * won’t got won’t (will not) you it SPOK 1992 

 

Legend: A dash (–) indicates a wanted lexical item combined with have got or got. 

 An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

 The subjects appearing in these constructions are rather equally distributed and 

feature all personal pronouns as well as two nouns and one proper name. This time, only 

the spoken, fiction, and magazine genres are present in the results with spoken data being 

the most frequent one. A random selection of examples for have got appearing with modal 

verbs in different genres is presented in (86)-(90), although the intended meaning in (90) 

is questionable. 

 

(86) I would have gotten one in four, and I would have got the one he got. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(87) She must have got a lot of money. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(88) You must have got the wrong man. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(89) Now I regret I was so cold to S. on Monday, he could have got orchestra 

 seats. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(90) […] if the space is a little too wide you won't got a good glue bond. 

(COCA: magazine) 

 

6.1.3. Different tenses of have got 

 

Previous remarks on grammar do not mention the possibility of the possessive have got 

appearing in pluperfect or perfect, but hypothetical clusters had had got and have had got 
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were searched for regardless. Such queries, however, resulted in no occurrences. 

Similarly, the hypothetical simple past tense goted/gotted was not found in the corpus. 

Partly related to do-support, hypothetical past tense constructions with have got using do-

support with a past tense auxiliary did, as in did have got or did * have got, were not 

found.  On the other hand, queries for a past tense constructions had got and had * got 

resulted in a total of 50 eligible instances. Constructions where got immediately follows 

have hold a majority in these results, consisting of 35 occurrences. The remaining 15 

occurrences allow some lexical item to separate have and got and in 12 of these 

occurrences the separator is a negating n’t. The other two separating words are the adverb 

finally and in the other case the subject they appears between have and got in a conditional 

sentence. 

 The eligible occurrences with had got and had * got feature every personal 

pronoun except you, indicating a different turn from previous results. However, when it 

comes to past tense use of have got, nouns appear as the most common subject. Subject 

distribution is presented in Table 8. For specific noun subjects and sentence objects, see 

Appendix 2. 

 

Table 8: Past tense constructions of have got in relation to sentence subjects 

Subject: I you he she we they it noun name whoever unknown 

Number: 9 0 8 5 5 2 2 10 7 1 1 

 

 

 For past tense use of have got, fiction is the dominant genre, accounting for over 

half of all eligible instances. All the other genres are presented as well, but none in great 

numbers, as seen in Table 9. 

 

Table 9: Distribution of had got across genres 

Spoken Newspaper Magazine Fiction Academic 

8 5 5 29 3 

  

 Examples (91)-(95) illustrate past tense use of have got in different genres. 

 

(91) Then Tom said he hadn't got candles enough, and he would slip in the 

 kitchen and get some more. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(92) […] because I had a cup in my hand, and he hadn't got one. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(93) I had got the key at last. 

(COCA: academic) 
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(94) I was about the only graduate from my year who hadn't got a job or an 

 agent or a manager. 

(COCA: magazine) 

(95) I would have had to turn straight around, and I hadn't got any clothes to 

 wear. 

(COCA: newspaper) 

 

6.1.4. Tags with a have got anchor 

 

To find out what tags are used with have got, 43 queries were formed, as presented in 

Appendix 3. The queries resulted in 76 eligible tags, 26 of which utilise the auxiliary 

have/has in tags, 49 that utilise do/does, and one that utilises ain’t. The subjects used in 

tag formations are shown in Table 10. The genre divisions are shown in Table 11. 

 

Table 10: Subject distribution of tags with a have got anchor 

Subject I you he she it we they noun 

Number of instances 11 31 8 3 3 6 13 1 

 

Table 11: Genre distribution of tags with a have got anchor 

Spoken Newspaper Magazine Fiction Academic 

29 2 6 38 1 

 

Examples (96)-(100) illustrate tags used with have got in different genres.. 

 

(96) You haven’t got anything, have you? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(97) They've got that Friday feeling, don't they? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(98) Tom, you haven't got a cigarette, have you? 

 (COCA: academic) 

(99) […] you haven’t got much to live on, do you? 

(COCA: newspaper) 

(100) She's got five children, doesn't she? 

(COCA: magazine) 

 

6.1.5. Do-support with have got 

 

To investigate whether the possessive have got accepts do-support 23 queries were carried 

out using both full forms and contracted forms, as well as queries where any of the five 

words (do, did, have, has and got) could be separated by any lexeme. All of these queries 

are listed in Appendix 4. Most of the queries resulted in no instances. The only exception 

is do * have got, which resulted in one eligible instance shown in (101). 
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(101) What do you have got for us this year? 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

The instance in (101) features a second person singular you subject and an abstract object 

what. This instance is found in spoken data, more specifically in a news reading. Here, 

do-support is used to form an interrogative sentence in present tense. 

 

6.1.6. Suffixes and non-finite structures of have got 

 

This section presents the results of the searches for both the suffixes have got accepts and 

the non-finite uses of have got (infinitives and gerunds). As mentioned earlier, 

hypothetical past tense forms with an -ed suffix do not occur in the corpus. The other 

suffix investigated in this section is the, typically, third person singular -s in six different 

queries (see Appendix 5). The queries resulted in one eligible occurrence, presented in 

(102), which appears in the fiction genre with a proper name subject and a concrete object 

gear. 

 

(102) Timmi’s gots all da latest gear. 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

 The non-finite uses of have got are not greatly supported by findings in COCA 

either. Gerund forms of have got, i.e. having got, only appear 7 times as possessives in 

COCA. The eligible instances have mainly name and noun subjects. The results are spread 

across four different genres. All of these results are presented in Table 12. 

 

Table 12: Cases of gerund forms having got 

No. Query Suffix Subject Object Source Year 

1 having got ing noun what she came for ACAD 2013 

2 having got ing I video specs FIC 2012 

3 having got ing name it FIC 2010 

4 having got ing name funding NEWS 2008 

5 having got ing name degree SPOK 2000 

6 having * got ing – it FIC 2007 

7 having * got ing noun license ACAD 1996 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 
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A sample of examples of having got in different genres is presented in (103)-(107). Note 

that example (106) is a borderline case, as it likely does not denote stative possession per 

se, but can be interpreted as one if we think of a haircut not as an event, but as a stylistic 

feature someone might have. 

 

(103) You might say that I deserve it, having got some video specs I wasn't really 

 entitled to […]. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(104) Did his military service here, having already got his medical license […] 

(COCA: academic) 

(105) Having got funding, Heinemann's next goal was adding Generation X 

 manpower. 

(COCA: newspaper) 

(106) […] I considered talking to him about not having got a haircut for 11 

 months. 

(COCA: magazine) 

(107) […] Apostolos Doxiadis who, having got a mathematics degree at 

 Columbia University […]. 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

 The infinitive use of have got does not receive very strong support from COCA 

either, but such constructions do occur in six instances. To have got occurs in the corpus 

only after the verb seem and the cluster would + like. In the six instances, we is the most 

common subject, while he, she, and I all occur once, as seen in Table 13. Every data genre 

is present in the results, except for magazine texts. 

 

Table 13: Distribution of infinitive use of have got 

No. Query Subject Object Source Year 

1 to have got he thing FIC 2007 

2 to have got she whiff FIC 2004 

3 to have got we him NEWS 2000 

4 to have got we fish NEWS 1999 

5 to have got I photo ACAD 1997 

6 to have got we society SPOK 1994 

 

 Examples utilising infinitive use of have got in different genres are presented in 

(108)-(112). 

 

(108) I would like much to have got a photo of one, but the camera is not viewed  

 with eyes of favour… 

(COCA: academic) 
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(109) Well, we'd like to have got some fish early so we could get them adjusted 

 to life in the hatchery […] 

(COCA: newspaper) 

(110) She knew the air had changed and she seemed to have got a whiff of why. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(111) We would like to have got him because I think he could put anyone over 

 the top. 

(COCA: newspaper) 

(112) We seem to have got a society that's so busy, so fast, we all have to be at 

 work […] 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

6.1.7. Ain’t got 

 

In an attempt to try to determine what negations have got and got use in COCA, it became 

clear that the most frequent negation preceding got is ain’t, which covers more than a 

third of all the instances found by the * n’t got query. To study the possessive 

constructions that utilise ain’t, two queries were formed: ain’t got and ain’t * got. These 

queries resulted in a total of 902 eligible instances. In these instances, the most common 

subjects are I (274 instances), you (207 instances), and we (106 instances) as shown in 

Table 14. 

 

Table 14: Subjects in ain’t got and ain’t * got queries 

I you/ye/ya he she it we ya'll they who noun name miscellaneous none 

274 207 65 21 24 106 2 45 1 67 16 10 64 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

 In the case of these two queries, the genre distribution is rather clear. For both 

queries, fiction is the most common genre, accounting for more than half of all 

occurrences. Spoken data is the second most common genre in the results, accounting for 

a fifth of the results. The remaining genres, magazine, newspaper, and academic are not 

frequently represented in the results. The results of these queries, with subject, object, 

genre etc. distributions, can be found in Appendix 10 and Appendix 11. 

Examples  (113)-(117) illustrate cases found by the ain’t got search sequence and 

(118)-(122) cases found by the ain’t * got search sequence in different genres. 

 

(113) Without a song, man ain’t got a name. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(114) He's got a great attitude. Just ain’t got no pencil. 

(COCA: magazine) 
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(115) I ain’t got no contract? 

(COCA: newspaper) 

(116) Dairy said, like I ain’t got eyes. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(117) We ain’t got no swing. 

(COCA: academic) 

(118) Ain’t you got a proper coat? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(119) Ain’t it got at least two or three tails? 

(COCA: magazine) 

(120) Ain’t you got no manners when you're with a lady? 

(COCA: newspaper) 

(121) We ain’t even got no walls, man. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(122) After all, Minta, you ain't excactly got the same resources I got. 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

 

6.2. Got in The Corpus of Contemporary American English 

 

The following sections present the findings of the searches for got in The Corpus of 

Contemporary American English. Again, a number of specific search sequences were 

used to find as many occurrences as possible for each area of grammar. However, some 

areas, such as interrogatives, will only be introduced later in the analysis chapter, as these 

areas do not have their own search sequences but rather are embedded in the results of 

other queries. 

 

6.2.1. Iterative got 

 

To study the occurrences of possessive got in iterative contexts, the adverbs always, often, 

and usually were used in the search sequence as they were with have got (6.1.1). No 

possessive instances where one of the iterative adverbs would appear after got were found 

in the corpus, while possessive constructions where the adverbs appear prior to got 

appeared 14 times. Again, always is the most common of the three adverbs, while usually 

appears once, and often not a single time as a possessive. The results can be seen in Table 

15. No negated instances were found.  
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Table 15: Number of instances of possessive got in an iterative context 

No. Adverb Subject Object Tense Source Year 

1 always you problem present NEWS 2009 

2 always noun rap past NEWS 2012 

3 always you problem present NEWS 2009 

4 always noun stains present NEWS 2005 

5 always noun gripe present SPOK 2003 

6 always you chance present NEWS 1998 

7 always name comb present ACAD 1996 

8 always noun thumbs present SPOK 2015 

9 always you something present NEWS 2004 

10 always - guitar present SPOK 2003 

11 always they somebody present SPOK 1998 

12 always we love present SPOK 2016 

13 always we oil past NEWS 2006 

14 usually I thimble present SPOK 2017 

 

 In the eligible instances, a noun or you, singular or plural, are the most common 

subjects, both occurring four times. Every personal pronoun is found in the results, except 

for the third person singulars he, she, and it. The results even include a sentence with no 

subject. 

 It is relatively difficult to determine the tense in these cases, as the only tense-

indicating factor is the sentences’ context, but it seems as if two of these occurrences 

appear in the past tense (see (189) and (190)), while the rest are in the present tense. The 

objects are varying, except for the two instances of problem. Iterative use of possessive 

got does not occur in the magazine or fiction genres, while newspapers and spoken data 

make up most of the results. One instance is also found in academic data. 

 Iterative uses of got are illustrated by the random selection of examples in (123)-

(127). 

 

(123) You always got a chance. 

(COCA: newspaper) 

(124) Lasyrenn, Labalenn... always got a comb, to comb her hair. 

(COCA: academic) 

(125) We always got love. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(126) Once you got a problem, you always got a problem. 

(COCA: newspaper) 

(127) Always got your guitar. 

(COCA: spoken) 
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6.2.2. Modals with got 

 

The appearance of possessive got combined with modal auxiliaries was investigated with 

queries where got directly follows a modal or where there may be a lexical item, other 

than have, has, ‘ve or ‘s, placed between a modal and got. The latter pattern does not 

occur in the corpus, while got does directly follow a modal on some occasions, although 

such constructions are very rare in the corpus. Whereas have got appears with modals a 

total of 13 times, mostly with the modal auxiliary must, the possessive got only appears 

three times, exclusively with might. These occurrences are presented in (128)-(130). 

 

(128) […] they might got super human strength […]. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(129) You might got something there […]. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(130) One thing I might still got. 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

 The constructions where got appears with a modal feature the subjects they, you, 

and I. All of these occurrences represent the fiction genre in COCA. 

 

6.2.3. Tags with a got anchor 

 

To find out what tags got uses, 43 search sequences were formed, as presented in 

Appendix 3. The queries resulted in 38 eligible tags, 6 of which use auxiliary have/has in 

tags, 31 use do/does, and one uses ain’t. The subject division is presented in Table 16. 

Genre division in presented in Table 17. 

 

Table 16: Subject distribution of tags with a got anchor 

Subject I you he we they name 

Number of instances 8 22 2 2 3 1 

 

Table 17: Genre distribution of tags with a got anchor 

SPOK NEWS MAG FIC ACAD 

5 0 2 31 0 
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Examples (131)-(135) illustrate tags with possessive got in different genres. 

 

(131) I got enough darkness, don't I? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(132) And everybody's got an opinion, haven't they? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(133) You've got a magic wand, haven't you? 

(COCA: magazine) 

(134) Got all your teeth, do you? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(135) Ah, got younger sibs [siblings] at home do you? 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

6.2.4. Do-support with got 

 

To investigate whether the possessive got uses do-support, a total of 15 queries were 

created, as presented in Table 18. While the queries for do-support with have got only 

resulted in one eligible instance, do-supported possessive constructions with bare got 

seem to be a lot more frequent, as a total of 478 eligible instances were found. 

 

Table 18: Queries for possessive got using do-support 

No. Query Amount of instances 

1 do got 7 

2 do * got 278 

3 do * * got 4 

4 don’t got 160 

5 don’t * got 14 

6 does got 1 

7 does * got 9 

8 does * * got 2 

9 doesn’t got 2 

10 doesn’t * got 0 

11 did got 0 

12 did * got 0 

13 did * * got 0 

14 didn’t 0 

15 didn’t * got 0 
 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

 

The do got query resulted in seven instances, found in (194)-(200). In all these 

sentences, the subjects are either you, they or I. The occurrences mostly belong to the 

fiction genre (6), while one instance was found in spoken data. These results are shown 

in Table 19. None of these occurrences are interrogative. 
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Table 19: Results of the do got and does got queries 

No. Query Subject Object Tense Polarity Source Year 

1 do got you part present positive FIC  2017 

2 do got you sister present positive FIC  2016 

3 do got I time present positive FIC  2005 

4 do got they necks present positive FIC  2002 

5 do got they witnesses present positive SPOK  1997 

6 do got I rhythm present positive FIC  1994 

7 do got you man present positive FIC  1993 

 

 The non-negated, third person singular queries does got, does * got, and does * 

* got, where the asterisks cannot be n’t or not resulted in 12 instances, as seen in Table 

20. 

 

Table 20: Results of does got, does * got, and does * * got 

No. Query Subject Object Tense Polarity Interrogative Source Year 

1 does got he skeletons present positive no MAG 2015 

2 does * got he what present positive yes SPOK 2016 

3 does * got he what present positive yes SPOK 2014 

4 does * got anybody information present positive yes SPOK 2013 

5 does * got she what present positive yes SPOK 2007 

6 does * got he grip present positive yes SPOK 2003 

7 does * got he chance present positive yes SPOK 2001 

8 does * got he name present positive yes SPOK 1999 

9 does * got she family present positive yes SPOK 1993 

10 does * got name chance present positive yes SPOK 1990 

11 does * * got noun guns present positive yes SPOK 1999 

12 does * * got anybody else something present positive yes SPOK 1996 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

 The query that resulted in most eligible instances is do * got, where the auxiliary 

do and the main verb got are be separated by any lexical item, except for have, has, ‘ve, 

‘s, or n’t. Negations were excluded in this query mainly because the occurrences are so 

many but also because that way negations will be easier to study on their own as they are 

placed in their own queries. 

 The subjects appearing with the query do * got mainly consist of second person 

you, singular or plural, and first person plural we. I, they, he, and ya’ll also appear, but 

not in great numbers, as can be seen in Table 21. 

  

https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4167353&ID=808978213
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4167353&ID=808978213
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4166046&ID=810808249
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4166046&ID=810808249
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=1035944&ID=364033175
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=1035944&ID=364033175
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=1018016&ID=369484015
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=1018016&ID=369484015
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=227461&ID=582880798
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=227461&ID=582880798
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4024270&ID=478844105
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4024270&ID=478844105
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=1050155&ID=425450326
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=1050155&ID=425450326
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4171980&ID=829585496
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4171980&ID=829585496
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4124674&ID=701152049
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4124674&ID=701152049
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4124004&ID=698674867
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=4124004&ID=698674867
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=249238&ID=626226853
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=249238&ID=626226853
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=18784&ID=540035441
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=18784&ID=540035441
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=187796&ID=566720900
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=187796&ID=566720900
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=227653&ID=585295323
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=227653&ID=585295323
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=230194&ID=591145045
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=230194&ID=591145045
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=237078&ID=605468936
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/x4.asp?t=237078&ID=605468936
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Table 21: Subject distribution in do * got 

No. Subject Number of instances 

1 you 197 

2 we 68 

3 I 7 

4 they 3 

5 he 1 

6 ya’ll 1 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

 Of all the results of the do * got query, 216 instances appear in spoken data, 51 

are in fiction, 5 in magazines, and 5 in newspapers. The academic data does not contain 

instances with do * got. Subject, object, and genre distribution are presented in Appendix 

6. Examples (136)-(140) present a selection of cases containing do * got in different 

genres. 

 

(136) What do we got, mint juleps? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(137) If you take 50 percent of zero, what do you got? 

(COCA: newspaper) 

(138) What do you got in Hawaii that you don't have here? 

(COCA: magazine) 

(139) Excuse me, Miss, but do y'all got a [sic] extra bag I could buy? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(140) What do you got? 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

 When do and got were allowed to be separated by two random lexical items, 

except for have, has, ‘ve, ‘s, or n’t, the search in COCA produced five occurrences 

presented in (141)-(145). The subjects in these occurrences are all different: the Paleys, 

you, they, I, and we. As for genres, fiction, spoken, and newspaper are presented. Four 

out of five of these instances are interrogative. 

 

(141) Do the Paleys got a Grace? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(142) Do you still got it? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(143) Do they really got piggy banks in outer space, George?  

(COCA: newspaper) 

(144) Not only do I not got time for a lecture from you, I ain't interested in one. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(145) What the hell do we really got? 

(COCA: fiction) 
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As already mentioned, a separate query was used to study the use of got with do-support 

that implies negation. The query doesn’t got resulted in three occurrences, while doesn’t 

* got offered no occurrences in COCA. Similarly, the searches for past tense negations 

didn’t got and didn’t * got resulted in no instances. On the other hand, the search for don’t 

got resulted in 160 instances, making it the second most frequent use of possessive got 

with do-support in this data. When the lexical items were separated in don’t * got, the 

number of eligible occurrences dropped to 14. 

 In the negated, do-supported instances, the most common subjects are I, you, we, 

and noun subjects. Of all the eligible occurrences more than half appear in the fiction 

genre while less than a third appear in spoken data. The other genres are not as frequent, 

with only a few of the instances appearing in newspapers, and even fewer appearing in 

magazines. No instances were found in the academic data. All of the sentence subjects, 

objects, and the distribution of genres can be found in Appendix 7. Uses of don’t got are 

illustrated (146)-(150). 

 

(146) The fort don’t got a bathroom. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(147) I don’t got no money now. 

(COCA: newspaper) 

(148) I don’t got license to buy. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(149) I don’t got a minute. 

(COCA: magazine) 

(150) I don’t got no pit bull.  

(COCA: fiction) 

 

Finally, the query don’t * got, which allowed any lexical item except for have, 

has, ‘ve or ‘s to appear between don’t and got, produced 14 occurrences. In 9 instances, 

you acts as a subject, we is the subject in 3 instances, while who and I both appear once 

as subjects. A random selection of the examples utilising don’t * got in different genres 

is presented in (151)-(155). 

 

(151) I do n't even got two pieces of cheese because somebody gave me a 

 sandwich. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(152) Don’t you got no shame? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(153) I don’t really got any goals. 

(COCA: spoken)  
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(154)  […] if you do n't still got what it takes. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(155) I mean, we don't even got dental or nothing like that […] 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

6.2.5. Suffixes and non-finite constructions of got 

 

To study the possible suffixes attached to the possessive got, four search sequences were 

formulated: goted, gotted, goting/gotting and gots. The hypothetical, regular past tenses 

or gerund forms were not found in COCA, but the search for the, typically, third person 

singular -s resulted in 60 eligible occurrences. 

 Surprisingly, the third person singular subjects, where we would usually expect 

to find an -s suffix, only make up for a third of the results, whereas the first person singular 

I is the most frequent subject. Even the second person you and the first person plural we 

appear more frequently than any of the third person singulars. Subject distribution is 

presented in Table 22. 

 

Table 22: Subject distribution with gots 

I you he she it we they name noun some 

19 8 3 5 7 9 1 3 4 1 

 

 Evidently, the suffixed form mostly appears in the fiction genre, while the 

newspaper and spoken genres are a lot less frequent. Examples (156)-(160) illustrate 

instances of gots in different genres.. The distribution of subjects, objects, and genres can 

be found in Appendix 8. 

 

(156) I finally gots a place where I belong. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(157) I gots me plenty. 

(COCA: newspaper) 

(158) I gots it all here. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(159) No, it gots the time on it, OK? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(160) I gots nothin’ to speak of, Mistah Carson. 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

To study the use of possessive got in non-finite constructions, in this case only 

infinitives since gerund forms were not found, the queries to got and to * got were used. 
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The latter resulted in no eligible occurrences, and to got resulted in two possible 

occurrences. However, both instances seem rather odd in terms of meaning, and 

determining whether they are actually possessives proves difficult, even with the help of 

the full context. The subjects used in the potential infinitive constructions are she and 

(people) who. The two occurrences are presented in (161) and (162). 

 

(161) She might not be able to got distance. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(162) [people] who take mini-scandals and try to use them to got some policy 

 edge or a political edge. 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

6.2.6. Got with an auxiliary be 

 

As discussed in 6.1.7, the most frequent negation preceding got is ain’t. It remains unclear 

whether ain’t is used in place of have not or whether the base possessive got has started 

to utilise it as a negating auxiliary. There is also no way of knowing if ain’t is always 

used instead of a negated auxiliary have in these constructions, as it could also be a form 

of negated be, because after all, in American English, ain’t is used instead of a negated 

be and have to the same frequency (Anderwald 2012: 300). This then creates a question 

of possible be-support preceding got. 

 To investigate if got appears with be in possessive constructions, six queries were 

formed, as presented in Table 23. 

 

Table 23: Queries and numbers of eligible occurrences of be-supported got 

Query Amount of eligible occurrences 

be got 2 

be * got 0 

is got 12 

is * got 0 

are got 1 

are * got 0 

was got 0 

was * got 0 

were got 0 

were * got 0 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

The forms of be, i.e. be, is, are, appear with got 15 times but only when they are directly 

followed by got. Is is the most common form of be with got, while be and are are scarcer. 
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The results show that he is the most common subject (6), followed by nouns (2), names 

(2), and single instances of they, who, you. In one case there is no subject at all, and in 

the one remaining instance the subject cannot be identified. In terms of genres, spoken 

data is most frequent (10), fiction is the second most frequent (3), and single instances 

appear in academic and magazine data. This time, newspaper data does not include any 

eligible occurrences. All of these results are presented in Table 24 and presumably 

indicate present tense. 

 

Table 24: Cases of be-supported got 

No. Query Subject Object Polarity Interrogative Source Year 

1 be got you milk positive no SPOK 2008 

2 be got - milk positive yes MAG 2006 

3 is got he night positive no SPOK 2017 

4 is got he friend positive no SPOK 2017 

5 is got he credibility positive no SPOK 2017 

6 is got he laundry list positive no SPOK 2016 

7 is got noun dust positive no SPOK 2015 

8 is got he momentum positive no SPOK 2012 

9 is got unclear it positive no SPOK 2006 

10 is got he him positive no FIC 2006 

11 is got noun nothing positive no FIC 2004 

12 is got name lifetime positive no FIC 1996 

13 is got who feel positive no SPOK 1995 

14 is got name schools positive no SPOK 1991 

15 are got they foundation positive no ACAD 2017 

 

A random selection of be-supported examples in different genres is presented in (163)-

(167). 

 

(163) Milk: To be got or Not? 

(COCA: magazine) 

(164) That treadmill is got a lot of dust on it. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(165) My Shoes are Nearlly of My feet I have Mended them till they are got 

 No foundation to work Upon [sic]. 

(COCA: academic) 

(166) […] so many peepul is got nuthing and you cud eazie be one [sic]. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(167) […] all he is got is his credibility. 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

6.2.7. Interrogative got 

 

In addition to interrogatives that were found in other search queries, three additional 

search sequences were formulated based on the collocates found for got. To study the 
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interrogative uses of got the queries whatcha got, whaddaya got, and whaddya got were 

used to extract data from COCA. Whatcha got resulted in 32 instances, whaddaya got in 

10, and whaddya got in 12. The subject in all of these occurrences is supposedly you 

attached to the interrogative word what. Similarly, the object is the interrogative word 

what. The instances, again, mainly appear in the fiction genre (41 instances), the 

remaining cases representing spoken language, as the magazine and academic 

occurrences appear in quotations. All these results can be found in Appendix 9. Examples 

(168)-(172) illustrate interrogative uses in different genres. 

 

(168) Oh, whatcha got in the bag? 

(COCA: academic) 

(169) Whaddaya got? 

(COCA: magazine) 

(170) Whatcha got there? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(171) Whaddya got for us, Jack? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(172) You be good with whatcha got. 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

 As an additional observation, when a word list search is carried out in COCA, 

using the search sequences presented in Table 25, it seems that the shorter the 

interrogative sentence, the more frequently this construction is used. Unfortunately, in 

this search it is impossible to determine whether got here refers to stative possessive use 

or past tense use of get, which is why these results should be regarded as a mere indication 

of a potential preference for short interrogative sentences using stative possessive got. 

 

Table 25: Interrogative got search sequences 

. Got * ? . Got * * ? . Got * * * ? . Got * * * * ? . Got * * * * * ? 

279 130 103 54 48 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

7. Comparing the prescriptive and descriptive grammars 

 

In this section the results are analysed and discussed. The structure of this section is 

similar to that of the results sections. There are two main categories; the analysis of have 

got and the analysis of got. These categories are then further divided into subsections 

concerning different elements of grammar. 
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7.1. Have got  

 

In this section, the results of the searches for have got found in The Corpus of 

Contemporary American English will be compared with previously introduced 

prescriptive views on grammar (see 4.1). 

 

7.1.1. Continuous aspect of have got and iterative use 

 

Visser (1973) and Hirakawa (2006) both write that whereas possessive have can be used 

in an iterative context, have got cannot. Swan (2016) offers a more flexible opinion, 

writing that have got is less used in repetitive context in contrast to have. The corpus 

search queries for iterative occurrences only used the adverbs always, often, and usually, 

which means that the results are by no means extensive enough to gain a full 

understanding of have got’s iterative use. However, the results gained from these searches 

indicate that have got is indeed used in an iterative sense, mostly with the adverb always 

out of the three options (see Table 3). The usual placement of these adverbs is clearly in-

between have and got, as this placement is used in 118 of the 120 instances, whereas these 

adverbs only occur prior to the possessive construction in two instances. It also seems 

that the iterative adverbs are more frequently used with contracted forms ‘ve and ‘s (108 

instances) than with the full forms have and has (12 instances). The preference for 

contracted forms is likely due to a language user’s common preference for shorter 

expressions. Then again, it is possible that some might find the full forms to be more 

formal, whereas the contracted forms could be seen as a more of an informal touch. 

 The subjects used in iterative contexts are mainly personal pronouns, as seen in 

Table 2. In the eligible occurrences the sentences’ verb forms and subjects agree in 

person, i.e. the subjects denoting third person singular appear with the has got and ‘s got 

forms of the auxiliary have. The fact that the subjects and verbs are in agreement indicates 

that the constructions appear to follow standard grammar rules. 

 The iterative have got appears in all five genres, most commonly in the spoken 

and fiction genres. This may indicate that iterative have got is used in casual speech more 

than in formal writing. However, the iterative have got does appear in newspaper and 

magazine texts relatively often, which further suggests that one should not regard iterative 

have got as merely informal use. In fact, since the iterative have got appears 24 times in 

newspapers, 17 times in magazines, and 25 times in fiction, it then seems that the use of 
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iterative have got is leaning towards what is expected to be more formal than informal 

writing. Finally, it should be noted that the two instances found in academic texts both 

appear in quotations, that is to say that the academic body text itself does not contain 

instances of iterative have got. 

 As a conclusion, it seems that iterative have got does appear in American English, 

contrary to the notions of prescriptive grammar. The fact that most instances appear in 

contracted forms indicates a more casual than formal use, while the distributions across 

genres indicate a more formal than informal style, as does the overall grammar 

surrounding the iterative possessive constructions. 

 

7.1.2. Have got with modal verbs 

 

The notions in prescriptive grammars strongly suggest that have got does not appear with 

modals (Fodor & Smith 1978, Veslovská 2010, Battistella 1987, LeSourd 1976), while 

Visser (1973) writes that have got may accept might and must and Jespersen (1961) writes 

that have got can only accept must, and may. 

 The data extracted from COCA strongly agrees with the view of have got not 

appearing with modals, as have got and its contracted forms, only appear a total of 15 

times with modal auxiliaries, which means that such occurrences are uncommon and only 

appear very rarely. The results show that the few modals have got does occasionally seem 

to accept are must, would, may, could, and won’t. 

 Unfortunately, the context of these 15 occurrences only very rarely clearly 

indicates tense which could be key information in analysing the results. Two instances, 

those that utilise won’t clearly denote future time reference, whereas one instance with 

must clearly denotes past tense. The tenses of the remaining 14 occurrences cannot be 

identified from the given context. 

The lack of have got’s use with modals could be explained by the development of 

have got. Thinking back to the conventionalisation of a conversational implicature 

hypothesis, we can explain why certain modals combined with have got result in an odd 

reading. When have got is used as a conversational implicature the implication, as 

mentioned earlier, is that one has acquired something in the past and therefore possesses 

it in current time. When it comes to will and shall, which often denote future time 

reference, there is a contrast between modality and the implied meaning of the 

conversational implicature. If one must have acquired something in order to have it, the 
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notion of future time reference might result in an odd construction that does not sound 

natural. 

 When it comes to would and should the seeming rule of these modals not 

appearing with have got might also be because of a clash with a language user’s sense of 

tense. Would can denote actions in the past, such as in (173) or it can be used as the past 

tense of will (174), but both of these scenarios result in odd constructions. 

 

(173) ?As children, we would/should have (got) jumping ropes. 

(174) ?I would/should have (got) it tomorrow. 

 

Again, examples (173) and (174) refer to actions in the past, which creates a mental 

disagreement between what is being said and the sense of have got as a conversational 

implicature. It can be noted that this is also why sentences like (43) come across as 

unnatural with have got. However, if we use would or should in other ways, such as in 

conditional sentences (175) or when expressing wishes (176) or wanting something (177), 

the use of have got should in theory be possible. The only evident issue is confusion 

between have got and the many uses of get such as in (178). 

 

(175) If Mary didn’t cancel the holiday, she wouldn’t have got time to study. 

(176) ?I wish I’d got more time. 

(177) ?I would like to have got more time. 

(178) If John didn’t pay his bills, he would’ve got in trouble. 

 

 Because the results are so few, no real conclusions can be drawn about the use of 

have got with modals, and the most fair judgement might be to say that in general, 

American English does not seem to favour the use of have got combined with practically 

any modal auxiliary. It then appears that the prescriptive grammar agrees with the 

findings. As 15 occurrences are so few, it is difficult to say whether have got’s use with 

modals is an incoming feature, or perhaps even a disappearing one. The genre division 

would perhaps suggest the prior, as modals with have got mainly appear in spoken and 

fiction genres. Then again, Tagliamonte’s findings (2006) indicate that have got as such 

is a disappearing feature, although her results concern Canadian English. 
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7.1.3. Have got in other tenses 

 

The prescriptive views about grammar show some altering opinions, from some 

researchers (Fodor & Smith 1978, LeSourd 1976) disregarding the possibility of have got 

being used in past tense, to it occurring but being uncommon (Swan 2016, Jespersen 

1961), even further to it being possible in a limited context only (Hirakawa 2006), to 

finally it being completely acceptable in simple past, excluding negations (Charlcraft 

2009). 

 The results show that pluperfect or perfect constructions of have got do not exists, 

neither does the hypothetical simple past tense have goted/gotted. The results confirm 

that have got does not use do-support to build past tense constructions either. These 

results, as well as the findings about have got’s potential use with modals, would indicate 

that have got is in general reluctant to accept additional auxiliary elements to the 

construction. However, when the auxiliary have is conjugated prior to got, i.e. had got, 

possessive use is found in COCA, in a total of 50 occurrences. 

 When these past tense constructions are used, the common preference seems to 

be that the construction is uninterrupted, i.e. that had and got immediately follow each 

other. When they are separated, the separator is most commonly n’t, but an adverb or 

subject may also separate the verbal items. Interestingly, this time the most common 

subjects appear to be nouns, covering a fifth of the cases, most of which refer to people, 

e.g. boy, man, inmate etc., while others include miscellaneous nouns, such as drug hit, 

government, and France.  

 The most dominant genre to use past tense forms of have got, accounting for more 

than half of the occurrences, is evidently fiction. Past tenses appear in all five genres, but 

not in great numbers, as was seen in Table 7. The three academic instances, again, only 

appear in quotations. It then seems that the past tense of have got is a mainly spoken 

phenomenon, whereas more formal writing (newspapers and magazines) rarely utilise 

this construction. 

 Coming back to Hirakawa’s (2006) idea of have got only being acceptable when 

it is temporarily anchored, i.e. when there is a certain time reference present, the results 

were screened to categorise them as either having a temporal anchor or not. In Hirakawa’s 

view, long time references are ungrammatical, because they denote a general state of 

possession that lasted for a long time. It was found that such a division is often difficult 

to draw when analysing language produced by someone else. This being said, the 
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categorisation of the search results was made by looking for a temporal anchor in the 

context. If one was found, the instance was classified as anchored, if one was not found, 

the instance was classified as a general state of possession. 

 The classification made at this time does not appear to support Hirakawa’s claim, 

as slightly over half of all instances were found to be non-anchored. Such instances 

include sentences such as (179) and (180). The rest of the results, then, show evidence of 

a temporal anchor, as in (181) and (182). 

 

(179) She had got the cancer […]. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(180) Whoever had this flat had got the interest in gambling. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(181) […] after graduating, had got a job with All India Radio. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(182) I had n't got much company since losing my job. 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

 In the end, the use of had got does not seem to be particularly common, which is 

why we should perhaps regard the “middle-way” notions on grammar, i.e. ones accepting 

the existence of had got forms but regarding them as uncommon, to describe the current 

usage. Again, the reason for the lack of past tense forms might be dependent on have 

got’s origin and use as a conversational implicature; when something has been acquired 

in the past, the implication often is that the person possesses what was acquired in current 

time. Then again, if the speakers do wish to use forms that are phonologically more 

prominent than have, then had already serves this purpose and the addition of got does 

not serve any function. 

 

7.1.4. Have got anchor and tags 

 

Visser (1973) and Swan (2016) note that got does not appear in tags and this is confirmed 

by the results extracted from COCA. This can possibly be explained by the fact that have 

got is a transitive verb and the lack of an object in tags makes its use ungrammatical. If 

we avoid phrasal deletion, as in (183), this problem may disappear, especially if have is 

contracted or left out as in (183) b. 
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(183) a. His dogs are bigger than the ones I have. 

b. His dogs are bigger than the ones I(’ve) got. 

 

Battistella (1987) observes that the have got anchor may appear with either do or 

have tags. In Tottie & Hoffmann’s (2006) study it was found that American English uses 

have/has tags with have got only in 7% of the instances. The data extracted from COCA 

shows a higher percentage of 34% for have/has tags, and a 64% use of do/does tags. One 

occurrence where have got uses an ain’t tag was found. The LSAC only consists of spoken 

data, but such a great increase in have/has tags cannot be explained by differences in 

genres, as the instances found in COCA are mainly in the fiction (dialogue) and spoken 

genres. In fact, all of the instances found in the newspaper, magazine, and academic texts 

appear in quotations, which in turn means that all of the tags appear in spoken material. 

Interestingly, 92% of the have got anchors appear in contracted form, which is not 

surprising given the genre, but only do/does tags appear when the anchor is in its full 

form. Every time a have/has tag appears the anchor has been contracted. Whether the 

anchor is negated or not, appears to make no difference to the tag chosen, i.e. both 

have/has and do/does tags appear with negated anchors. 

 

7.1.5. Non-finite have got and suffixes 

 

Fodor & Smith (1978) note that have got cannot be used in the infinitive. LeSourd (1976) 

and Veselovská (2010) agree that have got cannot be used in the infinitive, as a 

progressive or as a participle. Swan (2016) explains that have got is “generally” not used 

with participles, ing-forms, or as an infinitive. Hirakawa (2006) writes that have got may 

appear in the infinitive after epistemic verbs or modals. Similarly, Jespersen (1961) writes 

that have got occurs in the infinitive after seem to, must, may or supposed to. Needless to 

say, the prescriptive grammars do not agree on the rules, as they go from completely 

acceptable to acceptable in some degree. 

 The data extracted from COCA shows strong support to Hirakawa and Jespersen’s 

rules, as the infinitive to have got only appears after seem and would + like. However, 

these instances are so few in number (6 instances) that this cannot be called a common 

phenomenon by any means. Thus, it might be safest to conclude that infinitive forms of 

have got generally (as Swan puts it) do not occur. 
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 Suffixes added to the got of have got, again, do not occur in COCA, except for a 

single third person singular -s found in the fiction genre, and some odd non-finite gerund 

suffixes (-ing). There are only 7 eligible instances with having got found in COCA. 

Interestingly, in all of the occurrences that make use of having got, the gerund form is 

used to express possession in the past or a future in the past. It is easy to see have got’s 

use as a conversational implicature in the occurrences, such as in (184)-(186). The context 

has a certain time frame, but the gerund form having got, appearing as a subordinate 

clause, makes a reference to an event that took place further in the past. In a sense, the 

gerund indicates that something was acquired in the past, and that something, which is 

currently possessed, is now relevant in the overall context. 

 

(184) [local doctor] did his military service here, having already got his medical 

 license, went back to France, gave himself five months to think it over, 

 then returned to live in Tahiti. 

(COCA: academic) 

(185) A reader reaches the ending without any uncomfortable surprises and 

 hurries out, having got what she came for. 

(COCA: academic) 

(186) Having got funding, Heinemann's next goal was adding Generation X 

 manpower. 

(COCA: newspaper) 

 

For example in (184), we could hypothetically suppose that a local doctor did his 

military service in 1990, after having acquired his license in 1985 and thus now 

possessing it, then went to France in 1995 because he had acquired the license ten years 

earlier. This is also apparent in (185), where the subordinate clause signals both 

acquisition and possession. A reader hurries out because they now have something in the 

current that was acquired in the past, indicated in the subordinate clause. Similarly, in 

(186), the present is affected by a notion of possession, which was acquired some time 

earlier. In a sense, having got refers to acquisition in the subordinate clause, but the notion 

is possessive in the overall context. 

 

7.1.6. Have got – other remarks 

 

As mentioned earlier, Swan (2016) writes that possessive constructions with got do not 

allow do-support in questions or negative constructions. The queries of have got using 

do-support only resulted in one eligible instance, found in (101), where do have got is 
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used in an interrogative sentence. One instance, however, is a very rare occurrence given 

the fact that COCA features more than 560 million words, and thus the conclusion should 

be that have got is not used with do-support. 

 Swan (2016) also observes that in spoken language have can be reduced to zero, 

whereas the third person singular cannot. In other words he, she and it cannot appear with 

got unless there is an auxiliary has/’s. When we look at the instances of possessive got in 

COCA, it becomes clear that it is not found with third person singular subjects, unless 

there is another auxiliary (do/be) involved. Thus, Swan’s claim is confirmed. It remains 

unclear why have/’ve can be reduced to zero while has/’s cannot. Purely phonologically 

thinking, this might be because the third person singular -s forms are more prominent 

than have/’ve forms, which decreases its risk of getting reduced, phonologically. 

 When COCA was searched for common collocates of got, it was found that one 

of the most frequent words appearing in the possessive construction was ain’t, a historical 

contraction of am not (Williams 1975). According to Anderwald (2003: 517) ain’t is 

“probably the best-known shibboleth of non-standard English”, used as an alternative for 

the negative forms of be and auxiliary have. Similarly, Garner (2000: 14) notes that ain’t 

is still “a shibboleth of poor usage”. Anderwald (2012, 2003) does not discuss the 

occurrence of ain’t in relation to the possessive use of have or the use of have got. It is 

only mentioned that ain’t may be used in place of a negated auxiliary have as in “I ain't 

done it” (Anderwald 2012: 300). On the basis of the COCA data and observations by 

earlier researchers, it is not possible to determine whether ain’t has come to be used 

instead of have in have got, which would confirm the syntactical claim of have being an 

auxiliary element in have got, or whether ain’t is inserted to the bare possessive got after 

its independence from have. 

After the ain’t got instances were screened and possessive use was confirmed, the 

queries resulted in a total of 902 eligible instances, making it by far the most common 

occurrence of have got in this present study. This construction was mainly used with first 

and second person singulars and plurals, and mainly found in fiction, which covered well 

more than half of the instances. Anderwald (2003: 517) states that ain’t got could well be 

“the best-known shibboleth of non-standard English”, and this might explain why it is so 

frequently used in fiction, as the way fictional characters speak can greatly contribute to 

how the reader experiences the character or as Planchenault (2017) explains it: “writers 

and performers display non-standard phonological and lexical variables [...] in order to 

index social, regional and ethnic traits as well as associated values”. Thus, the fact that 
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ain’t got exists in high frequency in COCA does not directly indicate that it would be a 

popular construction in American English, but it might rather indicate that it is a 

construction bound to the use of a certain dialect. Then again, the ain’t got construction 

was also found in magazine and newspaper texts, giving some indication towards the use 

not being entirely non-standard or stigmatised and associated with a certain group of 

speakers. 

Williams (1975: 277) writes that ain't is also used as a contraction of have not, for 

example in tag questions such as in “He's got the money, ain't he?”. These constructions 

were looked for with got *  ain't, got * *  ain't, and got * * * ain't  queries, but in COCA 

only one such instance was found as shown in (187). 

 

(187) You got guts, ain’t you Dan? 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

7.2. Got 

 

In this section, the instances of got found in The Corpus of Contemporary American 

English will be compared with previously introduced prescriptive views on grammar for 

have got (see 4.1), as a prescriptive grammar for the use of the possessive got does not 

exist. The following sections will also aim at finding grammatical patterns in the 

occurrences of possessive got in COCA. 

 

7.2.1. Continuous aspect of got 

 

As was the case with have got, the possessive got also mainly appears with the adverb 

always, which, rather than indicating repetition, indicates a more continuous aspect. 

However, unlike the appearance of iterative adverbs with have got, in the case of got, this 

does not seem to be a common occurrence, as the eligible instances only amount to 14 

occurrences, which is roughly a tenth of the cases of have got. It thus seems that have got 

may accept iterative adverbs, while got at this time generally does not. 

The search results for iterative got, although they are very few, seem to indicate 

that the syntactic placement of adverbs with got is before the verbal element. Similarly, 

have got constructions strongly seem to prefer placing the adverb prior to got, as seen in 

98% of the cases of iterative have got. What is also interesting is that while the dominant 

genres with have got are spoken, newspaper, and fiction data, the corresponding 
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dominance for the got results lies on spoken and newspaper data, while fiction does not 

feature at all. If one wishes to speculate about a reason for the lack of occurrences in the 

fiction genre, got as such might still be such a new occurrence that it has not received a 

strong shibboleth status as ain’t got for example. In other words, before we see new forms 

appear in writing, whether it be formal or informal, the form should first become more 

common in spoken language. However, this is not always the case. It can also be noted 

that the one instance found in academic data features a quotation, making it evidence of 

spoken data. Similarly, 6 out of 7 newspaper data occurrences are, in fact, quotations. 

As noted earlier, the adverb usually only appears once, while often does not occur 

at all. However, the use of usually raises some questions if we look at the entire sentence 

(188). In this case, the conversationalists are presumably talking about board game 

tokens, and at this particular moment, they are discussing their preferred alternatives. 

Person 1 (P1) is referring back to something someone else had said earlier, using the verb 

be for the choice of token. Person 2 (two) then joins in and says they “usually got the 

thimble”. What is interesting here is the change of verb from be to got which might 

indicate that person 2 is indicating a different semantic meaning than person 1. The 

question is if the got in this example is purely a possessive one. It remains unclear whether 

the claim here is that person 2 always takes the thimble, and therefore has it when they 

play, or if person 2 wanted to be, say, the car, but usually ended up getting/being assigned 

the thimble anyway. 

 

(188) P1: “You wanted to be the car?” P2: “I usually got the thimble”. 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

 Another interesting finding includes a sentence with no subject: “always got your 

guitar”, found in (127). Here, the subject is not included in the sentence, but the wider 

context in COCA indicates a second person singular subject you. Moreover, the object, 

which in this case is a nominal phrase your guitar, could also be seen as a potential 

indicator of the subject with no further context. 

 Two of the instances use the past tense. Interestingly, there is nothing in the verb 

construction itself that denotes past tense, but rather this is denoted in the context of (189) 

and (190).  

 

(189) “We always got enough oil for cooking because of what your father and 

 mother sent,” he says. 

(COCA: newspaper) 
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(190) The west side of Oahu always got a bad rap - too crowded, too much 

 traffic, ugly towns and not-so-friendly locals. I never took the time to see 

 if that was true. 

(COCA: newspaper) 

 

In (189), two people are engaged in a dialogue. First, one person is explaining how their 

parents sent money to their relatives, to which the second person replies the line found in 

the quotation. Here, the person [he] is not saying that they received oil, but rather that 

they always had oil, because of the money they received from relatives [your father and 

mother]. It then seems that got as such can denote past tense without an added auxiliary 

or a specific time reference such as yesterday or last week. 

 In (190), got again denotes a continuous aspect in the past tense. The object, rap, 

is likely used to refer to reputation (see, for instance, Merriam-Webster, s.v. rap, 2.b). 

Here, instead of meaning that Oahu always received a bad reputation, the likelier semantic 

meaning is that Oahu always had a bad reputation. Just as is the case with (189), (190) 

also has a past tense reference with got on its own and not reinforced by an auxiliary or 

an explicit time reference. 

 

7.2.2. Got with modal verbs 

 

While modals appear a total of 13 times with have got, their use with got is less common, 

counting up to only 3 eligible occurrences. These occurrences are presented in (191)-

(193), this time with more context. Interestingly, while the modals found with have got 

included may, must, could, would, and won’t, got only makes use of might, which did not 

occur with have got at all. 

 

(191) Well, one thing, they [vampires] might got super human strength, but you 

 can hurt' em. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(192) You might got something there, Gene, who's to know? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(193) Les forced a smile and moved on toward the door. "One thing I might still 

 got," she said. 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

 In (191), the purpose of might is not to wonder if vampires have superhuman 

strength or not, but rather to say that even though they have superhuman strength, you 

can still hurt them. Therefore, the semantic meaning of might is different from those of 
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(192) and (193). In (192),  it is unclear what the object something is referring to, but the 

meaning of the sentence appears to be conditional in any case. Similarly in (193), the 

semantic meaning is conditional, as the woman is wondering if she still possesses a 

certain item, which refers to a combat infantryman’s badge, that might be of interest to 

someone else. 

 All of these occurrences appear in the fiction genre, which is interesting given the 

fact that no occurrences are found in spoken data. That being said, the authors might have 

used constructions that seem non-standard or even ungrammatical to emphasise the 

linguistic identity of their characters. 

It is hard to think of a single reason for modals appearing with have got more 

frequently than with got, but possible reasons might include the fact that got is not very 

established yet, or that using got might cause confusion between possessive use and past 

tense use of get. Whatever the reason may be, it is safe to conclude that, in general, the 

possessive got does not appear with modals. In the rare case where got does appear with 

a modal, this modal is might, which was one of the modals only Visser (1973) regarded 

as acceptable with have got. 

 

7.2.3. Got anchor and tags 

 

The searches for tags with got resulted in 38 eligible tags, which is half of the number of 

tags found for have got. What is interesting is that while have got is followed by have 

tags in 35% and do tags in 65% of the cases, the bare possessive got uses have tags 16% 

of the time and do tags 82% of the time. A tag with ain’t occurs once. It is then relatively 

clear that a got anchor prefers do/does tags in questions, but both constructions are 

nonetheless used. Once again, the constructions are only found in spoken and fiction data, 

with the two magazine instances appearing in quotations. 

It seems that the tags for a got anchor appear with both positive and negative 

polarity, with the latter being more prominent in the results (76%). Another interesting 

observation is that when the got anchor is used with do-support, the tag is never have. In 

other words, when a got anchor is followed by have tag, the main clause uses plain got as 

the only verbal element. Interestingly, while tags with has and does appear with have got, 

they do not occur even once with got. This cannot completely be explained by the lack of 

third person singular subjects, as he does occur twice, but rather the form don’t is used 

with third person singulars. It is unclear whether the one instance that utilises an ain’t tag, 
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found in (187), should be regarded as evidence of using have in tags, or if it should be 

regarded as its own category. 

Finally, the choice of the verb in the tag appears to express no semantic difference, 

nor does the choice of the tag seem motivated by the choice of subject or object. It then 

seems that the choice of tag relies on the speaker’s preference, or whether they still regard 

got to be a form of have got with semantic reduction. If the speaker regards got to be a 

form of have got, the tag should be have. If the speaker treats got as a main verb in its 

own right, do should be assigned as the tag, in accordance with the American English 

preferred auxiliary verb use. 

 

7.2.4. Do-supported got 

 

As already discussed, have got does not use do-support, which tallies with Swan’s (2016) 

prescriptive grammar. However, Swan writes that possessive constructions with got do 

not allow do-support in questions or negative constructions but does not specify if this 

only applies to have got or if got should not be used with do-support either. Then again, 

when have got already has an auxiliary verb with it there should not be any issue in 

forming questions or negative constructions, whereas adding do would result in a double 

auxiliary. On the other hand, got functions alone and is prone to needing auxiliary 

support, in which case either have or do would be inserted. It is then likely that Swan only 

referred to do-support in relation to have got. 

 In any case, it does seem that got makes use of do-support quite frequently, as 478 

eligible occurrences can be found in COCA. Constructions in the past tense, i.e. with did 

got, do not occur in the corpus. Of the eligible occurrences, 65% are interrogative, while 

35% are declarative. Of all occurrences using do-support, 37% have negative polarity. 

Do forms are considerably more common than does forms, as the latter only amount to 

less than 4% of all eligible instances. Noteworthy is also the fact that in 11 cases, the 

subject does not agree with the verb, resulting in third person singular pronouns he and 

she being used with don’t got. 

 The do got phrase is not particularly common, resulting in 7 instances from fiction 

and spoken data found in (194)-(200). In all of these instances, the function of do is to 

emphasise the positive, affirmative or declarative meaning.  
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(194) You got Elim's heart beating in you right now. Only good part you do got. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(195) So I guess you do got yourself a sister out there somewhere in the world, 

 baby. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(196) If I'm gonna die, why I gotta waste the time I do got sitting in school 

 learning stuff l won't use? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(197) They don't even have wings, for Chrissakes. Bion is like, But they do got 

 those snaky necks, and sharp-ass beaks. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(198) All right, Gerry, now you're sort of trying to punch holes in the 

 prosecution, but look, they do have a motive, they do got witnesses, 

 include his sister and this character Fortier, they do have bomb 

 preparation, they've got purchases, they've got tickets, they've got residue, 

 they've got the car, he's near the scene of the crime. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(199) Girlfriend, some stereotypes are true. And I do got rhythm. I just can't sing. 

(COCA: fiction) 

(200) Well lookie here, you do got a man! 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

 Particularly interesting is the variation in possessive forms in (198). The first 

possessive construction, do have, uses do to emphasise possessive have. In the next 

possessive construction, do got, the function of do is the same, but this time the possessive 

verb is got. In the next possessive construction, do have, the possessive element is again 

carried by have and immediately after the possessive construction is changed to have got 

in the following four stative possessives. What is puzzling is that there seems to be no 

semantic difference between the uses of have got and have, but when emphasis is added 

with do, the possessive verb is either have or got, whereas this particular speaker does not 

utilise got as such. Have got never appears with an emphasising do, which may lead us 

to suspect that the phonological prominence of do allows have to appear on its own, as it 

does not occur without do in this utterance at all. In a sense, it seems that neither have got 

nor got are replacing have, but rather they can all be used simultaneously side by side 

with little to no semantic difference. 

 Most frequently got utilises do-support in do * got. In all of the eligible 278 

occurrences the lexical item separating do and got is the subject. In all but one case the 

sentence is interrogative. In the remaining one case it is not entirely clear if the sentence 

is interrogative or not, and the nature of this sentence, presented in (201), is interesting. 

Here, the first clause indicates that a question is to follow, but the structure of the 

supposedly interrogative clause is rather unusual. The you know beginning here could 
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simply be a pragmatic particle. Another option might be that it indicates a declarative 

clause, whereas the remaining how long do you got indicates an interrogative clause. In a 

sense, it is the placement of the auxiliary do that causes confusion. If the speaker were to 

say “do you know how long you got?” or “you know how long you got” there would be 

no confusion between an interrogative and a declarative reading. If we look at the wider 

context, there is reason to believe that this sentence is an interrogative one, given the first 

clause’s indication to an upcoming question. 

 

(201) When somebody asked me, hey, you know how long do you got, and I 

 would say, I'm serving 25 years to life. 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

 As with the do got query in (198), a varying possessive pattern is also found with 

the do * got query, in (202). Here, the first clause is interrogative, using do-supported got, 

but the following clause, this time with negative polarity, uses a possessive have with do-

support. As there is only one example of this kind, although the example in (205) is 

somewhat similar, we cannot determine whether the change of possessive verb depends 

on polarity or some other factor. It should also be noted that even if the genre here is 

magazine, this particular sentence appears in quotations. 

 

(202) What do you got in Hawaii that you don't have here? 

(COCA: magazine) 

 

 In a query where have and got can be separated by two lexical items, except the 

forms of have/has or n’t, the search resulted in 5 eligible instances presented in (203)-

(207). Of these occurrences four are interrogative with positive polarity, and one is 

declarative with negative polarity. Once again, the instances are only found in spoken and 

fiction data. 

 

(203) Do the Paleys got a Grace? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(204) Do the Hellers got a Joseph? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(205) Do you still got it? – Yeah, I still have it. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(206) Not only do I not got time for a lecture from you, I ain't interested in one. 

(COCA: fiction)  
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(207) What the hell do we really got? 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

 The next query, don’t got, this time concerned with negated constructions in 

particular, resulted in 160 instances. Ten of these instances are interrogative, and three of 

the interrogative sentences also have tag questions. None of the interrogatives start with 

an interrogative word, and only two utilise a typical word order for questions, i.e. starting 

with an auxiliary word and utilising a tag, as seen in (208) and (209). In the other cases, 

the sentences start with the subject, followed by don’t got + object. Examples of this can 

be found in (210)-(212). 

 

(208) Don’t got it, do you? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(209) Don’t got a man around here, do ya? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(210) You don’t got eyes, gringo? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(211) You don’t got nothin’ to say? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(212) You don’t got any more golf clubs or bats, do you? 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

 In general, 35% of the instances of don’t got are double negatives, perhaps 

indicating a more informal than formal tone. The genre division is looking rather narrow, 

with all instances of newspaper and magazine data appearing in quotations. That being 

said, all of the occurrences either represent spoken data or belong to the fiction genre. 

 Again, one instance is found where the possessive verb changes from have got to 

got between two clauses, presented in (213). Here, the change from ‘s got to don’t got is 

difficult to motivate. As there seems to be no semantic reason for the change, this order 

might be due to the principle of end-weight, because “…that these guys don’t got” is 

phonologically heavier than “…that these guys don’t” or “…that these guys haven’t”. 

 

(213) But what's Planck got that these guys don’t got? 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

 The query for don’t * got resulted in a lot fewer instances than don’t got, 

amounting to only 14 instances in total, all appearing in either fiction or spoken data. In 

six of these occurrences, the separating word is the sentence subject, as seen in 
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interrogative instances (214) and (215), for example, whereas the other eight either use 

even, really or still to separate don’t got, as seen in (216)-(218) for example. 

 

(214) Don’t you got no shame? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(215) Don’t you got a neural-cam attached to my brain? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(216) I don’t even got two pieces of cheese because somebody gave me a 

 sandwich. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(217) I don’t really got any goals. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(218) If you don’t still got what it takes. 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

 The one instance found in the does got query falls in line with the do got queries, 

i.e. does got is used as a means of emphasis as seen in (219). It is again worth noting that 

this instance, found in the magazine genre, appears in quotations. 

 

(219) He may be standing in front of the crowd leading the drum song and 

 looking like he's a spiritual person, but he does got skeletons in his closet. 

(COCA: magazine) 

 

 Does * got is slightly more frequent, occuring 9 times, but not anywhere near as 

common as don’t * got. All of the 9 instances are interrogatives, and in all of them a 

subject separates does and got. All of them also appear in spoken data. Examples of these 

can be found in (220)-(224). 

 

(220) Does anybody got any qualitative information? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(221) What does he got under that kilt? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(222) Does he got enough grip on reality to know that […]? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(223) Does he got a middle name? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(224) Does she got a family? 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

 The query does * * got resulted in two occurrences, both found in spoken data. 

Again, both occurrences are interrogative, and the sentence subject, in these cases a noun 

phrase, separates does and got. These instances are presented in (225) and (226). 
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(225) How many guns does this guy got? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(226) Does anybody else got something to say? 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

 The only negated third person singular query resulting in occurrences in COCA, 

doesn’t got, amounted to two instances, found in (227) and (228). What is interesting in 

(228) is that this time the possessive verb does not change between the two clauses, but 

rather got is used both with and without auxiliary support. 

 

(227) Hit hard and heavy, the president doesn’t got a thing to show outside this 

 monstrosity around his neck. 

(COCA: spoken) 

(228) NYPD doesn’t got the resources you Feds got. 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

After reviewing the cases of got with do-support, it seems that such constructions 

are used to form declarative, affirmative, and interrogative sentences. Do-support is 

utilised in sentences with both positive and negative polarity, and in some cases it is used 

to emphasise the semantic meaning. It should also be noted that all of the results appear 

in either spoken or fiction data, and the ones that do not are, in fact, quotations and should 

thus be regarded as spoken data. The fact that the do-supported got is so frequent in fiction 

might suggest that such use is wide-spread enough to be utilised in the language of 

fictional characters in order to reinforce their identity through linguistic shibboleths. 

 

7.2.5. Got’s suffixes and non-finite constructions 

 

While suffixes in general are unusual with got, in the sense that it does not accept a gerund 

nor any typical past tense suffixes, the only suffix got seems to accept is an -s, which 

typically is a marker of a third person singular use. The gots form in itself is surprisingly 

frequent, resulting in 60 instances. As gots is mostly used with pronouns that are not third 

person singulars, instead of calling -s a third person singular marker, it will here be 

referred to as -s inflection of got. As already mentioned, gots appears with a third person 

singular subject (he/she/it or proper name) in 30% of the results, which means that a 

majority, 70%, of the subjects actually utilising gots, display lack of concord with the 

verb form, prescriptively speaking. 
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 Of the eligible occurrences, only 2 are used in interrogative sentences, as seen in 

(229)-(230). In both cases, the subject is the first lexical item in the sentence, and 

supposedly, then, the interrogative meaning would be indicated phonologically. What is 

interesting is that in (229), the quotation is preceded by “…the old lady righted herself 

and asked in a heavy Southern accent…”, giving us an indication of the author’s idea of 

Southern American dialectal use. It may then be that gots could be used as a shibboleth 

for Southern American English (SAE), although this matter should be investigated 

further. 

 

(229) You gots any idea where the Chippenduds is dancin'? 

(COCA: fiction) 

(230) You gots a problem? 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

 The results show a heavy reliance on fiction again (85%), while 7 instances appear 

in spoken data, and the two instances extracted from newspaper data appear in quotations, 

making them, too, representative of spoken data. An interesting occurrence can be found 

in the newspaper data, where a speaker’s background is revealed, pointing to distinctive 

dialect use. This example, (231), depicts a citation where a state representative placed a 

billboard with this text on it, to poke fun at the governor, making him appear in a bad 

light because of the language used. 

 

(231) Gov. David Beeslay welkums you too south Carolina. We be gots de 

 wurstest skools in de United State. 

 

It then seems that got does not generally use suffixes, except for -s inflection, which 

mainly occurs with subjects that are not third person singular. It is possible, and likely in 

the light these results, that gots is a dialectal form used in the Southern United States. The 

same phenomenon of verb-subject disagreement with -s inflection occurs with other verbs 

in SAE as well (Tillery, 2015). 

The non-finite use of got includes the infinitive to got, which appears twice in COCA. 

As already observed in 6.2.5, gerund forms goting/gotting do not occur. The two 

instances, found in (161) and (162), both occur in spoken data. The first infinitive is used 

after be able to and the other occurs in an infinitive phrase as a complement to the main 

clause. However, two occurrences are too few to base any conclusions on for descriptive 

grammar and thus it seems that infinitival use of got is non-existent. 
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7.2.6. Be-supported got 

 

The be-supported occurrences with got are rather few, 15 in number, but can nonetheless 

provide some useful information. The first interesting observation is that in all of the 

occurrences the subject and the verb, i.e. the auxiliary be, are in agreement. That is to say 

that a construction that seemingly looks like a non-standard phenomenon, does seem to 

be in line with prescriptivist grammar for the most part, unlike many other instances we 

have come across in the results. Then again, subjects denoting anything but third person 

singular use are very few and thus generalisations cannot be drawn. We can even find 

two infinitive forms, be got, in the results, one appearing after the modal can, found in 

(232), and the other being a part of an infinitive phrase to be got, found in (163). 

 

(232) […] you can be got milk and put white milk mustache [sic] with a little bit 

 of… 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

 All of the occurrences seem to denote present tense, and no eligible occurrences 

were found using past tense of be in the queries. However, what is interesting, and a little 

unrelated to the topic of stative possessives, is the history of get, as discussed in 2.1, 

which seems to come into play here. Sentences with was got suggest a passive use of the 

current semantic meaning of the Scandinavian use of get, which is the same as modern 

English give. In this sense, was got appears in utterances such as (233). 

 

(233) The cop who became the criminal he'd been paid to pretend he was got the 

 same treatment offered other Americans with drug-related problems. 

 Rather than giving help, the government prosecuted Mitrione. 

(COCA: magazine) 

 

The instances mainly appear in spoken and fiction genres, with the one academic 

occurrence appearing in a quotation. The magazine text, although a quotation, is a name 

of an article and thus classifies as magazine text. 

 Additional, interesting instances occur when got utilises be-support to build a 

passive sentence, as seen in (163) and (234). These instances are particularly interesting, 

since possession is difficult to interpret in passive use. Not only is got a transitive verb, 

requiring an object, but the possessive verb also usually requires an active possessor. The 

explanation, as for why got sometimes could be used in passive, might lie on have got’s 
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history as a conversational implicature which still to some extent exists with got. In this 

sense, the got in (163) and (234) is used as a conversational implicature, denoting both 

acquiring and possession. 

 

(234) If there's an A to be got then I'll get it! 

(COCA: academic) 

 

7.2.7. Got in other tenses 

 

As we have gone through the instances of got it has become clear that other tenses of got 

do not occur often. In fact, there are only two past tense occurrences, found in  (189) and 

(190). Future time reference is not found in the use of modals, nor does do or be-support 

reveal any instances of past tense use. In the light of this evidence, it can then be argued 

that got does not generally use other tenses apart from present tense, although some few 

instances do occur. 

 

7.2.8. Interrogative got 

 

A total of 370 interrogative sentences were found in the search results, suggesting that 

got can well be used not only in declaratives, but also in interrogatives. These results do 

not include the word list searches found in Table 25, as there is no way of knowing how 

many of those results are stative possessives, and not past tense uses of get. 

A majority, 85%, of the interrogative occurences found in this study can be found 

in utterances using do-support. In these cases, it is possible to either start with an 

interrogative word, as seen in (235)-(237), for example, or with the auxiliary (238) and 

(239). The what do you got? phrase seems to be particularly frequent in spoken data, 

which in this case means news readings, occurring a total of 174 times. If we include 

spelling variant whatcha got, whaddya got, whaddaya got, this number rises to 228. It is 

possible that the phrase has become, or is becoming, a fixed expression. The fact that it 

appears in news readings, gives a likely indication that this form might be spreading, as 

news readings are not exactly informal language, although spoken language nonetheless, 

and likely to reach a very large audience in the United States. 

 

(235) Why doesn’t Myers got writer’s block? 

(COCA: academic) 
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(236) How many guns does this guy got? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(237) What do you got? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(238) Do you got a sweater or something for the baby? 

(COCA: spoken) 

(239) Does anybody else got something to say? 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

In relation to do-supported interrogatives, there are also the fixed phrases whatcha got 

and whadd(a)ya got, that represent spoken language as they are only found in quotations, 

as dialogue or in news readings. 

 It seems that an interrogative sentence can also be started with the main verb got. 

If we choose inalienable objects for the queries in Table 25, by manually only selecting 

such instances from the list search in COCA, to make sure that the meaning is indeed a 

possessive one, we get sentences such as (240) and (241). A third option for interrogative 

sentences with got is to start with the sentence subject, as seen in (229) & (230). 

 

(240) Got time? 

(COCA: magazine) 

(241) Got allergies? 

(COCA: magazine) 

 

8. Discussion 

 

This chapter will firstly discuss the differences and similarities between the use of the 

two possessives in The Corpus of Contemporary American English. The chapter will then 

answer the research questions presented in 1.1, and finally present and discuss additional 

findings discovered in the corpus. 

 

8.1. Have got and got – differences and similarities 

 

Both possessives have got and got were discovered to use alienable objects such as idea 

in (82) or oil in (189). Both constructions also appeared to use inalienable objects such as 

eyes in (116) and minute in (149). In general, the division between inalienable and 

alienable is often hard to draw, as with minute for example in (149). Time is not 

something we exactly can even possess, but time can in a sense be given, as in “he gave 

me more time”, for example. Difficulties also arise with the object smile for instance. Is 
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it a feature we always have? Figuratively it can even be given and taken away. For these 

reasons, the objects have not been systematically classified by this criterion, but it appears 

that both inalienable and alienable objects are used, the latter more frequently. 

 A further factor, which is easier to classify, is the use of subjects with the two 

possessive constructions. As seen in Figure 1, with have got the subjects are relatively 

evenly divided across personal pronouns. First person singular I and second person 

singular or plural you are the most common subject appearing with the construction.  

 While have got accepts all kinds of subjects and shows no clear preference for a 

single pronoun, got appears to be used in a more restricted manner, as seen in Figure 2. 

More than half of all subjects found to be used with got in the search results for this study 

utilise you (singular or plural) as the subject. It should also be noted that 65% of all 

sentences with a you subject occurred in the phrase what do you got? and its spelling 

variants. All this might indicate that got is still used in a more limited sense than have 

got, and often occurs as a fixed phrase. The possessive got does occur with all personal 

pronouns, which indicates that there are not any restrictions to its use per se when it comes 

to subjects, but the results do indicate limited use. 

 

 

Figure 1: Distribution of subjects for have got 
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Figure 2: Distribution of subjects for got 
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Table 26: Descriptive uses of have got and got in COCA 

 have got got 

Used as an imperative not used not used 

Used as an infinitive rare not used 

Used in tags not used not used 

Used as an anchor yes – with have and do yes – with have and do 

Suffix use 
rare -ing suffix 

rare -s suffix 

only s-inflection 

(rather common) 

Auxiliary support not used do and be-support 

Used in iteration yes not used 

Use of modals 
rare – must, may, would, could, 

won’t 
very rare – might 

Tenses used in the past and present tense only present tense 

 

 Imperatives were not found in the results for either construction, which is logical 

since imperatives generally do not work with possessives, i.e. we cannot exactly tell 

someone to have something. Similarly, infinitive forms of the two possessives do not 

seem to occur. Another common feature for have got and got is the use of tags. For both 

verbal constructions, do is the preferred auxiliary in tag questions, while have does appear 

as well but less frequently. This might indicate a shift in the auxiliary use, from have got 

to do got. However, this would require more investigating throughout different time 

periods. The gerund forms are not used with got at all, and having got occurs very rarely 

in COCA, less than 10 times.  

 There are also differences in the uses of have got and got. Firstly, since got is 

proven to act alone as a possessive, it is free to be used with other auxiliaries than have. 

The preferred auxiliary appears to be do, although be appears as well. Naturally, since the 

have got construction already features a ‘built-in’ auxiliary, adding further verbs would 

seem odd, syntactically. After reviewing the results of Tagliamonte’s (2006) study, it 

might be that have got is slowly disappearing from North American English, or at least 

from Canadian English, as younger speakers hardly utilise the construction. Then again, 

while have got is becoming less and less common, got is being used in completely new 

structures, such as with be-support, as an independent possessive verb. We might then be 

witnessing language change in progress, with the gradual fading of the old have got while 

the (new) possessive got is gaining more status in written language even if it may for now 

only be mainly in fiction. 
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 Do- and be-support are also naturally going to change how interrogative sentences 

and negations are constructed, as got as such does not seem to accept many suffixes, such 

as the regular past -ed or a negating n’t. In this sense, the use of got is very different from 

have got when it comes to the chosen auxiliary. Then again, auxiliary verbs are likely to 

behave in the same way prior to got, may it be have or do, for example. On another note, 

while got refuses the suffixes mentioned above, it does frequently make use of the -s 

inflection. This inflection, then, leads to an auxiliary being useless in such cases where a 

has got can be simplified to gots. 

 Another grammatical factor that differentiates have got and got is the use of the 

possessives in iterative contexts. Have got, in light of corpus evidence from COCA, seems 

to be more flexible in this respect, with iterative uses found a total of 120 times. The same 

number for got is 14, which makes it a lot less frequent. There likely is no apparent or 

simple reason for this, but one possible explanation might be that got as a stative 

possessive is such a new occurrence that it does not match frequencies with have got yet. 

 There is also a difference in how modals are used with the two possessives. 

Neither one frequently appears with modals as have got appears 15 times and got 3 times 

with modals. What is more relevant than the quantitative side of things is the qualitative 

aspect and what modals do appear with the constructions. Have got uses must, may, 

would, could, and the negated form won’t, whereas got only uses might. Because the 

results are so few it is hard to draw any other conclusions than that the possessives do not 

seem to be frequently used with modals. Essentially, one could say that got and have got 

use the same modal may, in which case we would regard might to be a past tense form of 

the same verb. However, as we can see from the instances in (128) and (242), it is clear 

that the semantic differences between may and might exist. Where the might in (128) 

expresses a hypothetical event in the present tense, the may in (242) expresses a more 

possible or factual meaning. The tense, however, is interesting in (242), as may is a 

present tense marker but the semantic meaning and the context indicate a past reading 

when used together with have got. In any case, it seems that may and might with have got 

and got are used as separate verbs and thus, the constructions do not seem to use the same 

modals at all. 

 

(242) […] they may not have got training. 

(COCA: spoken) 
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Partly related to modals, the use of tenses is also somewhat different with have got 

and got. Neither one seems to appear in with future time reference or past tense in great 

numbers, although have got seems to be slightly more flexible in this matter. This, again, 

might be related to the fact that have got as a stative possessive is older and has had more 

time to adapt to language users’ needs, whereas got is still rather new. Have got as such 

is also more flexible in terms of building other tenses, thanks to its built-in auxiliary. Got 

on the other hand would have to rely on suffixes, which it, at this point, seems to be 

hesitant to accept. Have got is used 50 times as had got in COCA, while the past tense 

constructions of got rely on the context to denote past tense. It may then be that, as a 

future development, got will either not have a past time reference, it will use auxiliary 

help such as did got, or it will accept a suffix of some kind and allow morphological 

adjustment to denote tense. 

 

8.2. Research questions 

 

Going back to the start, this thesis has sought to examine the hypotheses surrounding the 

development of the possessives have got and got, and to provide a better hypothesis for 

the developmental pattern in light of current evidence of language use and by closely 

reviewing earlier remarks on the development by a number of different researchers.  

The first research question this thesis has intended to answer is:  

 

What is/are the origin(s) of the possessives have got and got? 

 

It was discovered in 2.2 that various researchers have differentiating views on the 

developmental issue, but that these different views (e.g. those of Jespersen, Crowell, and 

Bartlett’s), while not accepted as plausible development hypotheses as such in this thesis, 

are all connected in some ways to the processes of grammaticalisation presented in Heine 

and Kuteva (2004). 

 The developmental pattern for have got is, in this thesis, believed to consist of two 

main stages. Firstly, have got came to be used as a conversational implicature and 

secondly, the conventionalisation of this conversational implicature then led to have got 

being grammaticalised. 

The plausibility of have got being a conventionalised conversational implicature 

was tested by relating its use to Levinson’s (2000: 15) list of distinctive properties that 
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belong to conversational implicatures: cancellability, nondetachability, calculability, 

nonconventionality, reinforcability and universality. Schulz’s (2015) view of have got’s 

inference from onset of possession to stative possession meeting four of these properties: 

cancellability, nondetachability, calculability, and reinforcability, was discussed and 

agreed upon. However, traces of universality, and especially the potential of universality, 

was also found to exist in some degree. However, the notion of nonconventionality, was 

not found to be entirely accurate in the case of have got. 

After exploring the hypothesis of possessive have got being a conventionalised 

conversational implicature, the possibility of have got having gone through the process 

of grammaticalisation was tested by relating its use to the four mechanisms of 

grammaticalisation listed in Heine and Kuteva (2004). It was discovered that have got 

meets the criteria for all four mechanisms: desemanticization, extension, 

decategorialization, and erosion. When it comes to stative possessive got, the view 

adopted in this thesis is that this form has been further derived from the have got 

possessive, likely due to phonological reduction and other mechanisms of 

grammaticalisation. It is also likely that the bare got form, which still remains a lexical 

phenomenon today, is in fact undergoing grammaticalisation and thus becoming a more 

grammatical construction. 

In conclusion, the possessive have got first appeared as a conversational 

implicature and thereafter underwent the process of grammaticalisation and thus became 

a fully grammatical possessive verb cluster. Because this verb cluster features a built-in 

auxiliary that is prone to phonological reduction, the bare possessive got has emerged as 

a lexical item and is showing evidence of grammaticalisation. Thus, we are experiencing 

and recording language change in progress and in the future, we might see a fully 

grammatical possessive got. 

 The second research question this thesis has sought to answer is: 

 

What are the descriptive grammars of have got and got in (North)American 

English and how do they differ from prescriptive grammar(s)? 

 

To answer this question, it was first necessary to map the prescriptive grammar for have 

got. It was discovered that the prescriptive views are many and they are often conflicting 

with one another. This is why the second part of the question proved difficult to answer 

and thus, no clear-cut prescriptive grammar can be introduced. However, many 

researchers and grammars have addressed the same grammatical features, although with 
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different opinions, the most often occurring ones being iteration, the use of have got with 

modal auxiliaries, its use in different tenses, imperative use, the use of a have got anchor 

and its tags, as well as infinitival use, participles, and gerund forms. 

 Researchers and prescriptive grammar(s) very rarely specify which variety of 

English they are referring to and that is, in this thesis, believed to be part of the reason for 

why the views often clash. Many views also seem to be based on intuition and few studies 

show any kind of evidence, e.g. corpus findings, to support the prescriptivist claims. No 

prescriptive grammar exists, to the best of my knowledge, for the possessive got, which 

is why its use was mainly compared to the prescriptive grammar(s) of have got. 

 Perhaps a little surprisingly, many of the claims on prescriptive grammar seemed 

to correspond to the use of have got, and even got, in COCA. Again, the views were many 

but in none of the searches were the results completely conflicting with prescriptive 

views. In some cases, this could be explained by semantic factors, such as that imperatives 

generally do not work with possessive verbs as such a stative action cannot really be 

ordered or commanded. In other cases, such as with the past tense and future time 

references, the unacceptability might depend on the developmental paths of have got and 

got. To some degree, the implication from acquisition to possession might still exist with 

the two possessives, which in turn places limitations to their use. Referring back, the table 

illustrating the different uses of the two possessives (Table 26) is found on page 84. 

 To put it briefly, the results showed that have got is never used in imperatives, as 

was claimed in prescriptive grammars. It is, however, used in iterative contexts, contrary 

to many prescriptive views. Modals in general do not occur with have got, which is 

supported by some prescriptivists views while others disagree. Have got does not occur 

in with future time reference and is uncommon in the past tense, a view some 

prescriptivist ideas agree with while others do not. When it comes to tag questions and 

anchors both the prescriptive views as well as the finding in COCA show that have got 

does not appear in tags. Also in agreement with prescriptive views, a have got anchor 

accepts both have and do tags, the latter being more prominent. The use of have got as an 

infinitive has attracted conflicting prescriptive views. The results found in COCA show 

that have got is generally not used as an infinitive. Other findings include the facts that 

have got does not appear with suffixes nor do-support. 

 As already mentioned, got does not have a prescriptive grammar as it is still a 

lexical feature. Therefore, its use was compared to the prescriptive grammar(s) of have 

got instead. The occurrences found in COCA indicate that the descriptive use of got is 
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often in line with the prescriptive grammars for have got. Got was never found to be used 

as an imperative, nor does it commonly occur in iterative contexts. Both these findings 

are in-line with prescriptivist views. The possessive got very rarely appears with modals 

in COCA, which also supports some prescriptive claims. The prescriptivist views on tense 

were inconsistent but it was found that got generally did not occur in the past tense in the 

results. In complete accord with prescriptive views, got was not found as a tag verb, but 

when used as an anchor it accepted both auxiliaries have and do, with do being the 

dominant alternative. The prescriptive views on infinitival use were also found to be 

divided, but the results show that got does not appear as an infinitive. Other findings 

included got’s rather frequent use with do-support and s-inflection. Other than the s-

suffix, got did not seem to allow suffixes such as regular past tense -ed or the gerund form 

-ing. 

 The third and final research question in this thesis has been: 

 

To what extent do possessives have got and got differ in use and frequency in 

(North)American English? 

 

As have got is not only an older form than got, but also considered grammatical whereas 

got is not, the searches for have got often resulted in more instances in COCA. For that 

reason, this finding was not surprising. To summarise the content in 8.1, the main 

similarities between have got and got were found to be the lack of imperative use, lack of 

infinitival use, similar uses of anchors, as well as the two verbs never being used in tags 

as such. Similarly, neither verb was found in the gerund form. 

 As for the differences between the two, got seems to make use of auxiliaries do 

and be, while have got does not. This, then, results in auxiliary differences in interrogative 

sentences among others. The two constructions also use different suffixes, with have got 

only accepting gerunds and got only accepting s-inflection. Have got is used in both 

iterative contexts and in the past tense, whereas got is not. Finally, the two make use of 

different modal auxiliary verbs, and have got accepts such verbs more often and in greater 

variety. 

 In conclusion, have got and got are similar in many ways but differences exist as 

well. Got seems to have a more restricted grammar than have got, although this might 

depend on the fact that got is a new possessive verb that has been used for roughly 100 

years (see 3.2), whereas have got has been used since the late 16th century (see 2.2). 
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8.3. Other findings 

 

In general, the searches in COCA often resulted in very few cases, especially when it 

comes to written language other than fiction. This would support Tagliamonte’s (2006) 

findings about Canadian English, which indicate that the possessive have got is 

disappearing as it was mainly used by the older population, while a very small percentage 

of the youngest generation utilised it. In other words, the use of have got in Tagliamonte’s 

(ibid.) study was gradually rarer the younger the speakers were. As this was the case, 

perhaps we should expect to find have got in written language more than in more informal 

spoken language. Then again, the data used in this study is from 1990 onwards, whereas 

older data might give different results.  

In terms of the scope of this study, the genres found in COCA are found to be 

slightly restricting. The spoken genre for example hardly gives a realistic view of the state 

of spoken American English, as the data only consist of news readings, which could be 

expected to be more formal than informal speech, and as the spoken data are known to be 

recorded, we should suspect that the speech that appears is not fully natural in comparison 

to casual conversations between friends for example. As a comparison, preliminary 

searches for the grammatical features in this study resulted in greater numbers of cases in 

different corpora, e.g. The TV Corpus (Davies, 2019-) and The Movie Corpus (Davies, 

2019-), where we can expect more non-standard language use. 

On another note, when it comes to the spoken data, an interesting finding was that 

the phrase what do you got and its different spelling variants occur 228 times in COCA. 

It then seems that the phrase could even be classified as a fixed phrase used in news talk 

when giving the floor to another news presenter, as is the case in (243) for example. 

 

(243) That and more in tonight's ‘Political Daily Briefing’ with national political 

 correspondent Jessica Yellin. Jessica, what do you got today? 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

This type of evidence, i.e. do-supported got being used in news talk might be an indication 

that the feature is spreading to new registers if its use is already accepted in a somewhat 

more formal register. Then again, other features of got, such as s-inflection, seem to 

appear in contexts where the language is highly dialectal, and thus it is likely that got 

might often be used as a shibboleth or as a generic marker of ethnicity or some other 

grouping. It then seems that some features of got might be more accepted than others, but 
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this would require more detailed, genre-focused analysis of the results. In this study, it 

was also found that got only appeared in COCA’s spoken data, quotations, and indirect 

speech. In other words, the possessive got appears to be a purely spoken phenomenon. 

 One interesting finding was also the figurative use of have got and got in the sense 

of there is, as seen in (244) and (245).  

 

(244) You know, you've got the Republicans not just fighting against each 

 other, but talking basically to smaller groups of people.  

(COCA: spoken) 

(245) What do you think? We got the president and once again bowing before 

 another world dictator, the communist Chinese. 

(COCA: spoken) 

 

The main verb have can also be used in this sense, which suggests that have got and got 

might be starting to replace have in other than possessive constructions as well. This 

matter should be investigated further. 

 If we pay closer attention to the objects appearing with both have got and got it 

becomes clear that both verb constructions are used with inalienable and alienable 

objects, which shows that their uses are indeed possessive and no longer necessarily 

indicate acquisition in any way. 

 

9. Conclusions 

 

The possessives have got and got have been shaped over centuries, starting off as a simple 

loan word of Scandinavian origin with the meaning ‘to acquire’. Over the years, the 

Scandinavian languages abandoned this semantic meaning and instead assigned the same 

cognate various new meanings. English has preserved the original semantic connotation 

in the main verb get, but the past participle form of the same verb eventually came to be 

used in a completely new way, possession.  

At the outset of this study, the first aim was to find out what hypotheses have been 

formulated to postulate the evolution of the stative possessives have got and got. It was 

discovered that many researchers have in fact analysed the verbal constructions, mainly 

that of have got, and formulated their own hypotheses about its development. However, 

these remarks were found to be indecisive and often even defective, thus revealing a gap 

in our current knowledge. 
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 In the light of previous research and the current state of the possessive 

constructions, the likeliest hypothesis for the development of possessive have got is that 

it first appeared as a conversational implicature, becoming a lexical feature, and thereafter 

went through the four stages of grammaticalisation and thus finally became a fully 

accepted grammatical construction. This verb cluster has then, in a more recent 

development, suffered phonological reduction, which in turn likely resulted in a new 

possessive main verb got. 

This study has also sought to map the prescriptive grammar of the possessive have 

got verb cluster by reviewing existing literature on the matter. There seem to be 

surprisingly many prescriptivist views on the matter in this field of research, but it was 

found that these previous works often not only fail to specify which variant of English 

the claims refer to, but they also neglect to show any evidence for their prescriptivist 

claims, i.e. the claims are based on the researchers’ own intuition of what is regarded as 

correct or incorrect. This evidently leads to ambivalence and overall discord in the 

opinions, which in turn makes it impossible to construct just one prescriptive grammar, 

if ever there is one. 

Another aim of this thesis has been to investigate how the two possessives are 

used in North American English, i.e. to learn what their descriptive grammars are, and 

how the descriptive findings correlate and/or contrast with the prescriptive views. For this 

purpose, this thesis made use of The Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) 

to gain an overview of current language use. However, since the prescriptive views were 

so many it was often impossible to give a definite answer to whether the prescriptive and 

descriptive views were in concordance with one another or not. In conclusion, it was 

found that there was always at least one prescriptive claim that corresponded to the 

descriptive findings in COCA, while many claims were found to not fall in line with the 

data extracted from the corpus. Finally, since no prescriptive grammar was found for got, 

its descriptive use was also compared to the prescriptive grammar of have got with similar 

results, but some new and surprising findings such as be-support were also discovered. 

A third and final question this thesis has sought to answer is how the two 

possessives differ from each other in terms of use and frequency. As for the latter aspect, 

the relevant instances found in COCA were often very few, which made comparing them 

not only difficult, but also useless. The comparisons would also have been unbalanced, 

since have got as a stative verb is not only much older than got but also grammatical in 
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contrast to got. Thus, we could expect have got to result in more instances and, more often 

than not, it did. 

When it comes to differentiating the uses of the two possessives, it was found that 

got is often used similarly to have got, but some differences did also occur. One main 

difference discovered in this thesis was the fact that have got freely uses all personal 

pronouns as subjects, and the distribution between them shows no clear tendencies. The 

possessive got on the other hand showed heavy reliance on second person singular and 

plural you, indicating that its use it still fairly limited, although the verb did occur with 

all other personal pronouns as well.  

Differences in the grammars of the two possessives mainly concerned auxiliary 

support, suffixes, iteration, modals, and tenses. Since got does differ from have got in 

quite a few areas, more research should be carried out in the future to further record the 

development and spread of this new possessive main verb. Got should also be studied 

from a sociolinguistic perspective to map its geographical use, attitudes towards it, as 

well as to gain more knowledge on who or what groups (economic, ethnic, age, social 

etc.) make use of the construction. It is still left undiscovered if got is a generic marker 

of some sort or not, but primary findings in this study indicate that this might be the case. 

Previous research has also revealed that the have got construction might be disappearing 

from North American English (Tagliamonte, 2006), which in turn might leave a gap for 

possessive got to fill. 

 In addition to these findings, the results also revealed that got is used in what 

seems to be somewhat of a fixed impression what do you got? This phrase, which now 

was found to appear in spoken and fiction data, may soon spread out to other registers as 

well, aiding its grammaticalisation. 

 Initial findings from two other corpora suggest that the use of got is much more 

frequent in other data than that extracted from COCA (see 8.3). Thus, in terms of future 

research, it might be worthwhile to use a corpus that features more informal language 

than the existing data in COCA as, clearly, got is not a grammatical feature, yet. On 

another note, the need for sociolinguistic research on the topic still exists, because, as 

even stated in COCA (246), English speakers might have certain attitudes towards the 

uses of got. 
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(246) I'm not sure I like him. When he says ‘I don't got’ instead of ‘I don't have’, 

 little shudders run down my back. 

(COCA: fiction) 

 

To conclude, this study has successfully provided a hypothesis for the evolution 

of the stative possessives have got and got, summarised the main views on prescriptivist 

grammar for the possessive have got, as well as in detail discussed the differences and 

similarities between the two possessives and their descriptive grammars. This thesis has 

recorded and witnessed language change in progress and expressed the need for further 

research on the matter. More research is needed especially on grammar, semantics, and 

sociolinguistics. It remains to be seen if have got will survive its declining use in North 

American English, and if got is to ever become a fully grammatical possessive verb in 

the same variety. Then again, a completely different shift in possessives might be taking 

place in another variety of English. 
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Swedish Summary / Svensk sammanfattning 
 

 

Is it got some words to it? 

Användning av stativ possessiv have got och got i amerikansk engelska 

 

 

Introduktion 

  

Under de senaste århundradena har stativt possessiva konstruktioner i engelska 

genomgått en enorm grammatisk förändring. Det finns flera olika sätt att uttrycka ägande, 

och olika varieteter av engelska föredrar olika sätt. Till exempel skulle man i amerikansk 

engelska helst använda verbet have, medan i brittisk engelska skulle man ofta hellre 

använda have got. Tidigare hade have got bara en betydelse, som perfektkonstruktion 

med got som huvudverb, men i dag kan konstruktionen också uttrycka stativt possessiv 

användning. Det är möjligt t.ex. att säga att I have got brown eyes, vilket ordagrant kunde 

betyda "jag har fått bruna ögon", men ögonfärg är knappast något man kan få utan i det 

här fallet används have got för att säga "Jag har bruna ögon". I amerikansk engelska 

används också en annan possessiv konstruktion, nämligen det stativt possessiva got som 

ser exakt ut som preteritumformen av get. Ett yttrande som "Do you got time?" kunde på 

svenska enkelt översättas till "Har du tid?". 

 Denna magisteravhandling är indelad i två delar. Den första delen är en 

undersökning inom historisk lingvistik där jag diskuterar de hypoteser som framförs för 

den historiska utvecklingen av stativt possessiv have got. Eftersom många av de befintliga 

hypoteserna är föråldrade och till och med felaktiga, kommer jag att sträva efter att ge ett 

bättre alternativ för utvecklingshypotes. Den andra delen är en korpusbaserad 

undersökning där jag har som syfte att studera hur have got och got används i 

nordamerikansk engelska, d.v.s. vilken de två konstruktionernas deskriptiva grammatik 

är. För det här ändamålet måste man först undersöka vilka preskriptiva grammatikregler 

som finns för have got. 

  

Utvecklingen av have got och got 

  

Det är svårt att avgöra hur de possessiva have got- och got-formerna uppstod. Have got 

ser ut som en perfektkonstruktion av verbet to get och got ser ut som preteritumformen 

av samma verb, men det behöver inte betyda att utvecklingen skulle ha någonting med 
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själva perfektformen eller preteritumformen av get att göra. Olika språkforskare har 

presenterat ett flertal olika hypoteser och analyser för utvecklingen av have got, och dessa 

hypoteser kan kategoriseras i tre olika grupper. I den första gruppen kommer have got 

från perfektformen av to get, som i brittisk engelska konjugeras get, got, got och get, got, 

gotten i amerikansk engelska. Det är möjligt att amerikansk engelska använder 

participformen gotten för att skilja mellan perfektformen av get, "att få", och dess 

possessiva användning. I den andra gruppen har got infogats till have för att stärka den 

possessiva konstruktionen. Vissa forskare anser att det här beror på att have används som 

hjälpverb och är därför inte tillräckligt kraftfullt för att bära betydelsen för ägande ensamt 

(se, t.ex., Jespersen 1961). Andra anser att got-infogningen ägde rum, eftersom det inte 

sattes tillräckligt mycket betoning på huvudverbet have på grund av sammandragningar 

som i I’ve an apple (se t.ex., Crowell 1959). Teorin bakom den andra gruppen är således 

att huvudverbet have har genomgått fonologisk reduktion och måste stärkas på grund av 

engelskans behov av ett klart subjekt- predikat-mönster. Enligt den tredje gruppen består 

have got av huvudverbet to got som har samma mängd betydelser som huvudverbet have. 

Verbet have i den här konstruktionen är meningslöst och läggs in i konstruktionen enbart 

som ett hjälpverb (Fodor & Smith 1978). 

 Resultaten i avhandlingen antyder att utvecklingsmönstret för have got och got är 

en kombination av den första och tredje gruppens hypoteser. Have got uppstod som en 

samtalsimplikation (conversational implicature), vilket innebär att i perfektformen av 

have got finns det en implikation till stativ possessiv. Till exempel, i uttrycket John’s got 

a dog, "John har fått en hund", antas att John har en hund, eftersom han har fått en. På det 

här sättet stöder denna avhandlingens hypotes den första gruppens ide, eftersom 

implikationen till stativ possessiv egentligen kommer från perfektformen. 

 Efter att have got blev vanligare som samtalsimplikation, började den gå igenom 

grammatikaliseringsprocessen. Om man jämför funktionerna i de possessiva 

konstruktionerna have got och got framgår det tydligt att de uppfyller alla kännetecken 

för grammatikaliseringsprocessen som presenteras till exempel i Heine och Kuteva 

(2004:2). De här kännetecken innehåller semantisk blekning där ord förlorar lexikal 

betydelse, utvidgning (eng. extension) vilket innebär att en lexikal enhet börjas använda 

i nya kontexter, avkategorisering (eng. decategorialization) vilket betyder att det finns 

förlust i morfosyntaktiska egenskaper som är karakteristiska för lexikala eller andra 

mindre grammatiserade former, samt erosion vilket innebär att det sker en förlust i det 

fonetiska materialet. Den här grammatikaliseringsprocessen har lett till ett nytt possessivt 
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verb, nämligen till ensamt possessivt got-konstruktion. Därför bör också den tredje 

gruppens idé om utvecklingen beaktas. 

Sammanfattningsviss hävdar den här avhandlingen med hänsyn till tidigare 

forskning, till hypotensen om samtalsimplikationer och till teorin om grammatikalisering 

att have got först uppstod som en samtalsimplikation och därefter genomgick 

grammatikalisering. En speciell tolkningsregel, liksom en morfologisk anpassning, 

tilldelar den dess stativ possessiva betydelse. Genom grammatikaliseringen har sedan den 

här formen vidareutvecklats till ett nytt possessivt verb, nämligen ett ensamt possessivt 

got som numera har nått status som ett huvudverb. 

 

Preskriptiv grammatik 

  

Have got har behandlats relativt mycket i tidigare forskning och presenteras ofta även i 

grammatikböcker också. Problemet är ofta att varken grammatikböcker eller forskare 

anger om deras grammatikregler gäller för amerikansk eller brittisk engelska. Man vet att 

de två varianterna föredrar olika konstruktioner, och därför skulle det vara mycket viktigt 

att definiera vilken variant de hänvisar till i grammatikreglerna. Possessivt got är ett så 

nytt fenomen i det engelska språket att det inte har tagits upp i preskriptiv grammatik 

ännu, och kan därför följaktligen inte diskuteras här. 

 De grammatikregler som olika forskare och grammatikböcker ger inkluderar 

iteration, användningen av have got med modala hjälpverb, imperativ, tempus, 

påhängsfrågor, samt infinitivanvändning, progressiv användning och particip. Många 

forskare har olika regler för och idéer om de ovannämnda grammatikområdena och därför 

är det omöjligt att ge tydliga regler. 

 När det gäller iterativa meningar anser en del forskare att have got kan användas 

i sådana konstruktioner (se, t.ex., Hirakawa 2006), medan andra tycker att det inte är 

grammatiskt korrekt att använda have got i repetitiva sammanhang (se, t.ex., Visser 

1973). På liknande sätt verkar forskare inte vara överens om huruvida have got kan 

användas med modala hjälpverb eller inte. Till exempel anser LeSourd (1976) att det 

absolut inte går att använda modala hjälpverb med den possessiva konstruktionen, medan 

Visser (1973) anser att det är möjligt i vissa sammanhang. När det är fråga om imperativ 

användning av have got är forskarna överens om att den inte är grammatisk (Visser 1973, 

Jespersen 1961 t.ex.). 
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 Den mest kontroversiella grammatikregeln är uppenbarligen frågan om tempus. 

Vissa anser till exempel att have got inte kan användas i preteritum (Fodor & Smith 1978), 

andra tycker att detta är möjligt (Swan 2016), medan några tycker att have got används 

rätt vanligt i förfluten tid (Chalcraft 2009). Den grammatikregel som forskare tycks vara 

överens om är frågan om påhängsfrågor. De håller med om det faktum att got inte kan 

användas i påhängsfrågor, men när det används som ankarverb kan påhängsfrågan 

antingen bildas med do eller have. Slutligen anser några forskare att have got ibland kan 

användas i infinitiv, som particip eller i gerundium (se, t.ex. Swan 2016) medan andra 

tycker att detta absolut inte ska göras (Veslovská 2010). 

 

Material och metod 

 

Korpusen som används i undersökningen är Corpus of Contemporary American English 

(COCA). Hela korpusen består av mer än 560 miljoner ord och är indelad i fem olika 

genrer: talat, skönlitterärt, tidskrifts-, tidnings- och vetenskapligt språk från 1990 till 

2017. 

 Metoden går ut på att formulera dussintals söksekvenser enligt den preskriptiva 

grammatiken och kontrollera om resultaten från COCA (deskriptiv grammatik) 

överensstämmer med forskares och grammatikböckernas påståenden om preskriptiv 

grammatik. Samma metod ska användas för ensamt possessiv got, eftersom den formen 

inte har någon grammatik att basera söksekvenserna på. 

  

Resultat och analys 

  

Inga resultat för have got överensstämmer med påståendena i preskriptiv grammatik, 

bortsett från imperativ användning. När det gäller iterativ have got hittades 120 instanser. 

Iterativa kontexter var mer sällsynta med got och bara 15 instanser kom fram. Utgående 

från COCA verkar det som att iterativ have got används på amerikansk engelska, medan 

sådana sammanhang med got är sällsynta. 

 Den possessiva have got tycks sällan förekomma med modala hjälpverb, eftersom 

sådana fall endast förekommer 15 gånger i COCA. Have got används bara med de modala 

hjälpverben must, may, would och could. Användningen av modala hjälpverb med got är 

ännu mer sällsynt, och sådana konstruktioner finns bara i tre instanser varav alla använder 
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hjälpverbet might. De här resultaten tyder på att have got och got i allmänhet inte används 

med modala hjälpverb. 

 Tidigare kommentarer om grammatik nämnde inte möjligheten att have got skulle 

användas i pluskvamperfekt eller perfekt, men hypotetiska kluster have had got och had 

had got sökts oavsett. Sådana konstruktioner gav dock inga träffar i COCA. Hypotetiska 

preteritumformer goted/gotted hittades inte heller. Sökningssekvenser för have got i 

förfluten tid, d.v.s. had got och had * got (en asterisk presenterar ett slumpmässigt lexikalt 

ord) hittade totalt 50 kvalificerade träffar. När det gäller got hittades det bara två träffar 

av användningen i förfluten tid. I dessa fall fanns det inga morfologiska belägg för 

preteritumanvändning, utan snarare visade sammanhanget att handlingen ägde rum i 

förfluten tid. I ljuset av de här resultaten verkar det som om have got kan användas i 

förfluten tid, medan got inte kan användas. 

 När det gäller påhängsfrågor blev det tydligt att got inte används som verb i själva 

påhängsfrågan. När ankarverbet var have got, använde 26 av träffarna have i 

påhängsfrågan, medan 49 träffar utnyttjade do. Dessa resultat indikerar att det föredragna 

hjälpverbet i påhängsfrågor med have got är do. Resultatet är ännu tydligare för got där i 

alla 38 träffar används have i påhängsfrågan, medan i 31 träffar är verbet do. Det verkar 

då som att både have och do används i påhängsfrågor, men do är ett mer populärt 

alternativ med både have got och got. 

 Infinitivanvändning av have got (d.v.s. to have got) sker sex gånger i COCA, 

medan to got sker 2 gånger. Det vill säga varken have got eller got används i infinitiv i 

princip. När det gäller gerundium hittas 7 träffar av having got. Goting/gotting ger inga 

resultat. Därför är slutsatsen att got inte vanligtvis förekommer i infinitiv eller som 

gerundium. Have got använder dessa konstruktioner bara sällan. Andra suffix som skulle 

kunna förekomma med have got eller got söktes också i COCA. En tredje person singular 

-s användes en gång med have got. Samma suffix var betydligt vanligare med got och 

hittades i 60 träffar. Det visar sig emellertid att -s inte alltid betecknar tredje person 

singularis utan kan också användas med andra subjekt. Detta suffix förekommer 

huvudsakligen inom skönlitteratur, och det finns anledning att tro att det fungerar som en 

shibboleth för engelskan i södra USA. 

 Andra grammatikområden som uppstod från tidigare resultat inkluderar bland 

annat en nekande form av have got, ain’t got. Denna form tycks vara väldigt vanlig, och 

den fanns i över 900 träffar. Det är svårt att avgöra om ain’t got är en form av have got 
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eller om ain’t är ett tillägg till got, däremot verkar det vara ett mycket populärt sätt att 

bygga en negerad mening. 

Ett annat fynd var den så kallade do-omskrivningen (do-support). Den här 

förekommer bara en gång med have got men tycks vara betydligt vanligare med got 

eftersom den finns i 478 träffar. Det här tyder på att när got blev självständigt från have, 

började det regelbundet användas med do som hjälpverb, vilket möjliggör en konstruktion 

av till exempel interrogativa meningar och negationer. 

Ett tredje fynd är den så kallade be-omskrivningen (be-support). Det här 

sker inte med have got men används i 15 olika träffar med got. Be-omskrivning med got 

är troligtvis ett dialektalt fenomen och det finns inget sätt att vara säker på dess ursprung 

eller utvecklingen i det här skedet, utan snarare det bör studeras mer i vidare forskning. 

 

Sammanfattning 

 

I den här magisteravhandlingen har ursprunget till det possessiva idiomet have got 

beskrivits. Den mest sannolika hypotesen är en hybrid av den första och tredje gruppens 

idéer. Undersökningens resultat visade att have got först uppstod som en 

samtalsindikation och gick därefter genom grammatikalisering, vilket till slut ledde till 

ett stativt possessivt got. 

Den här studien fann att den preskriptiva grammatiken till stor del är 

överensstämmande med den deskriptiva grammatiken, men det finns några grammatiska 

drag som inte diskuteras i forskning eller grammatikböcker. En mängd korpussökningar 

visade att vissa grammatikregler för have got också är relevanta för got, och således kan 

man säga att det är möjligt att skrapa på ytan av vad som eventuellt kan vara grammatiken 

bakom ensamt possessivt got i olika varianter av engelska, om det någonsin kommer att 

accepteras som en grammatisk konstruktion. Därmed skapar detta ett behov av en vidare 

grammatisk studie och speciellt en omfattande kartläggning av användningen av got. De 

grammatiska reglerna verkade också vara beroende av dialekten som används eller 

avbildas i dialog (oftast södra USA-engelska) vilket troligen innebär att vi kan förvänta 

oss ytterligare förändringar i framtiden. 

Det ensamt possessiva got anses fortfarande vara ogrammatiskt eller 

åtminstone icke-standard, men min studie har bekräftat att konstruktionen används i 

amerikansk engelska på många olika sätt, bland annat med do- och be-omskrivning. 

Resultaten visar även att det inte tycks finnas många funktionella skillnader mellan de 
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possessiva have got och got i dag, dock var detta inte ett av undersökningens syften, bör 

man studera detta fenomen ytterligare. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix 1: Distribution of iterative have got  

No. Query Adverb Subject Object Source Year 

1 * ‘ve _ got always you somebody ACAD 2010 

2 * ‘ve _ got always we birds MAG 2012 

3 * ‘ve _ got always I champagne MAG 1997 

4 * ‘ve _ got always you feet MAG 2009 

5 * ‘ve _ got always I gear MAG 2012 

6 * ‘ve _ got always I girls MAG 1996 

7 * ‘ve _ got always you it MAG 2014 

8 * ‘ve _ got always they plans MAG 2009 

9 * ‘ve _ got always you scrapbook MAG 2006 

10 * ‘ve _ got always you chance NEWS 2012 

11 * ‘ve _ got always I chips and powdered cocoa NEWS 2006 

12 * ‘ve _ got always they crowds NEWS 1997 

13 * ‘ve _ got always we diner NEWS 1993 

14 * ‘ve _ got always we diner NEWS 1993 

15 * ‘ve _ got always you drama NEWS 2000 

16 * ‘ve _ got always I goals NEWS 2015 

17 * ‘ve _ got always they it NEWS 2007 

18 * ‘ve _ got always you options NEWS 2017 

19 * ‘ve _ got always you somebody NEWS 1994 

20 * ‘ve _ got always we something NEWS 1993 

21 * ‘ve _ got always you things NEWS 2014 

22 * ‘ve _ got always they threat NEWS 1992 

23 * ‘ve _ got always they accents SPOK 1993 

24 * ‘ve _ got always I back SPOK 2010 

25 * ‘ve _ got always you band SPOK 2017 

26 * ‘ve _ got always you burden SPOK 1998 

27 * ‘ve _ got always I eye SPOK 1997 

28 * ‘ve _ got always I face SPOK 2000 

29 * ‘ve _ got always I house SPOK 1996 

30 * ‘ve _ got always they it SPOK 1993 

31 * ‘ve _ got always I kids SPOK 1995 

32 * ‘ve _ got always they muscles SPOK 1999 

33 * ‘ve _ got always they nose SPOK 2014 

34 * ‘ve _ got always you number SPOK 1994 

35 * ‘ve _ got always you piece SPOK 1998 

36 * ‘ve _ got always I problem SPOK 2001 

37 * ‘ve _ got always you problem SPOK 2011 

38 * ‘ve _ got always you problem SPOK 1994 

39 * ‘ve _ got always they reason SPOK 2010 

40 * ‘ve _ got always we room SPOK 2008 

41 * ‘ve _ got always I rubber snake SPOK 1999 

42 * ‘ve _ got always they shot SPOK 2002 

43 * ‘ve _ got always I something SPOK 1993 

44 * ‘ve _ got always you that SPOK 2009 

45 * ‘ve _ got always you that SPOK 1998 

46 * ‘ve _ got always you that SPOK 1995 

47 * ‘ve _ got always they them SPOK 1997 

48 * ‘ve _ got always you thing SPOK 1991 

49 * ‘ve _ got always we things SPOK 1998 

50 * ‘ve _ got always they twists and variations SPOK 2010 

51 * ‘ve _ got always they whiners SPOK 1993 

52 * ‘ve _ got always you us FIC 2016 

53 * ‘ve _ got always I beer FIC 2015 

54 * ‘ve _ got always I stashes FIC 2014 
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55 * ‘ve _ got always I pictures FIC 2013 

56 * ‘ve _ got always you excuse FIC 2011 

57 * ‘ve _ got always you plan FIC 2009 

58 * ‘ve _ got always they guns FIC 2007 

59 * ‘ve _ got always you somebody else FIC 2007 

60 * ‘ve _ got always I persuasion and reason FIC 2007 

61 * ‘ve _ got always you me FIC 2005 

62 * ‘ve _ got always I cold FIC 2004 

63 * ‘ve _ got always I tan FIC 2002 

64 * ‘ve _ got always I grease FIC 2001 

65 * ‘ve _ got always I grease FIC 2001 

66 * ‘ve _ got always you edge FIC 2000 

67 * ‘ve _ got always they appetites FIC 1999 

68 * ‘ve _ got always I poison FIC 1991 

69 * ‘ve _ got always you answer FIC 1991 

70 * ‘ve _ got always you friend FIC 1990 

71 * ‘ve _ got always you me FIC 1990 

72 * ‘ve _ got always we house FIC 1994 

73 * ‘s _ got always noun excuse ACAD 2002 

74 * ‘s _ got always he car MAG 1997 

75 * ‘s _ got always he game face MAG 1995 

76 * ‘s _ got always noun girls MAG 2008 

77 * ‘s _ got always he hand MAG 2002 

78 * ‘s _ got always name pedal MAG 1994 

79 * ‘s _ got always he rig MAG 2011 

80 * ‘s _ got always he things MAG 2007 

81 * ‘s _ got always she things MAG 2003 

82 * ‘s _ got always who beer NEWS 1995 

83 * ‘s _ got always he fight NEWS 2003 

84 * ‘s _ got always one of them problem NEWS 2002 

85 * ‘s _ got always who scoop NEWS 2015 

86 * ‘s _ got always he smile NEWS 2001 

87 * ‘s _ got always she smile NEWS 2001 

88 * ‘s _ got always he something NEWS 2008 

89 * ‘s _ got always she something NEWS 2002 

90 * ‘s _ got always he things NEWS 1990 

91 * ‘s _ got always he attitude SPOK 2002 

92 * ‘s _ got always he back SPOK 2014 

93 * ‘s _ got always he back SPOK 2014 

94 * ‘s _ got always he feeling SPOK 1992 

95 * ‘s _ got always she feet SPOK 2015 

96 * ‘s _ got always he idea SPOK 2012 

97 * ‘s _ got always noun intelligence SPOK 2004 

98 * ‘s _ got always he invitation SPOK 2012 

99 * ‘s _ got always she opinion SPOK 2010 

100 * ‘s _ got always he plan SPOK 2016 

101 * ‘s _ got always she problems SPOK 1993 

102 * ‘s _ got always he sense of humor [sic] SPOK 2000 

103 * ‘s _ got always he something SPOK 2017 

104 * ‘s _ got always he suit SPOK 2001 

105 * ‘s _ got usually he reason FIC 2012 

106 * ‘s _ got usually she smile FIC 1995 

107 have _ got always they that MAG 2013 

108 have _ got always they stories SPOK 2014 

109 have _ got always noun something FIC 2004 

110 have _ got always noun birds FIC 1997 

111 has _ got always name camera NEWS 1993 

112 has _ got always name comeback SPOK 2009 

113 has _ got always who idea SPOK 2014 
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114 has _ got always who idea SPOK 2014 

115 has _ got always she makeup SPOK 2014 

116 has _ got always noun something SPOK 2004 

117 has _ got always he time SPOK 2005 

118 has _ got always who veto power SPOK 1998 

119 _ * ‘ve got usually you convergence NEWS 1994 

120 _ * ‘ve got always they questions SPOK 1999 

 

Legend: A dash (–) indicates a wanted lexical item combined with have got or got. 

An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

 

Appendix 2: Distribution of have got in past tense (had got) 

No. Query Subject Object Source Year 

1 had got noun things NEWS 2012 

2 had got name bikini ACAD 2011 

3 had got he job FIC 2008 

4 had got he job FIC 2006 

5 had got she concussion NEWS 2006 

6 had got he job FIC 2005 

7 had got I job FIC 2005 

8 had got she bargain SPOK 2004 

9 had got name job FIC 2004 

10 had got they outcome FIC 2004 

11 had got he bonus check NEWS 2003 

12 had got name job SPOK 2001 

13 had got noun training FIC 2001 

14 had got he prisoners MAG 2001 

15 had got she gig FIC 1997 

16 had got it sense of humor [sic] SPOK 1995 

17 had got noun touchdown MAG 1994 

18 had got France program FIC 1992 

19 had got we contract SPOK 2015 

20 had got he answering machine FIC 2002 

21 had got I key ACAD 2017 

22 had got noun house ACAD 2017 

23 had got noun urge SPOK 2013 

24 had got names television FIC 2012 

25 had got whoever interest FIC 2011 

26 had got noun address MAG 2006 

27 had got name feeling FIC 2005 

28 had got she job FIC 2004 

29 had got I chills FIC 2003 

30 had got we structure FIC 2001 

31 had got she cancer FIC 1994 

32 had got name image FIC 1994 

33 had got we license FIC 1992 

34 had got they law NEWS 1992 

35 had got I camera FIC 1991 

36 had * got I company FIC 2015 

37 had * got – gun control SPOK 2013 

38 had * got I job, agent, manager MAG 2013 

39 had * got noun proof FIC 2011 

40 had * got I cup SPOK 2008 

41 had * got I money FIC 2008 

42 had * got he candles FIC 2008 

43 had * got we pictures SPOK 2004 

44 had * got I clothes NEWS 2004 

45 had * got we money FIC 2003 

46 had * got it propeller MAG 2003 

47 had * got noun belongings FIC 2000 

48 had * got name balls FIC 1996 
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49 had * got noun eyelashes FIC 1995 

50 had * got he nothing FIC 1995 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

Appendix 3: Queries and number of instances of tags with have got and got 

Tags for have got Number of instances Tags for got Number of instances 

got * have * ? 0 got * have * ? 0 

got * * have * ? 1 got * * have * ? 0 

got * * * have * ? 5 got * * * have * ? 1 

got * * * * have * ? 2 got * * * * have * ? 1 

got * * * * * have * ? 3 got * * * * * have * ? 1 

got * do * ? 0 got * do * ? 0 

got * * do * ? 1 got * * do * ? 3 

got * * * do * ? 4 got * * * do * ? 1 

got * * * *  do * ? 5 got * * * *  do * ? 1 

got * * * * * do * ? 4 got * * * * * do * ? 1 

got * have * * ? 0 got * have * * ? 0 

got * * have * * ? 2 got * * have * * ? 0 

got * * * have * * ? 6 got * * * have * * ? 2 

got * * * * have * * ? 3 got * * * * have * * ? 1 

got * do * * ? 0 got * do * * ? 0 

got * * do * * ? 1 got * * do * * ? 7 

got * * * do * * ? 13 got * * * do * * ? 13 

got * * * * do * * ? 11 got * * * * do * * ? 5 

got * has * ? 0 got * has * ? 0 

got * * has * ? 0 got * * has * ? 0 

got * * * has * ? 1 got * * * has * ? 0 

got * * * * has * ? 0 got * * * * has * ? 0 

got * * * * * has * ? 0 got * * * * * has * ? 0 

got * does * ? 0 got * does * ? 0 

got * * does * ? 0 got * * does * ? 0 

got * * * does * ? 1 got * * * does * ? 0 

got * * * * does * ? 0 got * * * * does * ? 0 

got * * * * * does * ? 0 got * * * * * does * ? 0 

got *  has * * ? 0 got *  has * * ? 0 

got * * has * * ? 0 got * * has * * ? 0 

got * * * has * * ? 2 got * * * has * * ? 0 

got * * * * has * * ? 1 got * * * * has * * ? 0 

got *  does * * ? 0 got *  does * * ? 0 

got * *  does * * ? 1 got * *  does * * ? 0 

got * * *  does * * ? 3 got * * *  does * * ? 0 

got * * * *  does * * ? 5 got * * * *  does * * ? 0 

got * ai n't * ? 0 got * ai n't * ? 0 

got * * ai n't * ? 0 got * * ai n't * ? 0 

got * * * ai n't * ? 1 got * * * ai n't * ? 0 

got * * * * ai n't * ? 0 got * * * * ai n't * ? 0 

got * ai n't * * ? 0 got * ai n't * * ? 0 

got * * ai n't * * ? 0 got * * ai n't * * ? 0 

got * * * ai n't * * ? 0 got * * * ai n't * * ? 1 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 
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Appendix 4: Have got do-support queries 

No. Query Number of instances 

1 do have got 0 

2 do * have got 1 

3 does have got 0 

4 does * have got 0 

5 do has got 0 

6 do * has got 0 

7 does has got 0 

8 does * has got 0 

9 do * 've got 0 

10 do * * 've got 0 

11 does * 've got 0 

12 does * * 've got 0 

13 do * 's got 0 

14 do * * 's got 0 

15 does * 's got 0 

16 does * * 's got 0 

17 did have got 0 

18 did * have got 0 

19 did * * have got 0 

20 did * 've got 0 

21 did * * 've got 0 

22 did * 's got 0 

23 did * * 's got 0 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

Appendix 5: Have got – infinitive and suffix queries  

No. Query Type Number of instances 

1 to have got infinitive 6 

2 to * have got infinitive 0 

3 to have * got infinitive 0 

4 to * have * got infinitive 0 

5 having got gerund suffix 9 

6 having * got gerund suffix 2 

7 have gots 3. person singular suffix 0 

8 has gots 3. person singular suffix 0 

9 * 's gots 3. person singular suffix 1 

10 * 've gots 3. person singular suffix 0 

11 * 's * gots 3. person singular suffix 0 

12 * 've * gots 3. person singular suffix 0 

 

Legend: A dash (–) indicates a wanted lexical item combined with have got or got. 

 An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

Appendix 6: Search results for do * got 

No. Subject Object Interrogative Data Year 

1 he hands and feet yes SPOK 1999 

2 I who yes FIC 2015 

3 I what yes SPOK 2011 

4 I what yes FIC 2001 

5 I what no SPOK 1996 

6 I time yes SPOK 1993 

7 I what yes SPOK 1993 

8 I what yes FIC 1993 

9 they what yes NEWS 2013 

10 they what yes FIC 1998 

11 they what yes SPOK 1993 

12 we what yes SPOK 2017 

13 we what yes SPOK 2017 
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14 we what yes SPOK 2017 

15 we what yes SPOK 2017 

16 we what yes SPOK 2017 

17 we what yes SPOK 2017 

18 we what yes SPOK 2016 

19 we what yes SPOK 2016 

20 we what yes SPOK 2016 

21 we what yes SPOK 2016 

22 we what yes SPOK 2016 

23 we what yes SPOK 2015 

24 we what yes SPOK 2015 

25 we what yes SPOK 2015 

26 we what yes SPOK 2015 

27 we what yes SPOK 2015 

28 we what yes SPOK 2015 

29 we what yes SPOK 2014 

30 we what yes SPOK 2014 

31 we what yes SPOK 2014 

32 we what yes SPOK 2014 

33 we what yes SPOK 2014 

34 we what yes SPOK 2014 

35 we what yes SPOK 2014 

36 we what yes SPOK 2013 

37 we what yes SPOK 2013 

38 we what yes SPOK 2013 

39 we what yes SPOK 2013 

40 we what yes SPOK 2012 

41 we what yes SPOK 2012 

42 we what yes SPOK 2011 

43 we what yes SPOK 2011 

44 we what yes SPOK 2011 

45 we what yes SPOK 2011 

46 we what yes FIC 2011 

47 we what yes SPOK 2009 

48 we what yes SPOK 2009 

49 we grade yes SPOK 2009 

50 we what yes SPOK 2009 

51 we what yes SPOK 2009 

52 we what yes SPOK 2009 

53 we what yes FIC 2009 

54 we what yes SPOK 2008 

55 we what yes SPOK 2008 

56 we what yes SPOK 2007 

57 we what yes SPOK 2007 

58 we what yes SPOK 2007 

59 we what yes FIC 2006 

60 we what yes FIC 2006 

61 we what yes SPOK 2005 

62 we what yes SPOK 2005 

63 we items yes SPOK 2005 

64 we what yes SPOK 2004 

65 we what yes SPOK 2004 

66 we what yes SPOK 2003 

67 we what yes SPOK 2002 

68 we what yes MAG 2002 

69 we what yes FIC 2000 

70 we what yes SPOK 1999 

71 we what yes FIC 1998 

72 we what yes FIC 1997 

73 we what yes FIC 1996 

74 we what yes FIC 1995 

75 we what yes FIC 1994 

76 we what yes FIC 1991 

77 we what yes FIC 1991 

78 we what yes FIC 1990 

79 ya'll bag yes FIC 1997 

80 we what yes FIC 1995 

81 you what yes SPOK 2017 
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82 you what yes SPOK 2017 

83 you what yes SPOK 2017 

84 you what yes SPOK 2017 

85 you none yes SPOK 2017 

86 you what yes SPOK 2017 

87 you what yes SPOK 2017 

88 you what yes SPOK 2017 

89 you what yes SPOK 2017 

90 you what yes SPOK 2017 

91 you what yes SPOK 2017 

92 you what yes SPOK 2017 

93 you what yes FIC 2017 

94 you what yes FIC 2017 

95 you what yes FIC 2017 

96 you what yes SPOK 2016 

97 you what yes SPOK 2016 

98 you what yes SPOK 2016 

99 you what yes SPOK 2016 

100 you what yes SPOK 2016 

101 you what yes SPOK 2016 

102 you what yes SPOK 2016 

103 you what yes FIC 2016 

104 you what yes SPOK 2015 

105 you what yes SPOK 2015 

106 you what yes SPOK 2015 

107 you what yes SPOK 2015 

108 you what yes SPOK 2015 

109 you what yes SPOK 2015 

110 you what yes SPOK 2015 

111 you what yes SPOK 2015 

112 you what yes SPOK 2015 

113 you what yes SPOK 2015 

114 you what yes SPOK 2015 

115 you what yes SPOK 2015 

116 you what yes SPOK 2015 

117 you what yes SPOK 2015 

118 you what yes SPOK 2015 

119 you what yes SPOK 2015 

120 you what yes SPOK 2015 

121 you what yes SPOK 2015 

122 you what yes SPOK 2015 

123 you what yes SPOK 2015 

124 you what yes SPOK 2015 

125 you what yes FIC 2015 

126 you what yes FIC 2015 

127 you what yes SPOK 2014 

128 you who yes SPOK 2014 

129 you what yes SPOK 2014 

130 you what yes SPOK 2014 

131 you what yes SPOK 2014 

132 you what yes SPOK 2014 

133 you what yes SPOK 2014 

134 you what yes SPOK 2014 

135 you what yes SPOK 2014 

136 you what yes SPOK 2013 

137 you what yes SPOK 2013 

138 you what yes SPOK 2013 

139 you what yes SPOK 2013 

140 you what yes SPOK 2013 

141 you what yes SPOK 2013 

142 you what yes SPOK 2013 

143 you what yes SPOK 2013 

144 you what yes SPOK 2013 

145 you what yes SPOK 2012 

146 you what yes SPOK 2012 

147 you what yes SPOK 2012 

148 you what yes SPOK 2012 

149 you what yes SPOK 2012 
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150 you it yes SPOK 2012 

151 you what yes SPOK 2012 

152 you what yes SPOK 2012 

153 you what yes SPOK 2012 

154 you what yes SPOK 2012 

155 you what yes SPOK 2012 

156 you what yes SPOK 2012 

157 you what yes SPOK 2012 

158 you what yes SPOK 2012 

159 you what yes SPOK 2012 

160 you what yes SPOK 2012 

161 you what yes SPOK 2012 

162 you what yes SPOK 2012 

163 you what yes SPOK 2012 

164 you what yes SPOK 2012 

165 you what yes SPOK 2012 

166 you what yes SPOK 2012 

167 you what yes SPOK 2012 

168 you what yes SPOK 2012 

169 you what yes SPOK 2012 

170 you what yes SPOK 2012 

171 you what yes MAG 2012 

172 you what yes NEWS 2012 

173 you what yes SPOK 2011 

174 you what yes SPOK 2011 

175 you what yes SPOK 2011 

176 you what yes FIC 2011 

177 you what yes SPOK 2010 

178 you what yes FIC 2010 

179 you what yes SPOK 2009 

180 you what yes SPOK 2009 

181 you what yes SPOK 2009 

182 you what yes SPOK 2009 

183 you what yes SPOK 2009 

184 you what yes SPOK 2009 

185 you what yes SPOK 2009 

186 you what yes SPOK 2009 

187 you what yes SPOK 2009 

188 you what yes SPOK 2009 

189 you skills yes MAG 2009 

190 you what yes SPOK 2008 

191 you what yes SPOK 2008 

192 you what yes SPOK 2008 

193 you what yes SPOK 2008 

194 you what yes SPOK 2008 

195 you bags yes FIC 2008 

196 you what yes SPOK 2007 

197 you what yes SPOK 2007 

198 you what yes SPOK 2007 

199 you what yes SPOK 2007 

200 you what yes FIC 2007 

201 you what yes MAG 2007 

202 you what yes SPOK 2007 

203 you what yes SPOK 2007 

204 you planes yes SPOK 2007 

205 you what yes SPOK 2007 

206 you what yes SPOK 2007 

207 you what yes SPOK 2007 

208 you dog yes SPOK 2007 

209 you what yes SPOK 2006 

210 you what yes SPOK 2006 

211 you what yes SPOK 2006 

212 you what yes SPOK 2006 

213 you what yes SPOK 2006 

214 you what yes SPOK 2006 

215 you what yes SPOK 2006 

216 you dogs yes SPOK 2006 

217 you what yes SPOK 2006 
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218 you vision yes FIC 2006 

219 you what yes SPOK 2005 

220 you what yes SPOK 2004 

221 you what yes SPOK 2004 

222 you sweater yes SPOK 2003 

223 you what yes SPOK 2003 

224 you what yes SPOK 2003 

225 you what yes SPOK 2003 

226 you what yes FIC 2003 

227 you what yes FIC 2003 

228 you what yes FIC 2003 

229 you what yes NEWS 2003 

230 you glasses yes FIC 2002 

231 you what yes FIC 2002 

232 you what yes FIC 2002 

233 you what yes FIC 2002 

234 you what yes FIC 2001 

235 you suggestions yes SPOK 2000 

236 you what yes FIC 2000 

237 you what yes SPOK 1999 

238 you what yes SPOK 1999 

239 you what yes SPOK 1999 

240 you what yes SPOK 1999 

241 you what yes FIC 1999 

242 you what yes FIC 1999 

243 you what yes NEWS 1999 

244 you what yes SPOK 1998 

245 you what yes SPOK 1998 

246 you what yes SPOK 1998 

247 you what yes SPOK 1998 

248 you what yes FIC 1998 

249 you what yes FIC 1997 

250 you what yes SPOK 1997 

251 you what yes SPOK 1997 

252 you what yes SPOK 1997 

253 you problem yes SPOK 1997 

254 you what yes SPOK 1997 

255 you what yes MAG 1996 

256 you what yes NEWS 1996 

257 you what yes SPOK 1995 

258 you what yes FIC 1995 

259 you what yes FIC 1995 

260 you what yes SPOK 1994 

261 you what yes SPOK 1994 

262 you more yes SPOK 1994 

263 you names yes FIC 1994 

264 you names yes FIC 1994 

265 you body yes SPOK 1993 

266 you what yes SPOK 1993 

267 you what yes SPOK 1993 

268 you none yes SPOK 1993 

269 you gun yes SPOK 1993 

270 you what yes FIC 1993 

271 you what yes SPOK 1992 

272 you what yes SPOK 1992 

273 you what yes SPOK 1991 

274 you what yes SPOK 1990 

275 you what yes FIC 1990 

276 you what yes FIC 1990 

277 you what yes FIC 1990 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 
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Appendix 7: Search results for got using negating do-support 

No. Query Subject Object Interrogative Double negation Data Year 

1 don't got noun bathroom no no SPOK 2017 

2 don't got noun innocence no yes FIC 2017 

3 don't got noun souls no no FIC 2017 

4 don't got we money no no FIC 2017 

5 don't got we leader no no MAG 2017 

6 don't got you nothing no yes SPOK 2016 

7 don't got you nothing no yes SPOK 2016 

8 don't got noun armies no no FIC 2016 

9 don't got you books no no FIC 2015 

10 don't got I enough no no FIC 2015 

11 don't got - key no no FIC 2015 

12 don't got I cal no no FIC 2015 

13 don't got we photos no no FIC 2015 

14 don't got I money no yes NEWS 2015 

15 don't got I time no no SPOK 2014 

16 don't got you one no no FIC 2014 

17 don't got we dog no no FIC 2014 

18 don't got I license no no FIC 2014 

19 don't got we none no yes FIC 2014 

20 don't got you money no yes FIC 2014 

21 don't got you purpose no yes NEWS 2014 

22 don't got we looters no yes FIC 2013 

23 don't got you stuff no yes FIC 2013 

24 don't got I hopes no no FIC 2013 

25 don't got we records no no FIC 2013 

26 don't got she degree no yes FIC 2013 

27 don't got I pit bull no yes FIC 2012 

28 don't got we night no no FIC 2012 

29 don't got they muscle no no FIC 2011 

30 don't got we sushi no no FIC 2011 

31 don't got I anything no no FIC 2011 

32 don't got they susan yes no FIC 2010 

33 don't got noun none yes no SPOK 2009 

34 don't got we time no no FIC 2009 

35 don't got I time no no FIC 2009 

36 don't got I answers no no FIC 2009 

37 don't got I nowhere no yes FIC 2009 

38 don't got I problems no no FIC 2008 

39 don't got I problems no no FIC 2008 

40 don't got you it yes no FIC 2008 

41 don't got you key yes no FIC 2008 

42 don't got I cravings no yes SPOK 2007 

43 don't got we zirconium no no FIC 2007 

44 don't got you cat no no FIC 2007 

45 don't got we enough no no FIC 2007 

46 don't got you car yes no FIC 2007 

47 don't got we money no no FIC 2007 

48 don't got I much no no FIC 2007 

49 don't got none bed no no NEWS 2007 

50 don't got they it no no FIC 2006 

51 don't got I all day no no FIC 2006 

52 don't got I it no no FIC 2006 

53 don't got you it yes no FIC 2006 

54 don't got I it no no FIC 2006 

55 don't got they mountains no no FIC 2006 

56 don't got you no one no yes FIC 2005 

57 don't got we all day no no FIC 2005 

58 don't got - time no no FIC 2005 

59 don't got you milk no no MAG 2005 

60 don't got I it no no NEWS 2005 

61 don't got I nothing no yes NEWS 2005 
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62 don't got you minutes no no SPOK 2004 

63 don't got we team no no SPOK 2004 

64 don't got he shoes no yes FIC 2004 

65 don't got - watch no no FIC 2004 

66 don't got I day no no FIC 2004 

67 don't got you homework yes yes FIC 2003 

68 don't got I batteries no no FIC 2003 

69 don't got I minutes no no MAG 2003 

70 don't got you it no no SPOK 2003 

71 don't got I money no no SPOK 2003 

72 don't got I money no no SPOK 2003 

73 don't got I phone number no no SPOK 2002 

74 don't got you address no no SPOK 2002 

75 don't got you shit no no FIC 2002 

76 don't got she right no no FIC 2002 

77 don't got you girlfriend yes yes FIC 2002 

78 don't got I lighter no no FIC 2002 

79 don't got you lighter no no FIC 2002 

80 don't got we ammo no yes FIC 2002 

81 don't got you balls no no SPOK 2001 

82 don't got you piece of ass no no FIC 2001 

83 don't got - money no yes FIC 2001 

84 don't got they choice no no FIC 2000 

85 don't got I ride no no FIC 2000 

86 don't got I bones no no FIC 2000 

87 don't got I cash no no FIC 2000 

88 don't got I friends or family no yes FIC 2000 

89 don't got you nothing no yes FIC 2000 

90 don't got name nothing no yes NEWS 2000 

91 don't got I veins no yes SPOK 1999 

92 don't got name watch no yes SPOK 1999 

93 don't got you eyes yes no FIC 1999 

94 don't got name nothing no yes FIC 1999 

95 don't got you nothing yes yes FIC 1999 

96 don't got she knife no no FIC 1999 

97 don't got we family no yes SPOK 1998 

98 don't got you it no no SPOK 1998 

99 don't got you it no no SPOK 1998 

100 don't got we power no no FIC 1998 

101 don't got we all day no no FIC 1998 

102 don't got you what no no FIC 1998 

103 don't got she mouth no no SPOK 1997 

104 don't got she mouth no yes SPOK 1997 

105 don't got they rump no no FIC 1997 

106 don't got I nothing no yes SPOK 1996 

107 don't got I battle no no FIC 1996 

108 don't got you time no no FIC 1996 

109 don't got - wheelchair no yes FIC 1996 

110 don't got they match no yes FIC 1996 

111 don't got she nothing no yes SPOK 1995 

112 don't got I nothing no yes SPOK 1995 

113 don't got you rules no yes SPOK 1995 

114 don't got I family no yes SPOK 1995 

115 don't got I habit no yes SPOK 1995 

116 don't got I no one no yes SPOK 1995 

117 don't got she man no yes SPOK 1995 

118 don't got he pulse no yes SPOK 1995 

119 don't got he pulse no yes SPOK 1995 

120 don't got you 30 no no SPOK 1995 

121 don't got - balls no no FIC 1995 

122 don't got you golf clubs or bats no tag FIC 1995 

123 don't got we time no no FIC 1995 

124 don't got you sea salt no yes FIC 1995 

125 don't got I problem no no FIC 1995 
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126 don't got you baby no no SPOK 1994 

127 don't got I pain no yes SPOK 1994 

128 don't got I milk no yes FIC 1994 

129 don't got I tylenol no yes FIC 1994 

130 don't got I it no yes FIC 1994 

131 don't got name places no yes FIC 1994 

132 don't got I nothing no yes SPOK 1993 

133 don't got we none no yes SPOK 1993 

134 don't got I money no yes SPOK 1993 

135 don't got noun seasons no yes SPOK 1993 

136 don't got noun eye no yes SPOK 1993 

137 don't got he it no no FIC 1993 

138 don't got - man yes tag FIC 1993 

139 don't got we manpower no no FIC 1993 

140 don't got noun sense no no FIC 1993 

141 don't got we privacy no no SPOK 1992 

142 don't got I none yes no FIC 1992 

143 don't got I much no no FIC 1992 

144 don't got I money no no FIC 1992 

145 don't got I stuff no no FIC 1992 

146 don't got they money no no NEWS 1992 

147 don't got I nothing to say no yes NEWS 1992 

148 don't got you suit no no SPOK 1991 

149 don't got I none no no FIC 1991 

150 don't got we everyone no no FIC 1991 

151 don't got name project no no SPOK 1990 

152 don't got noun money no no SPOK 1990 

153 don't got noun nowhere to got no yes FIC 1990 

154 don't got you souvenir no yes FIC 1990 

155 don't got we spots no no FIC 1990 

156 don't got I which no no FIC 1990 

157 don't got they what no no FIC 1990 

158 don't got you something no no FIC 1990 

159 don't got I all day no no FIC 1990 

160 don't got I hair no no FIC 1990 

161 don't got I one no no NEWS 1990 

162 don’t * got we nowhere no no SPOK 2010 

163 don’t * got you what it takes no no FIC 2005 

164 don’t * got you shame yes yes FIC 2004 

165 don’t * got you dish yes no FIC 2004 

166 don’t * got you cam yes no FIC 2001 

167 don’t * got you money yes no FIC 2000 

168 don’t * got you nowhere yes no FIC 1997 

169 don’t * got you goals yes no SPOK 1996 

170 don’t * got you them no no FIC 1996 

171 don’t * got I cheese no no SPOK 1995 

172 don’t * got you truck yes no FIC 1995 

173 don’t * got noun pins no no FIC 1994 

174 don’t * got we dental no no SPOK 1993 

175 don’t * got we guns no no FIC 1991 

176 doesn't got noun thing no no SPOK 2013 

177 doesn't got noun resources no no FIC 2011 

178 doesn't got name block yes no ACAD 2009 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 

Appendix 8: Search results for the suffixed form gots 

No. Query Subject Object Interrogative Negation Data Year 

1 gots I morning mouth no no FIC 2004 

2 gots I place no no FIC 2003 

3 gots she eyes no no FIC 2001 

4 gots I all no no FIC 1994 

5 gots it time no no SPOK 1996 
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6 gots some it no no FIC 2002 

7 gots I nothing no no FIC 2014 

8 gots you security no no FIC 2002 

9 gots we minutes no no FIC 1999 

10 gots we all no no FIC 1997 

11 gots I opinion no no FIC 2014 

12 gots you idea yes yes FIC 2006 

13 gots noun eyes no no FIC 2001 

14 gots I plenty no no NEWS 2008 

15 gots I something no no FIC 2010 

16 gots it something else no no FIC 1990 

17 gots noun what no no FIC 2002 

18 gots we schools no no NEWS 1998 

19 gots he everything no no SPOK 1995 

20 gots I gun no no FIC 1992 

21 gots it top no no FIC 1990 

22 gots she walk no no FIC 2001 

23 gots noun boy no no FIC 2010 

24 gots you pool no no FIC 2007 

25 gots name intention no no FIC 2000 

26 gots we blue no no FIC 2002 

27 gots I my own no no FIC 2002 

28 gots I something no no FIC 2010 

29 gots I friends no no FIC 1997 

30 gots she place no no SPOK 1995 

31 gots I keys no no FIC 1994 

32 gots you lightning no no FIC 1997 

33 gots you bags no no FIC 2008 

34 gots I petals no no FIC 2004 

35 gots you problem yes yes FIC 2002 

36 gots we things no no FIC 1997 

37 gots I discount no no SPOK 2013 

38 gots name face no no FIC 2001 

39 gots she one no no SPOK 1992 

40 gots name gear no no FIC 2000 

41 gots we mom no no FIC 2009 

42 gots he nowhere to go no no FIC 2002 

43 gots we situation no no FIC 2006 

44 gots you it no no FIC 2002 

45 gots they butter no no FIC 1994 

46 gots it something else no no FIC 1990 

47 gots we shitstorm no no FIC 2006 

48 gots I boots no no FIC 2001 

49 gots I news no no FIC 2008 

50 gots we cornflower no no FIC 2002 

51 gots it nothing no no SPOK 1995 

52 gots I clues no no FIC 2008 

53 gots I troubles no no FIC 2002 

54 gots I message no no FIC 2009 

55 gots - friends no no FIC 1997 

56 gots you cousins no no FIC 2001 

57 gots it theme no no FIC 1990 

58 gots it another no no FIC 2006 

59 gots she lady no no SPOK 1995 

60 gots he family no no FIC 1997 

 

Appendix 9: Search results for interrogative got 

No. Query Polarity Source Year 

1 whatcha got positive FIC 2016 

2 whatcha got positive FIC 2015 

3 whatcha got positive FIC 2015 

4 whatcha got positive FIC 2013 
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5 whatcha got positive FIC 2013 

6 whatcha got positive FIC 2013 

7 whatcha got positive FIC 2012 

8 whatcha got positive FIC 2012 

9 whatcha got positive FIC 2011 

10 whatcha got positive FIC 2011 

11 whatcha got positive FIC 2009 

12 whatcha got positive MAG 2007 

13 whatcha got positive FIC 2005 

14 whatcha got positive FIC 2004 

15 whatcha got positive FIC 2003 

16 whatcha got negative FIC 2003 

17 whatcha got positive FIC 2002 

18 whatcha got positive FIC 2001 

19 whatcha got positive ACAD 2001 

20 whatcha got positive FIC 2000 

21 whatcha got positive FIC 1999 

22 whatcha got positive SPOK 1998 

23 whatcha got positive FIC 1996 

24 whatcha got positive FIC 1995 

25 whatcha got positive FIC 1995 

26 whatcha got positive FIC 1995 

27 whatcha got positive FIC 1995 

28 whatcha got positive FIC 1994 

29 whatcha got positive FIC 1993 

30 whatcha got positive FIC 1991 

31 whatcha got positive FIC 1991 

32 whatcha got positive FIC 1990 

33 whaddaya got positive FIC 2017 

34 whaddaya got positive FIC 2002 

35 whaddaya got positive FIC 2001 

36 whaddaya got positive MAG 2001 

37 whaddaya got positive FIC 2000 

38 whaddaya got positive FIC 1997 

39 whaddaya got positive SPOK 1996 

40 whaddaya got positive MAG 1993 

41 whaddaya got positive SPOK 1992 

42 whaddaya got positive FIC 1992 

43 whaddya got positive FIC 2017 

44 whaddya got positive FIC 2016 

45 whaddya got positive FIC 2015 

46 whaddya got positive MAG 2015 

47 whaddya got positive MAG 2015 

48 whaddya got positive FIC 2014 

49 whaddya got positive MAG 2014 

50 whaddya got positive MAG 2011 

51 whaddya got positive FIC 2004 

52 whaddya got positive MAG 2002 

53 whaddya got positive FIC 1998 

54 whaddya got positive MAG 1998 

 

Appendix 10: Search results for ain’t got 

No. Subject Object Double negation Source Year 

1 noun - - MAG 2000 

2 I a single frined - FIC 2008 

3 noun a way - FIC 1999 

4 noun A's yes NEWS 2003 

5 noun A's - NEWS 2003 

6 noun accent - NEWS 1998 

7 we accent - SPOK 1993 

8 - address yes FIC 2000 

9 I AIDS - FIC 1991 

10 you alibi yes FIC 2015 
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11 you alibi yes FIC 1993 

12 I all day - FIC 2015 

13 I all day - SPOK 2009 

14 I all day - FIC 2008 

15 we all day - FIC 2006 

16 we all day - FIC 2004 

17 I all day - FIC 2000 

18 - all day - FIC 1999 

19 we all day - FIC 1997 

20 we all day - FIC 1994 

21 I all day - FIC 1990 

22 we all day - FIC 1990 

23 we all day - MAG 1990 

24 I all night - SPOK 2009 

25 I all night - FIC 2009 

26 I all night - FIC 2003 

27 I anesthetic yes FIC 2003 

28 I answer - FIC 2012 

29 I answer - FIC 2012 

30 you answer yes SPOK 2004 

31 I answer - FIC 1999 

32 you answering machine - FIC 1999 

33 we answers - FIC 2001 

34 - any - FIC 2014 

35 you any - FIC 2014 

36 I any - FIC 2009 

37 I any - FIC 2001 

38 you any - FIC 2000 

39 he any - FIC 1990 

40 we anything - SPOK 2011 

41 we anything - MAG 1996 

42 name arm yes NEWS 1990 

43 you ashtrays yes FIC 1999 

44 I ass - FIC 2004 

45 you authority yes FIC 1990 

46 I back - FIC 1992 

47 you balls - FIC 2017 

48 you balls - FIC 2009 

49 you balls - FIC 2006 

50 he balls yes FIC 1991 

51 he balls - FIC 1991 

52 you balls - FIC 1990 

53 we barrel of money - FIC 1991 

54 - baseball bat yes FIC 2014 

55 you beat - NEWS 2008 

56 we beef yes FIC 2014 

57 noun belief - FIC 1994 

58 they bling - MAG 2011 

59 we boat - FIC 2003 

60 noun bone yes MAG 2010 

61 it bone yes FIC 2006 

62 noun bone yes MAG 1995 

63 I boots - FIC 2011 

64 I bosses yes FIC 2017 

65 she boyfriend - FIC 1994 

66 you boyfriend yes FIC 1993 

67 noun brain - FIC 1999 

68 noun brains - FIC 2017 

69 you brains - FIC 2017 

70 you breakfast yes MAG 1992 

71 I breatesses - MAG 2006 

72 I brother - FIC 1992 

73 you brothers - SPOK 1996 

74 you bruises yes SPOK 2000 

75 you bruises - FIC 2000 

76 I buck seventy - FIC 2013 

77 we bucks - SPOK 2000 

78 I bucks - FIC 1997 
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79 we bullets - FIC 1992 

80 you cable, ligths, and gas yes FIC 2017 

81 I call - SPOK 2004 

82 you call-out yes FIC 2014 

83 noun cameras - FIC 2006 

84 I candy yes MAG 2006 

85 we car - SPOK 2009 

86 I car - SPOK 2005 

87 name car yes FIC 2003 

88 you car yes MAG 1990 

89 I cats or dogs yes FIC 2006 

90 noun cent - FIC 1993 

91 she chance - FIC 2016 

92 we chance - FIC 2007 

93 noun chance - FIC 2004 

94 they chance - SPOK 2002 

95 she chance - FIC 1993 

96 noun chance yes MAG 1990 

97 I cheeseburger yes FIC 2014 

98 we children - FIC 2017 

99 I choice yes FIC 2017 

100 I choice - FIC 2017 

101 we choice - FIC 2015 

102 I choice yes FIC 2015 

103 I choice yes FIC 2009 

104 you choice yes FIC 2003 

105 I choice yes FIC 1994 

106 you choice yes FIC 1990 

107 they choir yes FIC 2004 

108 I cigarettes yes SPOK 1996 

109 I cigarettes yes SPOK 1996 

110 I clothes yes SPOK 2000 

111 I clothes yes FIC 1996 

112 they clue - FIC 2013 

113 I clue - FIC 1999 

114 I clue - FIC 1999 

115 you clue - FIC 1991 

116 you collateral yes FIC 2003 

117 they coms yes FIC 2017 

118 I contract yes NEWS 2003 

119 you coon dog - MAG 1995 

120 he courage - FIC 2005 

121 I courage - FIC 1994 

122 I cousin yes FIC 1992 

123 we cows yes FIC 2001 

124 you credit yes NEWS 2005 

125 noun credit card yes FIC 1993 

126 - crocodile hide - FIC 2009 

127 - daddy yes FIC 2016 

128 he daughter yes FIC 2007 

129 I days - SPOK 2015 

130 he deer - FIC 1997 

131 you defence yes SPOK 2015 

132 it dent - SPOK 1997 

133 I deputy - FIC 1997 

134 - desire yes SPOK 2007 

135 I dime - SPOK 2000 

136 - dime - SPOK 2000 

137 you Do Re Mi - NEWS 1991 

138 we dog yes FIC 2014 

139 we dog yes FIC 2014 

140 we dog - FIC 1997 

141 we dog - FIC 1997 

142 I dollar yes FIC 1999 

143 I dollars - FIC 1997 

144 we doors yes MAG 2011 

145 you doughnuts yes SPOK 1996 

146 I drawers yes MAG 2007 
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147 I dreams - FIC 2009 

148 I education - FIC 2000 

149 you education - SPOK 1997 

150 you eggs yes FIC 2010 

151 it end yes SPOK 2001 

152 we enough - FIC 2013 

153 you enough - FIC 2003 

154 you enough - FIC 1999 

155 you equipment - SPOK 1996 

156 no one ethics - FIC 1990 

157 I everything - FIC 2015 

158 I evidence - MAG 2016 

159 you excuse - SPOK 1994 

160 you experience - SPOK 1998 

161 he experience - MAG 1994 

162 I eyeglasses - FIC 2015 

163 - eyes yes MAG 1998 

164 I eyes - FIC 1994 

165 she face yes FIC 1993 

166 I faith yes FIC 2015 

167 she family yes FIC 2012 

168 I family yes FIC 2001 

169 he family name yes SPOK 2011 

170 we farm - FIC 2001 

171 they farm system yes NEWS 1991 

172 you father yes FIC 2006 

173 noun feathers yes FIC 2003 

174 they feeling yes MAG 2003 

175 I feeling - FIC 1991 

176 I feet yes NEWS 2002 

177 he fight - SPOK 2014 

178 I fingers - FIC 1994 

179 I firearms - FIC 1993 

180 I firing weapons - SPOK 2014 

181 he fly outfit yes SPOK 2006 

182 they food yes SPOK 2005 

183 I food yes SPOK 1992 

184 she foot - FIC 2000 

185 I foots - FIC 1999 

186 - forty-five - FIC 2013 

187 - friend yes SPOK 2002 

188 you friend - FIC 2001 

189 noun friend - NEWS 1994 

190 you friends yes FIC 2005 

191 noun friends yes SPOK 1997 

192 you friends yes SPOK 1997 

193 I frineds yes SPOK 1995 

194 noun front yes FIC 2014 

195 I fur yes FIC 2002 

196 it gas - NEWS 2005 

197 we gas - FIC 1994 

198 you gatekeeper yes SPOK 2004 

199 you green card - FIC 1990 

200 he gun yes SPOK 2014 

201 - gun yes FIC 2013 

202 I gun yes SPOK 1996 

203 I gun - SPOK 1993 

204 we guns yes SPOK 1995 

205 you guts - FIC 1992 

206 I hair - SPOK 2000 

207 she hair yes FIC 1993 

208 he haircut yes SPOK 2006 

209 you halo yes SPOK 2000 

210 I hands - FIC 2008 

211 - heart yes ACAD 2017 

212 you heart - FIC 2015 

213 I heart - FIC 2015 

214 I heart - FIC 2005 
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215 I heart - FIC 2005 

216 you heart - FIC 2001 

217 you heart yes FIC 2000 

218 I heart - FIC 1992 

219 you heart - ACAD 1990 

220 name heaver or hell yes FIC 2010 

221 he hedges - FIC 2014 

222 we heritage yes FIC 1996 

223 noun hide - FIC 2009 

224 we holiday - SPOK 1992 

225 they home yes FIC 2016 

226 she home yes FIC 2016 

227 I home yes MAG 2016 

228 I home yes NEWS 2016 

229 I home yes NEWS 2012 

230 I home yes FIC 2009 

231 I home yes MAG 2003 

232 I home yes FIC 2002 

233 - home - FIC 2001 

234 you home yes FIC 1996 

235 you home yes SPOK 1995 

236 - home yes NEWS 1994 

237 - home yes SPOK 1993 

238 - home yes SPOK 1993 

239 - home yes SPOK 1993 

240 - home yes SPOK 1993 

241 - home yes SPOK 1993 

242 - home yes FIC 1993 

243 - home yes SPOK 1992 

244 - home yes MAG 1992 

245 noun home training yes FIC 2014 

246 you homework yes MAG 1993 

247 I homework yes FIC 1994 

248 they homework - SPOK 2012 

249 I hope - FIC 2015 

250 he horses yes FIC 1997 

251 - house - SPOK 2016 

252 we house - FIC 2011 

253 I house - SPOK 2005 

254 we house - FIC 2001 

255 noun huevos yes FIC 1991 

256 she husband yes FIC 2015 

257 I husband yes ACAD 2014 

258 I idea yes FIC 2013 

259 he idea yes FIC 2001 

260 you idea yes SPOK 1998 

261 I idea - FIC 1990 

262 I idea - FIC 1990 

263 we image - FIC 1990 

264 noun imagination - FIC 2002 

265 noun insurance yes SPOK 2016 

266 they insurance - MAG 2013 

267 you intelligence yes SPOK 1994 

268 I it - FIC 2017 

269 noun it - FIC 2016 

270 you it - FIC 2015 

271 you it - MAG 2015 

272 you it - SPOK 2012 

273 I it - NEWS 2007 

274 I it - FIC 2006 

275 you it - FIC 2006 

276 I it - NEWS 2005 

277 I it - SPOK 2003 

278 you it - MAG 2003 

279 you it - MAG 2002 

280 he it - FIC 2001 

281 - it - FIC 1999 

282 you it - FIC 1996 
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283 he it - SPOK 1995 

284 he it - MAG 1994 

285 we it - FIC 1993 

286 they it - FIC 1993 

287 we it - FIC 1993 

288 noun it - FIC 1992 

289 they it - SPOK 1991 

290 you it - SPOK 1990 

291 I it - FIC 1990 

292 I it - MAG 1990 

293 you jack shit - FIC 1991 

294 noun job - SPOK 2012 

295 I job - SPOK 2005 

296 I job - SPOK 1997 

297 you job yes SPOK 1996 

298 he job yes FIC 1991 

299 we jobs yes SPOK 1997 

300 we jobs yes NEWS 1994 

301 you juice - FIC 2012 

302 you juice - FIC 1997 

303 we juice yes MAG 1992 

304 you kick yes FIC 2005 

305 you kick yes MAG 1998 

306 someone kids yes FIC 2016 

307 I kids yes MAG 1995 

308 he kids - FIC 1990 

309 noun land - FIC 2005 

310 you legs yes SPOK 2014 

311 you legs yes FIC 1994 

312 I license - FIC 2013 

313 you license - SPOK 2011 

314 half of them licenses - MAG 2013 

315 you life yes FIC 2016 

316 he life signs yes FIC 2005 

317 he life signs yes FIC 2005 

318 you lineage yes FIC 2004 

319 I Lord yes FIC 2008 

320 you love yes FIC 2009 

321 they love yes NEWS 2003 

322 I love yes SPOK 1997 

323 you love - FIC 2009 

324 you luck - FIC 1990 

325 I mail yes SPOK 2005 

326 name mail - FIC 2006 

327 noun mama yes FIC 2006 

328 I mama yes FIC 1994 

329 I mamma yes FIC 2005 

330 I man yes ACAD 2017 

331 you man yes FIC 2013 

332 he man - FIC 2007 

333 I man yes NEWS 2007 

334 - man yes SPOK 2002 

335 you man - FIC 1993 

336 I man or woman yes MAG 1994 

337 noun manpower - MAG 2014 

338 we many - FIC 1996 

339 - master yes FIC 2011 

340 I material yes SPOK 2017 

341 noun MemMax - FIC 2007 

342 he message - FIC 1995 

343 noun milk yes ACAD 1999 

344 I minute yes SPOK 2002 

345 - minutes - FIC 2003 

346 I mom - MAG 2005 

347 he money yes FIC 2016 

348 we money yes SPOK 2015 

349 you money - SPOK 2014 

350 I money - FIC 2013 
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351 we money - FIC 2011 

352 I money - FIC 2011 

353 noun money yes NEWS 2009 

354 I money - SPOK 2009 

355 you money - SPOK 2009 

356 noun money yes FIC 2008 

357 I money - FIC 2008 

358 I money - FIC 2008 

359 noun money yes FIC 2008 

360 I money yes SPOK 2006 

361 you money yes SPOK 2006 

362 - money - SPOK 2005 

363 we money - FIC 2003 

364 I money yes FIC 2003 

365 I money yes FIC 2002 

366 we money - FIC 2002 

367 you money yes FIC 2002 

368 we money - FIC 2001 

369 - money - SPOK 2000 

370 he money - SPOK 1997 

371 I money yes SPOK 1996 

372 I money yes FIC 1994 

373 he money yes SPOK 1993 

374 I money yes SPOK 1993 

375 we money yes SPOK 1993 

376 he money - FIC 1993 

377 we money yes FIC 1993 

378 you money - FIC 1993 

379 I money - FIC 1993 

380 they money yes FIC 1991 

381 I money - SPOK 1990 

382 he money - FIC 2007 

383 we money - FIC 2004 

384 you money - SPOK 1998 

385 you money - FIC 1995 

386 I more yes FIC 2013 

387 he mother yes FIC 1994 

388 he move - FIC 2006 

389 you movie check yes FIC 2001 

390 - much - NEWS 2017 

391 we much - SPOK 2013 

392 we much - FIC 2013 

393 you much - FIC 2009 

394 noun much - FIC 2008 

395 - much - FIC 2006 

396 she much - FIC 2004 

397 we much - SPOK 2001 

398 I much - FIC 1999 

399 I much - SPOK 1997 

400 you much - FIC 1997 

401 we much - FIC 1996 

402 you much - FIC 1996 

403 you much - MAG 1994 

404 you much - FIC 1993 

405 I much - FIC 1993 

406 I much - FIC 1992 

407 we much - FIC 1992 

408 we much - FIC 1991 

409 you much of one - FIC 2008 

410 you muscle - FIC 2002 

411 we music - FIC 1997 

412 we naighbors [sic] yes FIC 1992 

413 - name - FIC 2001 

414 noun nature - SPOK 2008 

415 we needles - FIC 1995 

416 you nerve - FIC 1996 

417 I nickel - SPOK 2000 

418 I night - FIC 2016 
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419 he night's sleep - FIC 2000 

420 I no more yes SPOK 1998 

421 he no one yes FIC 2010 

422 - no one yes FIC 2001 

423 - no use yes FIC 2008 

424 - nobody yes FIC 2016 

425 I nobody yes MAG 2014 

426 he nobody yes ACAD 2010 

427 I nobody yes FIC 2009 

428 I nobody yes SPOK 2006 

429 you nobody yes ACAD 2006 

430 you nobody yes SPOK 1998 

431 I nobody yes SPOK 1996 

432 they nobody yes SPOK 1995 

433 he nobody yes SPOK 1995 

434 I nobody yes FIC 1995 

435 I nobody yes FIC 1992 

436 ye nobody yes MAG 1991 

437 she nobody else yes FIC 1994 

438 they none yes FIC 2016 

439 we none yes FIC 2009 

440 I none yes FIC 2002 

441 you none yes SPOK 2002 

442 - none yes FIC 2000 

443 - none yes NEWS 1997 

444 name none yes MAG 1996 

445 noun nothin yes FIC 1990 

446 we nothin' yes MAG 2010 

447 I nothin' yes FIC 2005 

448 I nothin' yes SPOK 2002 

449 you nothin' yes FIC 2000 

450 noun nothin' yes FIC 1997 

451 noun nothin' yes FIC 1996 

452 he nothin' yes FIC 1996 

453 you nothin' yes FIC 1996 

454 that nothin' yes FIC 1993 

455 I nothin' yes FIC 1992 

456 you nothin' - FIC 1992 

457 noun nothin' yes FIC 1992 

458 you nothing yes SPOK 2016 

459 I nothing yes SPOK 2014 

460 you nothing yes FIC 2014 

461 noun nothing yes FIC 2012 

462 we nothing yes MAG 2012 

463 - nothing yes FIC 2011 

464 we nothing yes NEWS 2010 

465 name nothing yes FIC 2009 

466 I nothing yes FIC 2009 

467 name nothing yes FIC 2008 

468 you nothing yes FIC 2007 

469 name nothing yes FIC 2007 

470 I nothing yes NEWS 2007 

471 I nothing yes ACAD 2007 

472 I nothing yes FIC 2006 

473 they nothing yes FIC 2006 

474 you nothing yes FIC 2006 

475 - nothing yes FIC 2005 

476 we nothing yes NEWS 2005 

477 you nothing yes FIC 2004 

478 name nothing yes SPOK 2003 

479 you nothing yes FIC 2003 

480 you nothing yes FIC 2003 

481 it nothing yes FIC 2003 

482 you nothing yes FIC 2003 

483 they nothing yes SPOK 2002 

484 you nothing yes SPOK 2002 

485 we nothing yes ACAD 2002 

486 I nothing yes FIC 2001 
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487 we nothing yes NEWS 2001 

488 we nothing yes SPOK 2000 

489 I nothing yes SPOK 2000 

490 I nothing yes SPOK 2000 

491 I nothing yes SPOK 2000 

492 I nothing yes FIC 2000 

493 we nothing yes FIC 1999 

494 noun nothing yes FIC 1999 

495 I nothing yes SPOK 1999 

496 you nothing yes FIC 1999 

497 we nothing yes FIC 1998 

498 I nothing yes FIC 1998 

499 you nothing yes FIC 1998 

500 he nothing yes SPOK 1997 

501 he nothing yes SPOK 1997 

502 she nothing yes SPOK 1997 

503 I nothing yes SPOK 1997 

504 - nothing yes SPOK 1995 

505 you nothing yes SPOK 1995 

506 I nothing yes SPOK 1994 

507 you nothing yes FIC 1994 

508 you nothing yes MAG 1994 

509 they nothing yes MAG 1994 

510 you nothing yes SPOK 1993 

511 they nothing yes FIC 1993 

512 they nothing yes NEWS 1993 

513 we nothing yes SPOK 1992 

514 they nothing yes ACAD 1992 

515 I nothing else yes FIC 2017 

516 I nothing else yes NEWS 2016 

517 noun nothing in common yes FIC 2008 

518 - notion - ACAD 2003 

519 you notion - FIC 2002 

520 I notion yes FIC 1990 

521 I number - NEWS 2005 

522 noun numbers yes NEWS 1998 

523 I nuthin' yes FIC 2005 

524 I nuthin' - FIC 2000 

525 I nuthin' yes FIC 1991 

526 - nuttin' yes FIC 1996 

527 we oil - MAG 1991 

528 - one - FIC 2016 

529 he one - MAG 2012 

530 we one - FIC 2010 

531 - one - FIC 2003 

532 we one - FIC 1995 

533 I one - FIC 1994 

534 - one - FIC 1994 

535 I one - FIC 1993 

536 - one - FIC 1992 

537 you other people - FIC 1996 

538 - other people yes FIC 2006 

539 I owners - FIC 1990 

540 I paints yes FIC 2016 

541 I paper yes NEWS 2007 

542 you paper - NEWS 1991 

543 I papers yes FIC 2017 

544 I part - FIC 1994 

545 I partners - FIC 1994 

546 they pass yes FIC 1990 

547 I patience - FIC 2017 

548 they patience yes FIC 2014 

549 I patience - FIC 1994 

550 I patience - FIC 1994 

551 - pencil yes MAG 1997 

552 you penny - SPOK 2014 

553 I penny - FIC 1990 

554 he people - FIC 2001 
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555 noun personality yes MAG 2001 

556 I PhD yes SPOK 1997 

557 he phone yes FIC 2009 

558 you phone yes FIC 2009 

559 we phone yes FIC 2007 

560 name phone yes FIC 2006 

561 ya'll pick - MAG 2008 

562 we picture yes FIC 2013 

563 he pictures - SPOK 1999 

564 he piece of ice - FIC 1999 

565 he pistol - FIC 2000 

566 - place yes SPOK 2016 

567 noun place yes FIC 2005 

568 I place yes SPOK 2002 

569 he place yes SPOK 2002 

570 - place - FIC 1994 

571 I plans yes NEWS 2003 

572 you point - SPOK 1995 

573 you point - SPOK 1995 

574 you pool table yes FIC 1997 

575 you pot - FIC 1996 

576 you pot - FIC 1996 

577 I power yes FIC 1997 

578 you power - FIC 1994 

579 you power - FIC 1994 

580 you power - SPOK 2012 

581 - privacy yes FIC 2007 

582 I problem - SPOK 2016 

583 I problem - SPOK 2005 

584 I problem yes FIC 2005 

585 you problem - SPOK 1996 

586 I problem yes SPOK 1995 

587 she problems yes FIC 2007 

588 you and me problems yes FIC 2002 

589 I problems yes SPOK 1995 

590 you problems - FIC 1994 

591 you problems - FIC 1994 

592 they proof yes FIC 1992 

593 you protection - FIC 2016 

594 they purpose yes FIC 1996 

595 I purse - FIC 2017 

596 we pygmies yes FIC 1995 

597 I quarrel yes NEWS 2016 

598 I quarrel yes MAG 2013 

599 I quarrel yes NEWS 2004 

600 I quarrel yes MAG 2001 

601 I quarrel yes MAG 2001 

602 I quarrel yes MAG 1996 

603 I quarrel yes NEWS 1990 

604 noun quit yes FIC 2008 

605 we rainbow trout yes MAG 1996 

606 they real ones - FIC 1998 

607 ya'll reason yes FIC 2013 

608 I reason yes FIC 2007 

609 we reason yes FIC 2001 

610 I reason yes SPOK 1993 

611 she reason yes FIC 1992 

612 you Republican - SPOK 2009 

613 I reputation - FIC 1990 

614 you respect - FIC 2001 

615 he restraining - SPOK 1997 

616 she rhythm yes SPOK 2012 

617 noun rhythm yes MAG 2008 

618 - rhythm yes FIC 1993 

619 you right yes FIC 2016 

620 he right yes FIC 2010 

621 you right yes FIC 2007 

622 I right - FIC 2004 
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623 you right yes SPOK 1994 

624 you right yes FIC 1993 

625 I right - FIC 1992 

626 you rights - SPOK 2001 

627 name rights - FIC 1990 

628 you ring - MAG 2017 

629 you ring - NEWS 2000 

630 I ring yes FIC 1994 

631 they room yes SPOK 2015 

632 we room - FIC 1990 

633 you roses yes FIC 1992 

634 we route yes FIC 2001 

635 he rules - FIC 1994 

636 I rush yes FIC 1993 

637 I s - MAG 2003 

638 it schwing - MAG 1993 

639 I scratch - FIC 2007 

640 you scratch - FIC 2007 

641 you seniority - SPOK 2012 

642 you sense - FIC 2017 

643 you sense - FIC 2017 

644 he sense - FIC 2015 

645 you sense yes FIC 2009 

646 they sense yes FIC 2009 

647 you sense - FIC 2008 

648 he sense - FIC 2005 

649 noun sense - FIC 2004 

650 you sense - FIC 2003 

651 you sense - FIC 2001 

652 he sense - FIC 2000 

653 nothin' sense - FIC 1994 

654 man sense yes FIC 1993 

655 you sense - NEWS 2012 

656 dey [sic] sense - FIC 2008 

657 you sense - FIC 2006 

658 you sense - FIC 2003 

659 you sense - FIC 1994 

660 you sense - FIC 1994 

661 you sense - FIC 1994 

662 noun sense of humor yes FIC 2001 

663 - service yes FIC 2000 

664 we sewing machine - FIC 2015 

665 you shackles - FIC 2013 

666 - shelter yes FIC 1996 

667 neither one of us shit - FIC 2017 

668 name shit - FIC 2017 

669 name shit - ACAD 2011 

670 he shit - FIC 2008 

671 noun shit - FIC 2008 

672 I shit - FIC 2008 

673 he shit - FIC 2001 

674 who shit - FIC 1996 

675 you shit - FIC 1996 

676 noun shit - FIC 1992 

677 I shit - FIC 2005 

678 he shoes yes FIC 2016 

679 she shoes yes FIC 2011 

680 I sister or brother - NEWS 1998 

681 noun skills yes FIC 1991 

682 they skills yes FIC 1991 

683 noun smell or taste yes SPOK 1992 

684 you somebody - NEWS 1992 

685 she something - FIC 2013 

686 you something - NEWS 1996 

687 you something - FIC 2012 

688 noun something - NEWS 2006 

689 I something else - FIC 1990 

690 you son - FIC 1999 
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691 noun soul yes ACAD 2004 

692 noun soul yes NEWS 2002 

693 noun soul - NEWS 1999 

694 you soul yes FIC 1990 

695 we special - FIC 1999 

696 you speech - NEWS 1996 

697 noun spirit yes FIC 2003 

698 he spout - FIC 2017 

699 they squat - SPOK 2015 

700 they squat - SPOK 2014 

701 I stable - FIC 2011 

702 it stem yes FIC 1999 

703 I stones - FIC 2003 

704 I strength - FIC 2002 

705 I strength - FIC 2002 

706 he strength - FIC 1992 

707 - stuff - FIC 2016 

708 I style - MAG 2005 

709 we swing yes ACAD 2016 

710 it swing - FIC 2015 

711 it swing - NEWS 2015 

712 it swing - ACAD 2015 

713 it swing - NEWS 2014 

714 it swing - MAG 2005 

715 you swing - FIC 2005 

716 it swing - FIC 2004 

717 it swing - MAG 1999 

718 it swing - ACAD 1999 

719 it swing - SPOK 1997 

720 it swing - NEWS 1997 

721 it swing - MAG 1995 

722 it swing - SPOK 1994 

723 it swing - MAG 1994 

724 it swing - NEWS 1994 

725 he swing - FIC 1990 

726 you tab yes FIC 2010 

727 I table - FIC 2017 

728 he tail - FIC 2002 

729 they talent yes SPOK 2004 

730 noun taste - FIC 1996 

731 noun taste yes FIC 1990 

732 she tears yes FIC 2001 

733 I that - FIC 2017 

734 we that - SPOK 2015 

735 you that - FIC 2011 

736 you that - SPOK 2002 

737 I that - FIC 2015 

738 I them - SPOK 1993 

739 it thing - FIC 2016 

740 noun thing - FIC 2015 

741 he thing - FIC 2001 

742 I thing - FIC 1990 

743 they thumbs - FIC 2007 

744 – time - FIC 2017 

745 I time yes FIC 2017 

746 I time yes FIC 2017 

747 I time - FIC 2017 

748 I time - NEWS 2017 

749 I time - FIC 2016 

750 I time - SPOK 2015 

751 I time - SPOK 2015 

752 I time - FIC 2015 

753 I time yes FIC 2015 

754 they time - FIC 2014 

755 I time - FIC 2014 

756 - time - ACAD 2013 

757 I time - SPOK 2012 

758 we time - FIC 2012 
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759 we time - MAG 2012 

760 I time - SPOK 2011 

761 we time - FIC 2011 

762 I time - FIC 2011 

763 I time - FIC 2010 

764 I time - FIC 2010 

765 we time - FIC 2009 

766 - time - SPOK 2009 

767 they time - FIC 2009 

768 I time - FIC 2009 

769 I time - SPOK 2006 

770 I time - FIC 2006 

771 I time yes FIC 2006 

772 I time yes FIC 2006 

773 I time - FIC 2005 

774 you time - MAG 2004 

775 name time - SPOK 2003 

776 I time yes FIC 2002 

777 I time - SPOK 2002 

778 she time - FIC 2001 

779 I time yes FIC 2001 

780 you time - MAG 2001 

781 we time - ACAD 2001 

782 I time - SPOK 2000 

783 I time - FIC 2000 

784 she time - FIC 2000 

785 I time - FIC 1999 

786 I time - FIC 1999 

787 I time - MAG 1999 

788 I time - NEWS 1999 

789 you time - SPOK 1999 

790 I time - SPOK 1999 

791 I time - SPOK 1999 

792 you time - FIC 1999 

793 I time - FIC 1999 

794 I time - FIC 1999 

795 I time - FIC 1996 

796 I time - FIC 1996 

797 I time - FIC 1996 

798 we time - FIC 1996 

799 I time - MAG 1996 

800 I time - MAG 1996 

801 I time - SPOK 1995 

802 I time - FIC 1995 

803 I time - FIC 1993 

804 you time - FIC 1993 

805 I time yes SPOK 1992 

806 I time - MAG 1992 

807 you time - MAG 1992 

808 you time yes NEWS 1991 

809 I time - FIC 1991 

810 we time - FIC 1990 

811 we time - FIC 1990 

812 - time - FIC 1990 

813 they training yes FIC 2017 

814 noun transpo[rt] yes FIC 1997 

815 I truck yes FIC 2005 

816 you trumps yes MAG 1995 

817 she TV yes FIC 2006 

818 they undercovers yes MAG 2014 

819 I use yes NEWS 2014 

820 you use - FIC 2009 

821 they use - FIC 2007 

822 we use - FIC 1997 

823 you use - FIC 1992 

824 - use - FIC 1990 

825 he vacan-cies yes FIC 1994 

826 we visibility yes SPOK 1997 
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827 we visibility yes SPOK 1997 

828 I voice yes FIC 2007 

829 name wagglies yes FIC 2014 

830 I walking shoes yes FIC 2004 

831 I warrant - FIC 2003 

832 I watch - FIC 1992 

833 we water yes FIC 2010 

834 I water yes FIC 2005 

835 - water yes FIC 1991 

836 I way yes FIC 2016 

837 I way yes FIC 1998 

838 we way out yes FIC 2017 

839 you weapon yes FIC 1994 

840 he weapons yes SPOK 1995 

841 you what - FIC 1993 

842 we what - MAG 1993 

843 we what - FIC 2015 

844 you what - SPOK 2012 

845 you what - NEWS 1990 

846 they wheels yes FIC 2016 

847 you wheels yes MAG 2012 

848 we wine bottles yes SPOK 1995 

849 - wings yes FIC 1996 

850 you word - FIC 1990 

851 we words yes FIC 2016 

852 we words yes FIC 2015 

853 he work - SPOK 1991 

854 - worried yes SPOK 1999 

855 noun worries yes FIC 1990 

856 I year or two - SPOK 1996 

857 I you - NEWS 2012 

858 I you - MAG 2008 

859 I you - SPOK 1990 

 

Appendix 11: Results for ain’t * got 

No. Subject Object Double negation Interrogative Source Year Separating word 

1 you coffee - yes FIC 2017 subject 

2 he teeth - - FIC 2017 even 

3 you food - - FIC 2015 even 

4 we kitchen yes - FIC 2013 even 

5 you people yes yes FIC 2013 subject 

6 nobody time yes - SPOK 2012 subject 

7 ya one - yes FIC 2012 subject 

8 you resources - - FIC 2011 exactly 

9 I car yes - SPOK 2010 even 

10 they hospitals - yes FIC 2010 subject 

11 they grief - yes FIC 2009 subject 

12 I daughter - - FIC 2008 even 

13 noun sense - - FIC 2008 even 

14 he shoes - - MAG 2008 even 

15 one much - - FIC 2006 even 

16 we biscuits - yes FIC 2005 subject 

17 you coat - yes FIC 2004 subject 

18 he bicycle - - FIC 2003 subject 

19 they schools - yes FIC 2002 subject 

20 you enough - yes SPOK 2001 subject 

21 you chilluns - yes FIC 2001 subject 

22 it tails - yes MAG 2000 subject 

23 you brains - yes FIC 1999 subject 

24 we walls yes - SPOK 1998 even 

25 we walls yes - SPOK 1998 even 

26 we what - yes SPOK 1997 subject 

27 nobody money yes - SPOK 1997 subject 

28 you nerves yes yes SPOK 1996 subject 
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29 you guts yes yes SPOK 1996 subject 

30 it work - - NEWS 1996 hardly 

31 you middle initial yes yes FIC 1995 subject 

32 you eyes yes yes FIC 1993 subject 

33 you tears - - FIC 1993 even 

34 you manners yes yes NEWS 1993 subject 

35 you nothing yes yes FIC 1992 subject 

36 we fun - yes NEWS 1992 subject 

37 I flock - - FIC 1991 hardly 

38 you sense yes yes FIC 1991 subject 

39 you friends yes yes SPOK 1990 subject 

40 name news yes - FIC 1990 never 

41 you nobody yes yes FIC 1990 subject 

42 you conscience - yes FIC 1990 subject 

43 you mouth - yes FIC 1990 subject 

 

Legend: An asterisks (*) indicates the placement of a random lexical item. 

 


